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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is on visual pattern interpretation. It takes as a
starting point a basic principle formulated by Gestalt psychology
as the Law of Prägnanz (Koffka, 1935, p. 110). This law states that
psychological organization will always be as good as the prevailing
conditions allow. The law implies that an observer will prefer the
most simple interpretation that can be made of a pattern, given the
constraints inherent in it. Mach (1886) had already drawn attention
to this tendency

towards maximally efficient organization, and it

has since also become known as Hochberg·s minimum-principle (Hochberg & McAllister, 1953).
To delimit our object of invostigation, only line patterns will
be used as stimuli in the demonstrations and experiments to be discussed in the chapters to follow. To be able to predict, from the
Law of Prägnanz, which one of a number of alternative interpretations of a line pattern will be perceptually preferred, a measure
for the efficiency of line pattern interpretations is needed. In
order to define such a measure, Leeuwenberg's (1968, 1969, 1971)
coding system for visual patterns is introduced. By means of this
coding system a pattern interpretation can be represented by a pattern code. Next, the efficiency of the pattern interpretation can
be expressed in terms of the length of that code.
Each one of the next five chapters, which were written as independent articles, deals more or less directly with the Gestalt position outlined above. First, the Law of Prägnanz is applied to a number of perceptual phenomena from the domain of visual illusions. It
is investigated whether the occurrence of these illusions indeed corresponds with the most efficient answer the visual system can give
on how to interpret the raw data provided by the displays at hand.
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Secondly, an attempt is made to determine, for the type of patterns
considered, within which limits the Law of Prägnanz, i.e. the tendency to good Gestalts, is effective, or, in other words, by which preconditions it is bounded. Finally, since the quantification of the
efficiency of pattern interpretations through coding plays a central
role in our study, various chapters devote much attention to a detailed description of the Leeuwenberg coding system.
Because other attempts to quantify pattern complexity have been
made during the past decade, the relative merits of those alternative
approaches will be briefly discussed now. Research efforst have been
concentrated on three major topics. First, there was an attempt to
establish, for various types of pattern, the physical parameters
which determine perceived pattern complexity. This approach has been
rather unsuccessful, probably because of its rather a-theoretical
starting point, so it is only mentioned here for the sake of completeness and will not be further discussed. Secondly, pattern complexity has been quantified within the framework provided by selective information theory (Attneave, 1959), which psychology borrowed
from communication engineering (Shannon & Weaver, 1949). After a
period of rather uncritical approval, forecast by Miller (1953),
lective

se-

information theory was abandoned in an even more uncritical

way, partly under the influence of an article by Green 8c Courtis
(1966). They concluded on the basis of some at that time unfulfilled
preconditions for the application of selective information theory
that the theory is in principle unapplicable. Thirdly, a few investigators have concentrated their research on the units in terms of
which sequential stimuli are analyzed. Roughly speaking, the number
of units needed for the specification of a sequential pattern determines, according to those theorists, the pattern's complexity or
structural information content.
Because the latter two approaches both use the term information,
it may be helpful to discuss the meaning which is given to

this
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term

in each case, in order to distinguish the approaches and to de

termine their relative merits. According to selective information
theory, the information inherent in tin event is some function of the
number of alternative events that could have happened. If it is
applied to an individual pattern (Attneave, 1959), each pattern ele
ment can be considered an event and the information of the pattern
will, roughly speaking, be a function of the variability of events
within the pattern. That is to say, the number and relative frequen
cy

of different pattern elements, and sequential dependencies be

tween them, determine the complexity of a pattern. Notice the empha
sis on different events. Now, the structural information of a pat
tern is defined in almost identical terms as equivalent to the num
ber of independent aspects of the pattern (Leeuwenberg, 1968). The
difference between selective and structural information theory is
in the precise way in which information is quantified by each one
of them. Selective information theory is basically concerned with
frequency relations between pattern elements, whereas the structural
information of a pattern is defined in terms of the particular cod
ing rules proposed. A coding rule defines which pattern elements can
be condensed into which form. So, coding rules can reduce a sequence
of pattern elements to a few elements, which together with those
rules represent the entire sequence. Selective information theory
also comprises such a reduction process, in that, by taking account
of all kinds of frequency relations, the total number of elements
of a sequence is reduced to the minimal nimbeг of bits, i.e. infor
mation units, needed to select any element of the sequence.
Now, in our opinion, the basic reduction principle of both se
lective and structural information theory is repetition. However,
the way in which repetition is quantified and the various types of
repetition that are distinguished differ from one system to the
other. In particular, structural information theory incorporates
coding rules which are not defined by selective information theory,
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which is not to say that they could not, in principle, be quantified in terms of that system. Those additional coding rules enable
structural information or coding theory to take account of psychologically relevant pattern aspects which are neglected by selective
information theory. Various coding systems have been proposed, each
one defining structural information more or less in the same way
by choosing rather similar coding rules (Simon, 1972). Among these
systems

Leeuwenberg's coding system is the most elaborate and most

flexible one. Therefore,

his coding system will be used in this

thesis.
By means of Leeuwenberg's coding system codes or structural descriptions can be made of line patterns. Structural descriptions are
arrived at in the following way (see Figure 1 ) . First, the line elements and angles making up a pattern are converted to a sequence of
symbols, called a primitive code of the pattern. Because the line
elements and angles of a pattern can be arranged in different sequences, different primitive codes result for each pattern. Each primitive code represents only one pattern uniquely, however. Next, the
primitive codes are recoded by means of a number of coding rules.
The aim of this receding is to eliminate all redundancy from the
primitive codes. The maximally reduced codes are called final codes.
Because coding rules can be applied in different orders and on different subsets of the primitive code, different final codes can be
made for each primitive code. Only one primitive code is represented
uniquely by each final code, however. From the law of Prägnanz, it
is predicted that the most efficient, i.e., the shortest, final code
corresponds to the perceptually preferred interpretation of the pattern coded.
Some comments regarding the above coding procedures are in place
here. First, it should be noticed that the coding operations are not
yet implemented in a computer program though this

is not to be ex-

cluded in principle. That is to say, all codes have to be made by
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Figure 1. Global scheme of coding procedures.
the experimenter and cannot yet be checked by an automatized procedure. This puts a heavy responsibility on the experimenter. Second,
because we are talking of coding operations the reader might get the
impression that the coding system incorporates a process model. However, it does not contain anything of the kind. The coding system
provides procedures for the generation of structural pattern descriptions that are intended to be psychologically relevant. If the descriptions are psychologically relevant, i.e. if they reflect perceptual intuitions correctly, there is still no reason

for a

necessary correspondence between the coding procedures proposed by
the coding language and the coding processes that take place in the
human information processor.
An analogy may clarify the above point. Soon after the introduction of formal structural models for the description of natural Ian-
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guages, psycholinguists advanced the hypothesis that the descriptive
units and rules proposed by these formal models correspond in a oneto-one fashion with the units and operations that are used in the
processing of these stimuli. However, this turned out not to be 1 he
caso (soe for a review of the relevant literature Lovolt, J974). It
was demonstrated, for example, that data from experiments on the
perception

of sentences could not be explained on the basis of the

grammatical structure ι i.e. transformational history,of these sen
tences. Such facts which contradict one-to-one correspondence between
structure and process, leave us with a number of possibilities.
Firstly, though the individual operations in perception do not cor
respond to individual linguistic rules, it may still be the case
that the output of the perceptual system as a whole, i.e. the in
ternal representation of a perceived sentence, is isomorphous to
the output of the linguistic generative rules, i.e. the linguistic
structural description of the sentence. This position is, for in
stance, defended in Fodor, Bever & Garrett, 1974. Closely related
to this view is the notion that the structural description is Iso
morphic to the code in memory. Let us call this input/output iso
morphism. One advantage of this theory is that if the linguistic
rules are grouped in components (e.g. phonological, syntactic, se
mantic components) the inputs/outputs of these components may be
isomorphic to inputs/outputs of corresponding components in the per
ceptual process. Secondly, one could reject this latter type of iso
morphism as well, and propose a far more abstract relation between
structural rules and perceptual processes: Since linguistic rules
are based on intuitions people have about sentences, it is the out
put of this process of intuitive judgment that is described by the
rules. This, however, involves far more than perception alone, and
there is no guarantee that all of the linguistic rules are in some
way or another implemented in the perceptual system. Moreover, this
'implementation' could be very indirect itself: it could be as ab-
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stract as the relation between an instruction in a higher-order computer language, and its reflection in the actual machine language. This
latter view is, just because of its indirectness far less stimulating
for generating fruitful research hypotheses than the earlier ones,
but these earlier ones are, of course, more vulnerable. It is, in
general, a wise research strategy to assign as much 'psychological
reality' to structural rules as possible.
How does this analogy work out for the relations between the
Leeuwenberg coding system, and pattern interpretation processes? The
main answer to this is that it is far too early to make well-founded conjectures about the relations between the coding system and
process models. A far more urgent task is to map out the 'generative
capacity' (to use the linguistic analogy again) of the coding system,
i.e. which judgments on patterns can be adequately handled by the
system, how predictive is the system for new patterns, etcetera.
This is, in fact, the primary aim of this thesis.
The second answer is that we would favor, as a start,

the build-

ing of process models that use the coding rules as directly as possible. This does not mean that we have great expectations of a purely isomorphistic model: the code-generation is, essentially, a sequential activity, rules are applied one after another. This is quite
unlikely for, at least, the visual system which seems to be built for
parallel processing. The second resort, therefore, is some variant
of an input/output model, for instance one in which a more peripheral
(or 'sensory') and a more central (or 'cognitive') component are
operative. It could then be an interesting issue whether these process components correspond to the primitive and central coding system components in the input/output fashion described above.
As mentioned, the primary aim of this thesis is to give psychologically relevant descriptions of a number of perceptual intuitions.
The structural model to be used is depicted in Figure 1 and already
globally described. It contains a primitive component by which a
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pattern is converted to a number of primitive codes and a central
component that converts each primitive code to a number of final
codes. Up till now (Leeuwenberg, 1968, 1969, 1971), the final codes
appeared to be adequate pattern descriptions, i.e. descriptions
which reflect the perceptual, intuitions subjects have. Therefore,
an attempt is made in Chapter 2 to describe the conditions of occur
rence of a visual phenomenon, introduced in Chapter 1 as the neon
effect, in terms of the final codes of alternative pattern interpre
tations. The attempt appears to be rather successful. In the remain
ing chapters, however, a number of predictions based on final codes
turn out to be false. The solution we strive at is this: a complete
structural description consists of the pair

of primitive and final

code of a pattern. Some perceptual intuitions
аотЪіпаЫоп

are reflected by some

of the codes, not just by the final code alone. It is,

in particular, the length of the primitive code that appears to be
an important descriptive factor. Chapter 5 presents a second consi
derable extension of the model. Neither the final code, nor the
primitive code, nor the two of them in combination can be consider
ed adequate pattern descriptions, unless the set of allowable codes
is restricted to those codes that represent objects. So, some seman
tic rules appear to be part of the coding system, either of the pri
mitive, or preferably of the central component. In retrospect, we
can say that the structural descriptions used in Chapter 2 were only
successful because the patterns dealt with were invariant with res
pect to the factors that appeared crucial in the later studies.
In summary, adequate structural descriptions comprise both primi
tive and final codes, and in the production of codes semantic rules
must play a role. The distinction between primitive and final codes
is a distinction at a descriptive level. However, if one looks for
a correspondence between descriptive components and processing stages,
the primitive component will hopefully correspond to processes at a
more sensory level, whereas the central component probably represents
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more central processes. The components themselves comprise only
logical relations, however, and no direct correspondence between
these relations and actual processing steps is assumed.
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I

A NEW VISUAL ILLUSION: NEONLIKE COLOR SPREADING AND COMPLEMENTARY
COLOR INDUCTION BETWEEN SUBJECTIVE CONTOURS
H.F.J.M. van Tuijl*

Abstract
A new visual Illusion Is described as a neonlike spreading of
color between subjective contours. Spreading of an actually present
color as well as spreading of a complementary color appear to be
possible. Spreading of brightness can be demonstrated also.
Two related classes of illusions are mentioned and some indica
tions of central factors involved in the effect are discussed.

The Neon

Effect

The neon effect and the general conditions for its occurrence
can be demonstrated as follows: if one draws on white paper a black
matrix of,e.g., 5 mm squares and replaces several black line elements
of the matrix by blue ones according to a pattern such as that of
Figure 1.1, the blue color appears to spread around the colored line
elements filling up the subjective contours that arise according to
the pattern delineated in Figure 1.2. The observer gets the impres
sion of looking at a black matrix with a blue diamond projected onto
it, or better, hovering

just above the surface of the matrix (see

Figure 1.3).
The phenomenon is quite strong. It can be seen over a considerж
The preparation of this article was supported by a grant from the
Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO).
The author is indebted to Ch.M.M. de Weert for helpful suggestions
and discussions on various points and to E.L.J. Leeuwenberg for his
kind permission to refer to his current research.
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ably wide range of matrix grains, although there is a tendency for
smaller grained matrices to cause stronger neon effects. Any subjectively colored structure can be constructed in any color. A neonlike colored circle arises if one replaces black lines by colored
ones according to the structure of a circle (see Figure 1.4). Besides,
no other equipment than everyday paper and pencil material is needed
for its demonstration.
By reversing the color of the matrix and the color of the figure
inserted in it, e.g., by interchanging black and blue, the diamondlike figure again appears (see Figure 1.5), this time, however, in
the complementary color of the matrix: i.e., yellowish if the matrix
is blue, greenish if the matrix is red.

Brightness

Spreading

Closer inspection of the Figures 1.3, 1.4, and 1.6 reveals that
there is not only spreading of the color of the figure inserted in
the matrix, but also spreading of the brightness, or better, darkness of the black line elements of the matrix itself, giving rise to
subjective diamond-like contours in Figure 1.6, if observed under a
suitable angle. The same spreading phenomenon seems responsible for
the fact that the white cells of a black matrix appear to be darker
than the white surround of that matrix, although both are objectively of the same luminance.
An exploratory study was undertaken in which the effect of luminance differences in the absence of color differences was investigated. A matrix of white lines on a black background was projected
onto a screen and a black figure like the one in Figure 1.1 was
projected upon the matrix in such a way that the elements of the
figure fell exactly on the corresponding elements of the matrix. By
this procedure luminance differences between figure and non-figure
elements of the matrix were brought about. The result was a diamondlike figure of greater darkness than that of the cells of the sur-
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Figure 1. The neon effect (1.3) can be produced by inserting a
colored figure (1.1) in a black matrix. Color spreading seems to be
delimited by subjective contours of a form as depicted in 1.2. Other
subjective contours, e.g. a circle, can arise (1.4), dependent on
the choice of the matrix elements that are replaced by colored ele
ments. Color contrast will appear when the colors of figure and nonfigure elements are interchanged (1.5). Subjective contours based on
darkness spreading only, can be seen if pattern 1.6 is held under a
suitable angle. Resemblance to the Ehrenstein illusion is demonstrated
by connecting the black lines by blue line elements (1.7). The
difference in strength of the neon effect between patterns (a) and
(b) in 1.8 suggests a contribution of central processes to the effect.
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rounding matrix. A matrix of black lines on a white background with
a white figure projected upon it gave rise to the perception of a
diamond-like figure of greater brightness than that of the cells of
the surrounding matrix. Thus it appeared that the phenomenon of
spreading in the presence of subjective contours can be induced by
luminance differences only.

Related

Illusions

Illusions that seem akin to the neon effect described here are
the spreading phenomenon of Von Bezold (Evans 1948) and certain
brightness assimilation phenomena associated with it (Burnham 1953;
Festinger et al 1970; Helson 1963; Newhall, 1943). The Ehrenstein
illusion as described by Jung (1973) has a close resemblance to the
brightness and darkness spreading mentioned above.
These illusions, including the neon effect, share the feature
that lines rather than areas seem to be the crucial elements and
that assimilation rather than contrast takes place. The white lines
in the Von Bezold figure seem to spread their lightness over the
blue background, thus causing its brighter appearance, the black
lines on the neighbouring area of the same blue color having a
similar effect in the opposite direction. The black lines in the
Ehrenstein figure, as designed by Spillmann (Jung, 1973), seem to
spread out blackness in a direction orthogonal to that of the lines
themselves. Circular patches and stripes between the lines are not
touched by the spreading black, which results in their appearing
brighter than he surrounding white.
The close relationship between neon effect and Ehrenstein illusion can be demonstrated by means of Figure 1.7, in which the black
lines are connected by colored line elements. The bright patches and
stripes of the normally uncolored illusion will immediately be seen
as colored. Complementary colors can be induced also by coloring the
lines and filling in black line elements. This is not in agreement
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with results of Spillmann and Fuld, mentioned by Jung (1973), who
concluded that no color induction was possible with their figure.
The fact that contrast colors only appear if black line elements are
filled in, can be related to the rules governing color contrast
phenomena formulated by Kirschmann (Graham and Brown 1965). Optimal
situations for color contrast to appear are, according to Kirschmann, those situations in which induction and test fields are of the
same brightness. Adaptation to the blue lines of the colored Ehrenstein figure should result in a decreasing threshold for yellow;
therefore yellow ought to be seen in the circular patches of the
figure. Somehow, this yellow is overruled by the brightness of the
patches. Decreasing this brightness by inserting black line elements
results in a situation more suitable for color contrast to appear,
which actually occurs.

Contribution

of Central Processes

to the

Effect

Apart from the fact that diffraction and stray light do result
in a retinal brightness or darkness distribution, which could account
for at least some spreading (De Valois 1973), there are indications
for a contribution to the neon effect by more central processes.
Jung (1973) cites experiments by Spillmann and Fuld revealing a
contribution of central processes to the Ehrenstein illusion. Their
hypothesis is that the contour detecting, orientation-selective,
simple field neurons make some contributions to brightness sensation
in interaction with the concentric field neurons of the lower visual
system and cortical disc-shaped fields surrounded by little or no
inhibition.
Festinger et al (1970) mention evidence on brightness contrast
and brightness assimilation reversals, from which the operation of
cognitive factors becomes apparent. Normally, a certain gray will be
seen as brighter when white stripes are placed on it, and as darker
when black stripes are placed on it (assimilation). If the gray is
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seen as figure and the white or black lines as ground, the opposite
occurs (contrast). The same factor seems to be at work in Figure
1.8. Spreading of black and colored lines should result in the same
amount of neon effect in both patterns (a) and (b), because they
are identical except that the black lines in (b) are displaced along
the subjective contours they are supposed to induce. This displacement ought not to result in any decrease of the neon effect if only
Ordinary' spreading is involved. However, it actually results in
an almost complete disappearing of the effect.
A possible explanation is that in (b) the colored figure stands
out as a figure, whereas in (a) the elements of the colored figure
are more easily seen as interwoven with the background. A far more
sophisticated formalization of this difference can be given with
the help of a formula for the salience of figures, which is currently being developed by Leeuwenberg. The salience formula is based upon the coding language for structural information formerly developed
by Leeuwenberg (1969, 1971). The formula in principle determines
which interpretation of a stimulus configuration is the simplest
possible and, consequently, the one chosen by an observer. As a
measure for the simplicity of an interpretation, the amount of structural information involved in the coding of that interpretation is
used. The length of the coding of one interpretation relative to
those of alternative interpretations of the stimulus configuration
appears to be an adequate measure for the salience of the former.
The interpretation of configuration (a) in Figure 1.8 as a diamondlike colored surface projected onto a black matrix is, according to
the Leeuwenberg computations, simpler than the interpretation of this
pattern as black and blue step-like structures. In the case of pattern
(b) the interpretation of the configuration as three concatenated
figures is the simpler one. In this and similar situations the predictions based on the salience formula are in good agreement with
the strength of the neon effect reported by observers. More details
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of the salience formula will be published In a forthcoming paper by
Leeuwenberg (1976).
The findings reviewed above justify the hypothesis that central
processes contribute to the neon effect. Further research will be
directed towards a precise determination of the conditions under
which the neon effect occurs.
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II

NEON COLOR SPREADING AND STRUCTURAL INFORMATION MEASURES

H.F.J.M. van Tuijl

and E.L.J. Leeuwenberg

Abstract
This article presents a study on Van Tuijl's (1975) neon effect.
The neon effect can be described as an illusory spreading of color
around the colored elements of an otherwise black line pattern. The
observer has a strong impression of colored light projected onto a
lattice of black lines. The hypothesis is advanced that the neon
effect will only result if the structural relationships between
black and colored line elements in the pattern are such that a neon
interpretation is the most efficient interpretation that can be
given of the pattern. The necessity of this approach to the neon
phenomenon emanates from the inadequacy of alternative, more simple,
explanations, such as aberrations of peripheral perceptual mechanisms
or the presence in the pattern of easily definable stimulus features.
To subject the hypothesis proposed above to experimental test, a
precise quantification of its central concept, the efficiency of
pattern interpretations, is needed. To that end, Leeuwenberg's (1971)
coding language for sequential patterns is introduced. By means of
the coding language, pattern interpretations can be represented in
a pattern code, the length of which is inversely proportional to the
efficiency of the interpretation coded. Several possible interpretations of color differences between the elements of line patterns are
discussed, and it is shown how the efficiency of each of them can be
determined. Next, in two experiments, the efficiency of the neon
interpretation relative
to that of alternative interpretations of
color differences in line patterns is varied, by manipulating the
structural relations between black and colored line elements, and
the dependency of the neon effect on the relative efficiency of the

The first author's share in the preparation of this article was
made possible by a grant from the Netherlands Organization for the
Advancement of Pure Research (Z.W.O.). The authors wish to thank
Ch.M.M. de Weert and F. Restie for their critical comments on a
first draft.
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neon interpretation is demonstrated. Implications of the findings
are discussed.

Recently, a remarkable color-spreading phenomenon, called neon
effect, has been discovered (Van Tuijl, 1975). The effect may occur
if, in a lattice of uniformly colored lines, some lines are given a
different color (see Figure la for an illustration of the effect).
Instead of seeing a lattice with a particular subpattern standing
out, because of its deviating color, one has the impression that the
lattice is illuminated by a source shedding colored light on the area
in which the deviant lines lie. So, in the example of Figure la, the
color seems to transgress the limits of the actually colored lines
and to spread out over an area that is in reality uncolored. Moreover, it is at first sight practically impossible to give an accurate
description of the structure made up by the colored line elements.
They are totally embedded within the whole of the lattice, and, in
addition, they seem to be more vague than the black lines. It is,
in particular, the embeddedness and vagueness of the colored lines,
together with the impression of the pattern as a unitary lattice
functioning as a background for the light projected onto it, which
form the defining features of the neon effect, compared with other
spreading phenomena already known.1
At this moment, we are not concerned with the phenomenon of
spreading, as such, but with the specific quality of neon spreading
and the conditions under which this specific kind of spreading turns
up. Our position is that, if some preconditions discussed elsewhere
(Van Tuijl & De Weert, 1979) are met, the neon effect will arise in
a pattern if a neon interpretation is the most efficient interpretation that can be given of the pattern. By neon interpretation, we
mean an interpretation according to which color differences in a line
pattern are caused by an independent source projecting colored light
onto a differently colored lattice. By saying that the percelver
chooses the most efficient

interpretation that fits the stimulus,
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Figure 1. (a) A typical example of a neon displaying pattern. The
entire area in which the deviant lines lie seems to be illuminated
by a colored light source, (b) Two identical colored step-structures,
surrounded in different ways by identical black (sub)structures,
resulting either in a substantial neon effect (a) or in no neon ef
fect at all (b). (c) A neon effect occurs, although black and colored
line elements are not interconnected, (d) No neon effect occurs, al
though black and colored line elements are both connected and of
identical orientation, (e) A neon effect occurs, although black and
colored line elements are of different orientations, (f) A neon ef
fect occurs, although the pattern is made up of curved rather than
straight lines, (g) The neon interpretation of all three patterns
is identical and therefore equally efficient in all three cases. The
patterns do differ with regard to the efficiency of an alternative,
nonneon interpretation, which can be given to them. Differences in
neon effect between (a), (b) and (c) are supposed to result from the
different relative efficiencies of their neon interpretations.
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we take the Gestalt law of Prägnanz (Koffka, 1935, p. 110) as our
point of departure. This approach was suggested in an earlier article
(Van Tuijl, 1975), in which the striking difference in neon effect
between the left and right patterns in Figure lb was tentatively explained by the difference in relative efficiency of the neon interpretation in these patterns.
In the case of the pattern at the left, the neon interpretation
was said to be the moat efficient one, whereas the right pattern
could better be described as three steplike structures, one of which
was colored in a deviating way. In this article, we want to scrutinize the hypothesis that the neon effect depends on the relative
efficiency of the neon interpretation, by using an objective measure
for the efficiency of pattern interpretations, so that unambiguous,
quantitative predictions can be made. To that end, we will introduce
Leeuwenberg1s coding language for the representation of

visual

pattern interpretations (Leeuwenberg, 1971), by means of which the
amount of structural information of a pattern interpretation can be
determined. The less the amount of structural information of an interpretation, the more efficient it is. Secondly, we want to determine if not only the occurrence of the neon effect, but also the
strength with which it occurs can be related to the relative efficiency of the neon interpretation.
First, some demonstrations that argue against less cognitive
explanations for the specific quality of neon spreading are presented.
Next, the Leeuwenberg coding language will be introduced as far as
necessary for the understanding of its application to the phenomenon
under investigation. After that, two experiments will be discussed
in which the dependency of the neon effect on the relative efficiency of the neon interpretation is examined.

Possible

Explanations

for the Neon

Effect

Figure lb presents two patterns; in the left one, a clear neon
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effect is shown, whereas in the right one, practically no

neon can

be seen at all. Without providing full proof of the explanation advocated by us, at least some alternative explanations are discredited
by this demonstration.
First, the neon effect cannot be the result of aberrations of
peripheral perceptual mechanisms, such as, e.g., malfunction of
specific color receptors, because, if such were the case, there would
be no reason why the neon effect would not occur in both patterns of
Figure lb. Chromatic aberration cannot be a tenable explanation,
either. Chromatic aberration refers to the fact that the lens of the
eye, being not entirely achromatic, cannot produce sharp images of
lines of all wavelengths at the same time. Therefore, the neon effect
could be the result of imprecise representation of colored lines while
the eye focuses on black ones. However, we cannot think of any reason,
why such an effect would not be equally strong in both patterns of
Figure lb.
Second, the factors which Helson (1963) showed to affect the
occurrence of line spreading in the Von Bezold pattern, such as line
width, line separation, line reflectance, and background reflectance,
are not sufficient to explain the occurrence of neon effect. Narrow,
dark lines at short distances on a high-reflectance background ought
to spread, according to Helson. However, the right pattern in Figure
lb does not show a neon effect, as does the left one, and moreover,
it hardly shows any spreading at all. So it would be worthwile to extend the research on the Von Bezold effect to structural factors, too.
Also, Beck's (1966) observation that lines darker than the background spread as opposed to lines which are lighter than the background cannot represent a general rule, as is illustrated by the
right pattern in Figure lb. Moreover, it has been shown (Van Tuijl,
1975), that the neon effect can occur if light lines are placed on a
dark background.
Before claiming the necessity of a structural approach to our
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phenomenon, we will look for other pattern features, on the basis
of which patterns that show a neon effect can be discriminated from
patterns that do not show such an effect. In examining the patterns
in Figure lb, some candidates can be easily found. A striking difference between the two is the connectedness of black and colored
elements in the left one and the absence of such connections in the
right one. In addition, in the left pattern, all colored elements
have the same orientation as the black elements with which they are
connected. Therefore, black and colored line elements could be analyzed by the same line detectors, and the neon effect could be the
result of an incongruity caused by simultaneous stimulation of the
same line detectors, but different color receptors.
With regard to a possible relationship between neon effect and
connectedness of black and colored line elements, two points are
relevant. Connectedness could be a necessary condition for the
occurrence of neon, and, it could be a sufficient condition, as well.
To exclude the former, we have to demonstrate the occurrence of neon
effect in a pattern, in which black and colored elements are not
connected. This situation is realized in the pattern in Figure 1c.
To exclude the latter, a pattern has to be designed in which black
and colored elements are connected but in which no neon shows up.
Indeed, no neon effect is manifest in the pattern illustrated in
Figure Id. At the same time, this pattern disproves part of the
suggestion that the second pattern aspect mentioned above, viz.,
similarity of the orientation of black and colored elements could
explain the occurrence of the neon effect. Notwithstanding the fact
that black and colored elements have been drawn in the same orientation, no neon effect occurs. So identical orientations appear to be
no sufficient condition to evoke a neon effect. Identity of orientation is not even a necessary condition, as can be seen in Figure le,
in which a neon appears, even though black and colored elements do
not have identical orientations.
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Apart from the two pattern aspects mentioned, which have been
shown not to be critical for the occurrence of the neon effect, a
number of aspects pertaining to both patterns in Figure lb can be
enumerated, which might be necessary, though apparently not sufficient, conditions for the occurrence of neon effect. It might be
that, in order to show neon, patterns must be characterized by one
or more of the following features, which have to be present, independent from the efficiency of the neon interpretation: (a) straight
lines rather than curved ones, (b) a regularly structured pattern
rather than a random one, (c) regular contours of the subjectively
colored neon area, (d) regularity of the structure of the colored
line elements, and (e) a large number of black and colored line
elements. All those aspects have been extensively studied, however,
without a positive result. It can be demonstrated very easily (see
Figure If) that neon can occur in patterns made up of curved rather
than straight lines. The effect cannot, therefore, be dependent on
specific line detecting mechanisms. Furthermore, the occurrence of
neon can be demonstrated in random patterns, and neither the contours
of the subjectively colored area nor the structure of the group of
actually colored line elements have to be regular in order to evoke
a neon. The reader can easily convince himself by drawing an irregular set of black lines and replacing parts of those lines by colored
line elements in an unsystematic way. Regarding the last point mentioned above, it can be stated that neon can already be evoked with
only a very few lines. So, although a lower limit has not actually
been established, there seems to be no need to require a large number
of lines or a texture in order for the effect to show up.
We will now discuss in greater detail our position by means of
some patterns, of which the relative efficiency of the neon interpretation can be estimated without going into the details of the Leeuwenberg coding language. Looking at the patterns in Figure lg, it is
clear that their overall structure is identical. All three can be
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interpreted as a set of parallel lines, which change their direction
two times. One could add to the description of each pattern that the
color in it is caused by the projection of an oblong, colored figure.
In other words, the neon interpretation of all three patterns is
identical and so has to be equally efficient in all three cases.
However, the patterns happen to differ with regard to the magnitude
of neon effect shown by them. As we have seen above (see Figure le),
these differences cannot be explained by the changes in direction
that accompany the color changes in Patterns b and с in Figure lg.
The reason for their occurrence is, in our opinion, to be looked for
in the circumstance that the neon interpretation, only in the case
of Patterns a and c, is the most efficient interpretation that can
be given of the pattern. In the case of Pattern b, the going together
of form and color changes allows for an alternative interpretation
that is equally as efficient as the neon interpretation of the
pattern. According to this alternative interpretation, the pattern
is conceived of as a lattice of differently colored line elements.
This interpretation is highly efficient for the reason that the posi
tions where the color changes take place are identical to the posi
tions where the form changes take place, and, therefore, the former
can be related to the latter. In Pattern a, however, form and color
changes do not occur together. Therefore, an alternative interpreta
tion, such as the one given for Pattern b, would in the case of
Pattern a be rather inefficient, because the places in the pattern
where the color transitions take place would have to be specially
indicated.
The reader might wonder why the same argument does not hold for
the pattern in Figure le, which combines a neon effect with parallel
form and color changes. The critical difference between that pattern
and Pattern b in Figure lg, however, is that, in the latter, all
form changes are accompanied by a change of color, whereas in the
case of the pattern in Figure le, only a certain number of form
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changes have color changes in parallel. The nonneon interpretation
would, in that case, become comparatively inefficient, because it
would have to specify precisely which form changes are accompanied
by color changes. Pattern с in Figure lg is intermediate between
Patterns a and b with regard to the relative efficiency of the neon
interpretation: One change of color in the pattern is coupli-d to a
form change, whereas the other one is not. Therefore, the first color
transition can be just as efficiently indicated by means of a neon
figure superimposed on the pattern as by adding a color change to
each line's change of direction, which had to be indicated anyway.
The second color transition, however, would require an extra indica
tion for its position, as well as an indication for the color change
itself, which makes the alternative intrepretation a little less
efficient compared with the neon interpretation. In any case, the
alternative, nonneon interpretation of Pattern с is certainly more
complex than the alternative interpretation of Pattern b, but less
complex than that of Pattern a, whereas the neon interpretations of
all three patterns are equally efficient. At the same time, it can
be seen that the magnitude of the neon effect in Pattern с is inter
mediate between the magnitude of the effect in Patterns a and b.
Based on these considerations, we can now formulate a two-fold hypo
thesis: First, we hypothesize that the neon effect will not occur,
notwithstanding that nothing in the stimulus display will act against
it, unless the neon interpretation of the pattern is the most effi
cient interpretation that can be made of the pattern. Second, ceteris
paribus, the neon interpretation will be more prominent, and the neon
effect will be stronger, to the extent that alternative interpreta
tions of the color changes in the pattern are less efficient than
the neon interpretation.
As stated above, it will be clear that, if we want to subject
these hypotheses to firm experimental tests, we first of all need an
objective measure for the efficiency of the different interpretations,
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which, presumably, affect the occurrence and the strength of the
neon effect. The next section will be devoted to the principles of
Leeuwenberg's coding language (Leeuwenberg, 1969, 1971), which will
be used to quantify the efficiency of the pattern interpretations
mentioned.

The Leeuwenberg Coding Language

Although the coding system has already been described elsewhere
(Leeuwenberg, 1969, 1971), it may be helpful to present its principles again. For a formal, mathematical proof of the coding system's
internal consistency and economy, the reader is referred to Buffart
(Note 1).
The Leeuwenberg coding language is a formal descriptive system
which is, in principle, applicable to all kinds of sequential patterns.
The core of the system consists of a number of rules by means of which
these patterns can be represented in pattern codes. These codes are
conceived of as analogues of the pattern representations made by the
human pattern interpreter. Being primarily descriptive rules, the
rules of the coding language have no necessary relationships with the
coding operations performed by the human information processor, however. Only the codes, based on those rules, are claimed to be psychologically relevant because they should correspond to the perceived
structure of the patterns coded. This is because the coding system
is first of all an efficient system and the human pattern interpreter
is assumed to be primarily an efficient system, too.
Because the coding language should represent the output of an
efficient system, the code elements or information units used by the
coding language refer to independent and irreducible pattern aspects
(Leeuwenberg, 1968). That is to say, only those pattern aspects that
are not predictable from other parts of the pattern represent information that is taken into account by an efficient system. In other
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words, only those aspects are considered relevant which represent
change. In this introduction to the coding language's principles,
we will use the terms 'change' and 'information' interchangeably.
It should be noted that both terms are equivalent and that their
content is defined by the specific, change-representing, coding
rules to be discussed hereafter.
From the choice of maximally efficient units, it does not follow
that the most efficient interpretation is arrived at automatically.
If a pattern is conceived as a sequence of elements, as is done ly
the coding language, various sequences of elements can be proposed,
which all represent the same pattern. Each sequence has its own most
efficient interpretation, and from all possible interpretations of a
pattern that can be made in such a way, the most efficient one is
supposedly the one made by the human pattern interpreter.
The notational system of the coding language will be discussed
by means of some examples below.

Reduetion

Principles

If only change is considered relevant, it follows that repetjtion of identical elements is not informative, because nothing changes
until the sequence of identical elements comes to an end, only thereby providing information. So, almost by definition, an efficient descriptive system will look for identical elements and only register
the end of such a sequence. Therefore, the first and most basic reduction principle of the Leeuwenberg coding language is

repetition.

The second reduction principle differs in only one respect from
the first, in that it is concerned with identical relationships between elements instead of identical elements. If, e.g., in a sequence
of different pattern elements the difference between the members of
any pair of successive elements is the same, only the transition l rom
the first element to the second element represents a real change.
Because any transition after the first one is identical to the first
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one, it can be reduced to it by means of the first reduction rul>.
The second reduction rule is called integration,

because identic il

differences are interpreted in a cumulative, integrative fashion.
The relations between groups of elements may also to some extent
imply identity. A special case is the occurrence of reversal in a
sequence. Reversal refers to symmetrical sequences, which are characterized by the fact that the second half repeats the elements of the
first half in reversed order. The only change provided by the second
half is this reversal of order of occurrence of the elements. The
third reduction principle is called

reversal.

The following steps are involved in the coding of a pattern.
First the pattern is written as a sequence of pattern elements. This
sequence comprises all individual pattern elements and it is called
the raw or primitive code of the pattern. Next, this raw code is
reduced as far as possible by means of coding rules based on the reduction principles described above. The reduction process continues
until a final code is arrived at, one which contains only irreducible
elements. The amount of structural information of the interpretai ion
represented by the final code is defined as the number of these 5rreducible elements, all representing independent changes.

Coding Rules and Their

Notation

Different types of repetition can be represented by means of
different coding rules. Because in this article the coding language
is applied to a rather limited set of patterns, only those coding
rules will be described which are necessary to represent the information in those patterns. To differentiate between the different coding
rules, different types of brackets will be used. If a more formal
notational system were used, one type of brackets would be sufficient. For purposes of illustration the notational system to be presented

here is more suitable, however.

Examples of primitive codes are given in the leftmost column of
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Table I. We will not yet specify the modality or kind of the patterns
represented by these codes. Next to the primitive codes, one can
find the reduced or final codes, which describe the primitive codes
in terms of the different types of coding rules to be illustrated.
The amount of structural information of each final code is given in
the rightmost column.
The first primitive sequence in Table I shows an infinite series
of elements, a.

Its final code contains one unit of information,

because only the first element α in the series is unpredictable; all
other ones are identical to the first one. Infinite repetition or
continuation is indicated by brackets < > enclosing the continuing
unit. As will be illustrated by some examples hereafter, the

<a>

series can be ended by some event external to the series, or it can
end itself automatically by returning to its starting point. In both
cases, the end of the series needs no specification in the final
code of the series itself.
The second sequence is identical to the first one, except for
the fact that it is not infinite. So the end of the sequence provides
one extra information.
In the third example,a change occurs after the sequence of ele
ments a, because an element different from the preceding ones appears:
β. However, because the length of the subsequence of elements β LS
identical to that of elements a, the end of the subsequence of ele
ments β does not provide an independent change.
In the fourth example, the lengths of the two subsequences do
differ. Therefore, in that case,extra information is provided by the
different numbers of α and β elements. The sequence, however, can
also be interpreted as made up of two subsequences of equal length
plus an additional, independent element β. The final codes of both
interpretations contain four units of information.
In the fifth example, the unit or chunk that is repeated
comprises two elements. A chunk is indicated by brackets { } enclosing
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TABLE I
Examples of Coding Rules Used to Reduce Primitive Codes to Final
Codes

P r i m i t i v e Code

Structural
Information

F i n a l Code

1.

α α α α , , ,

2.

α α α α

4 . (Of)

2

3.

α α α α β β β β

4 . ( α Ç)

3

4.

α α α β β β β

( 3 4 ) . ( α Ç)

4

#

,

1

1

a)
b)

?-«? β) ç

4
3

5.

α

3 α β α β

?-W (?}

6.

α β α γ α δ

<(α)> <(β) (γ)

7.

0 2 4 6 8

8.
9.
10.

'

>

(δ)>
i

4

l

((4.(2))

3

α β γ Ύ β α

R {α Ç γ }

4

α β γ 3 α

R {α β ( γ ) }

4

α β β α β α β α

Ι

Ι

1

f

5

a)
b)

9 {<? ? > ? · ί ? <?>

6

Note: A vertical bar below a code element indicates that the element
in question contributes to the amount of structural information of
the code.
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the elements which function as a group.
In the sixth example, every element of the subsequence β γ δ is
preceded by an element a. The occurrence of a is, therefore, infor
mative only once, viz., the first time that it occurs. The end of
this sequence is implied by the number of elements in the subsequence
3 γ δ and provides no information by itself.
Different types of brackets have been used to indicate different
possible repetition relations between the elements of a sequence.
Because it has been our argument that information is provided by
the occurrence of the end of a repetition per se, and not by the
kind of repetition, these brackets do not represent information by
themselves. In other words, the brackets are not conceived of as in
dependent from the other elements of the final code to which they
belong.
In the seventh example in Table I, the difference between the
elements of any pair of successive elements amounts to 2. The se
quence can be analyzed in terms of these differences between succes
sive elements instead of in terms of the absolute values represented
by the elements. The final code of this example, /(4x(2)), now con
tains three units of information: one for the first element of the
primitive series; one for the difference between the first and the
second element and one for the end of the repetition of these
differences.
The examples on reversal (see Table I, Nos. 8 and 9) demonstrate
that reversal can refer to all elements of a set or to a subset of
elements, only.

ЛІЬетпаЫ е Interpretations

and Their Amounts of Structural

Informa-

Lion
By applying the coding rules mentioned above, the elements to
which those rules are applied are related to each other. Therefore,
a final code represents a pattern interpretation, i.e., a specific
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way of relating the elements of a pattern to each other. Because
In most patterns the coding rules can be applied in a number of
different ways, different final codes may result. As stated above,
the most efficient, i.e., the least complex one of these final codes
is supposed to represent the pattern interpretation made by the
human interpreter. In Example 10 in Table I, two different final
codes of the same set of primitive elements are shown. Contrary to
Example 4 in the same table, this time one of the interpretations
represented by those codes is more efficient than the other. The
more efficient interpretation is supposedly the perceptually most
preferred one. The complexity of an interpretation is defined as the
number of information units in its final code. The number of informa
tion units of a final code consists of the number of symbols in the
code which refer to coding rules, plus the number of symbols refer
ring to the elements to which those rules are applied, plus the
number of symbols referring to isolated, irreducible elements (an
example of such an irreducible element is the last element in the
final code of interpretation 4.b in Table I).

Application

of the Coding Language to Line Pattern

Interpretations

Before going into the details of some illustrative examples, a
few general remarks about the application of the coding language to
line pattern interpretations have to be made. First, line patterns
can be represented by sequences of line elements and angles. Primi
tive codes of line patterns are considered as consisting of such
sequences. In the examples to be given below, angles will be repre
sented by the first 10 letters of the Greek alphabet (α,...,к),
line elements and numbers by the second 10 letters of the Greek
alphabet (λ,...,υ). The remaining letters (φ,...,ω) will be used
for additional specifications, which sometimes have to be appended
to line elements. Second, several aspects of line patterns will not
be explicitly coded, and others, though coded, will not be considered
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to contribute

to the amount of structural information of the

interpretation coded. In the latter case, the elements in question
are represented by letters from the Roman alphabet (а,...,к for
angles; l,...,u for line elements and numbers; ν,.,.,ζ

for additional

specifications). If Roman letters are used in a code, those letters
are to be conceived of as representing free parameters. That is to
say, whichever value is substituted for them, the interpretation
will remain the same.
Among the aspects of line patterns which are not embodied in
the codes of those patterns are the spatial position of the pattern,
its size or scale, the width and color of line elements, and the
color of the background on which the pattern has been drawn. The
latter aspects are only uninformative, as long as they do not change
within one and the same pattern. A complete description of a pattern
interpretation would certainly

have to embody all those aspects.

Nevertheless, they are omitted, because they are considered immalerial
to the internal structure of a pattern, with which interpretations
are supposedly concerned in the first place. In other words, each
pattern interpretation implies that there is a pattern of a certain
size, drawn with some kind of ink, in one or the other orientation,
somewhere on a piece of paper of any particular specification. All
those aspects remain invariant within one and the same pattern,
that is to say, they cannot differentiate between various interpre
tations of that pattern. Therefore, they are taken for granted.
Figure 2 presents examples of line patterns, for each one of
which we will discuss how its final code is arrived at. For all
patterns from Figure 2, codes are given in Table II.
Coding rule 1 (Table I) can be applied to the first primitive
code in Table II. The end of the series of line elements (n) and
angles (a) is specified by implication, because the series automati
cally returns to its starting-point. Therefore, no explicit specifi
cation of the end of the series is needed in this code.
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The second example in Figure 2 shows four squares arranged in
a square. Each square may be interpreted in the same way as was done
in the preceding example. This would result in four times the code
of a square and an amount of information of four times the amount
of an individual square (see Table II, 2a). However, a different
interpretation of the pattern is possible (see Table II, 2b), one
which takes into account the identity of the four squares. These
squares can be conceived of as related by an invisible superstructure that specifies the positions of the squares relative to each
other. The notion that a pattern is made invisible is indicated in
the code by a horizontal bar above the symbols for a line element.
The sequence comprising all elements of Pattern 2 now consists of
four distances arranged in a square, with the elements of an actual
square linked to each corner of the square of distances. Brackets
of the type [] indicate the point in the superstructure, i.e., the
conceptual square of distances, to which the substructure, i.e.,
the actually drawn square, is attached. Neither the length of the
sides of the conceptual square nor that of the actually drawn squares
is informative, because the presence of these elements is a precondition for the establishment of any structural relationships between
them. Therefore, the final code of this interpretation contains only
two information units, which makes it the most efficient of the two
interpretations.
The third pattern in Figure 2 shows a line pattern that can be
interpreted as consisting of little squares (see 3a). However, It
may also be interpreted as two sets of parallel lines (see 3b). In
the first interpretation (3a), an approach is followed very much
like the one in the preceding example (2b), where four little squares
were attached to a hierarchically superordinated square. In the present example, the superstructure is somewhat more complicated. It consists of a regular grid of points, which is coded as a row of points,
from each one of which a new row of points departs into a direction
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Figure 2. Examples of line patterns, the Interpretations of which
can be represented In a pattern code by means of Leeuwenberg's (1971)
coding language (see Table II).

TABLE II
Exanplee of Prlaltlve Codes and Final Codes
of Unlcolored Line Patterns, Illustrated in Figure 2

1
2a

2b
3a

3b
4

P r l a l t l v e Code

F i n a l Code

η α η α η α η α .
. . .
η α η α η α η α .
. . .
η α η α η α η α .
. . .
η α η α η α η α .
. . .
n a n α_η a n a .
. ._.
в α [χ] а α [χ] в a [χ] в α [χ] . .
x = n a n a n a n a .
. . .
X(y] X[yJ . . . Alyl
у = a X[x] X[x] . . . X[x]
x = n a n a n a n a .
. . .
X[a в] λ [a в] . . .X[a в]
X[a B]X[a в] . . . λ [ a в]
ρ [χ] ρ [χ] . . . ρ [χ]
χ = β η γ ν 5 η γ ν

« η <ϊ>
< η α>

Structural
Inforaatlon
1

<η 4>
< η ςι>
·<η ц>

2

t.{X[çi τ . { λ Ι < η ? > | } ]

S

t-CTIç в ] }
t.ijia
в)}

4

w . { ^ ( < ( f ) ( 6 ) > <{η γ y } > ] }

5

Note. A vertical bar below a code element indicates that the element in question contri
butes to the aaount of structural Inforaatlon of the code.
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perpendicular to that of the first row. Next, a square is attached
to each point of the grid. As we have already seen in the preceding
example (2a), patterns can also be interpreted as consisting of independent parts. Such an interpretation is represented by code 3b
in Table II. The vertical and horizontal lines of the lattice are
coded separately. Each code represents a row of distances connected
by zero changes of direction to each one of which a line element of
a certain length is attached into a direction perpendicular to that
of the row of distances. As can be seen from Table II, the interpretation of Pattern 3 as groups of parallel lines is the most efficient
one. Notice, that of each code of a (sub)pattem, that is apprehended
as an independent entity, the first length-specifying code element
at both the superstructure and the substructure level are taken to
be informationless.
In our fourth example, we introduce a last important point, viz.,
the occurrence of line elements of different lengths. As long as all
line elements in a pattern are of the same length, the length of
line elements cannot give rise to the detection of any change. However, if line elements of different length occur in a pattern, any
length that differs from that of the first line element represents
a change. Therefore, one information is counted for the change of
line element length that occurs in Pattern 4 in Figure 2.

Application
Differences

of the Coding Language to the Interpretation
Occurring in Line Patterns

of Color

As stated above, the color of the line element of a pattern does
not contribute to the amount of information of a pattern interpretation until a color change occurs in the pattern. Color changes may
occur between line elements as well as between parts of the background on which those line elements have been drawn. Line elements
or parts of line elements with a different color can be interpreted
as elements which are qualitatively different from the other elements
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in the pattern. According to such an interpretation, the sequence
of all individual pattern elements consists of three different types
of element, viz., angles, black line elements, and colored (indicated
by χ or x) line elements, provided that only one deviating color is
used. The amount of information in such sequences is defined, as
above, as the minimum number of independent units to which the
sequence of individual pattern elements can be reduced. Examples of
patterns showing color differences may be found in Figure 3. Codes
corresponding to these examples are given in Table III.
The first pattern in Figure 3 consists of a sequence of angles,
alternately

followed by black and colored line elements. The

change of direction and the change of color which occur in going
from one line element to the next are the only two relevant changes
in the pattern, which remain after reduction of the sequence of
primitive elements by applying Coding Rule 6 (see Table I).
Another way of interpreting color differences in a line pattern
is by assuming that the color is a property of an independent,
colored pattern added to the uncolored or black one. An example is
provided by Pattern 2 in Figure 3. Because this pattern is most
efficiently interpreted as two independent subpatterns and because
no color differences occur within either one of these independent
subpatterns, there is no effect of the color difference in the
pattern on the complexity of the interpretation. Pattern 3 in Figure
3 can be interpreted in the same way, namely as a lattice of black
lines plus an independent figure consisting of colored line elements
(see 3a).
If color differences occur between the lines of a pattern as well
as between the backgrounds on which these lines lie, both color dif
ferences can be interpreted as resulting from one and the same source,
such as, e.g., a colored light. See for an example of such a (neon)
interpretation, Example 3b in Figure 3 and Table III. The color
changes that take place in the pattern can be represented by the code

π

VA

λ

За

α

α

m

α

m

ì±p^
^r x

3b

3c

χ

f

О
mv

3d

Figure 3. Examples of patterns with differently colored line elements.
Interpretations of these patterns can be represented in a pattern
code using Leeuwenberg's (1971) coding language (see Table III).
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TABLE III
Ежааріев of Primitive Codes and Final Codes
of Multicolored Line Patterns, Illustrated In Figure 3

Primitive Code
1

η 8 η

2

ваша mama.

Βη 0 η

3
lattice

« ( , η)

β η Βη И
. .

ii η ' i n o n 't η
χ
χ
χ
χ
І|ит|А|іш|

.

. Λ|ι ш|

t.Oï.ml ]

І|<ію|А|<ш|

. . . λ I'»I

t . (λ Ια-])

η an an γη an an,«*· · ·
l a t t i c e : : see 3a

«(a)

< n >

sâsâsâsâ . . .

<

see За

see 3α

l a t t i c e : : see За

see 3s

hole:

see Эс

colored

Χ[ο« χ ] Itam^l . .

lattice

Tlamj

iä>

see Эс
JicmJ

2

І[си

7

»

see За

rärärärä . . .

cross:
3d

(α) <γ)> « η χ )
< г а>
ж
<вяа>
see За

l a t t i c e : : see 3a
hole

2

< α|ηχ]>

. . .

square
3c

(η χ )> <(ß)> •
< mа >

cross
3b

Structural
Information

Final Code

І

•
ж
. . . Χ[α- χ ]

t.íXlomJ}
t.íXlom^}

β

9

10
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of a square colored area; this code can be conceived of as representing, e.g., a square hole in a screen, through which colored light
is projected onto the lattice. (The inner and outer borders of the
square are coded independently from each other.)
The ingredients of the neon interpretation, that is, the black
lines, the colored lines, the background behind the black lines,
and the differently colored background behind the colored lines,
can also be interpreted in a different way. One then assîmes that,
instead of one unitary lattice which receives its color from an outside source, two independent, neighbouring lattices are present,
each drawn in a different color and on a differently colored background. The codes of two such interpretations are given in Table III
(Examples 3c and 3d) and visualized in Figure 3 (Examples 3c and 3d).
A lattice of horizontal and vertical black lines, from which a
square part is omitted, is represented by code 3c.The observer looks,
as it were, through this hole onto a differently colored background,
on which a colored, steplike structure has been drawn. Code 3d represents a slightly different interpretation, in that, now, through
the aperture in the black lattice, a part of another lattice, this
time a colored one, is supposed to be seen.
Some explanation may be needed with regard to the contribution
of color changes to the amount of information of the above interpretations. In Interpretation

3b, which is a neon interpretation, both

the difference in line color and the difference in background color
are assumed to be the result of the projection of a colored light
onto the lattice and its background. Because lattice and light source
are interpreted as independent parts of the total pattern, all color
changes are between-pattern and not within-pattern changes. Therefore,
they do not contribute to the amount of information of the interpretation, contrary e.g., to a preceding example (see Pattern 1 in
Figure 3), in which the change of line color was interpreted as a
change within an independent pattern. In Interpretation 3c, as well

4b

4a

%
'Χ
5b

5a

6а

F i g u r e 3.

П

6b

(continued)

)Г

их

_\£х
μ7

α
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TABLE I I I ( c o n t i n u e d )
4a

4b

a 6 a 6 a δ . . .

< a δ >

interpre
a 6 a 6 в δ . . .
tation

< в δ>

triangle

rhoab

q 6 q c q 6 q E

.

. .

i n t e r p r e  ηδμδηβηδμδηβ . . .
tation
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Sb

·< Κ{ηδ<μ)}8 >
•ее 4 а

aee 4a

Interpre
в δ a
tation
X
X

•«(4)><(δ)(ε)»·

δ a

< в

δ . .

δ >

X

. .

rhoab

{q6qc}- { 4 δ ς ε } χ

interpre
tation

(ηδυδηβΜηδμδηθ) , . . .

.

«(<(q)><<«) <ε)>)><(ϊ)(χ)>>
-«(Η{ηδ<μ)}0)><(χ)(χ)>>
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Ь
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as in 3d, the color change occurring in the background is interpreted as the result of the presence of two differently colored
backgrounds, one lying behind and partly covered by the other.
Again, because of the independence of the two backgrounds, the color
difference between the two does not contribute to the information
of the interpretation. The same holds true for the color difference
between the lines of the two groups of lines in the pattern.
The color differences discussed above are, as such, most certainly noticed by every observer or pattern interpreter, and they most
certainly have an influence on the interpretation of the patterns in
which they occur. However, they do so by increasing the information
load of alternative interpretations, according to which the differently colored elements are related to each other. We will illustrate
this with

two colored versions of Pattern 4 in Figure 3. A triangle

is more easily detected in one colored version (Pattern 5)

than in

the uncolored version (Pattern 4 ) . Yet, the code for the interpretation, 'two-triangles', is identical for both patterns. It is more
difficult to find a rhomb figure in Pattern 5 than in Pattern 4,
because in Pattern 5 color differences within the rhomb contribute
to the complexity of the interpretation of the pattern as a rhomb
figure plus another figure. In Pattern 6, the triangle can hardly
be found anymore, whereas the rhomb figure is now the most easily
found subpattern. This time, the color differences complicate the
triangle interpretation, because the base of each triangle and
parts of the other sides are differently colored. In general, if
color differences increase the information load of one interpretation, they also decrease at the same time the complexity of other
interpretations by increasing the difference between them.
In summary, colored line elements in an otherwise black pattern
can be interpreted as discrete pattern elements in a coherent, independent pattern. Such an interpretation will often be efficient
if color changes in the pattern parallel form changes (see Pattern
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1 in Figure 3). Colored line elements can also be interpreted as
making up an independent structure themselves (see Pattern 2 in
Figure 3). A third way of interpreting color differences is by means
of a colored figure projected upon or placed in front of the other
wise uncolored lattice (neon interpretation; see Interpretation 3b
in Figure 3). This interpretation will be possible only if <olor
differences appear to be present both between line elements and
between the backgrounds on which these line elements lie. In that
case, also a fourth interpretation is possible, viz., one according
to which the pattern consists of independent, differently colored
backgrounds, each one overlayed with its own line structure (see In
terpretations 3c and 3d in Figure 3). In the next section, the role
each of the four above interpretations plays in the determination
of a pattern's predicted neon prominency will be discussed.

Tredioted

Neon Prominency y Ρ(η)

Following our original hypothesis, which says that the occurrence
of the neon effect is dependent on the relative efficiency of the
neon interpretation, we predict that no neon effect will occur in a
pattern if an alternative, nonneon interpretation is more efficient
than the neon interpretation of that pattern. Examples of nonneon
interpretations (Nos. 1, 2 and 3a) and an example of a neon interpre
tation can be found in Figure 3 and Table III. In addition, it is
predicted that the absence of neon in a pattern will be more compel
ling, to the extent that the neon interpretation is relatively more
complex than the most efficient nonneon interpretation. We therefore
suppose that the discard of the most efficient interpretation of a
pattern in favor of a less efficient one is more difficult, to the
extent that the latter is relatively more complex. In accordance with
this line of reasoning, it is predicted that the occurrence of neon
is dubious in cases in which neon and nonneon interpretations are
equally efficient. In formula:
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I (im) - Ι (η)
If

I(nii) < I(n), then

P(n) =

< 0,

(1)

Knn)

in which:
I(nn) = the amount of structural information of the most efficient
nonneon interpretation that can be given of the pattern;
I(n)

= the amount of structural information of the neon interpreta
tion of the pattern;

P(n)

= the prominency of the neon interpretation of the pattern.

On the other hand, if the neon interpretation is the most effi
cient interpretation possible, it is predicted that the neon effect
will indeed occur. Now, before presenting more detailed predictions,
we have to bring up a problem

that concerns the primitive data on

which the neon interpretation is to be based. As explicated in the
section on the coding language, a final code, representing a certain
pattern interpretation, always departs from a set of primitive data.
In case of a neon interpretation, these primitive data should at least
include differently colored line elements and differently colored
backgrounds. In other words, if the latter would be absent, a neon
interpretation would be at variance with the raw data. Now, if black
and colored line elements have actually been drawn on a homogeneously
colored background, this background can only get different colors by
the occurrence of line spreading around the black and colored line
elements. Therefore, if we want to add differently colored backgrounds
to the primitive data of a pattern with differently colored lines that
have actually been drawn on a homogeneously colored background, we
need to know if the conditions for the occurrence of line spreading
are met. However, nothing is definitely known about those conditions,
so one can never be sure if one is

coding a neon interpretation

correctly. The problem raised here can only be solved by assuming
that the conditions for the occurrence of line spreading parallel
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those for the occurrence of the neon effect. In other words, if the
neon effect is dependent on organizational factors, spreading must
somehow be dependent on such factors too. Otherwise, we should expect
to find patterns that do not show a neon effect, notwithstanding
that the conditions for the occurrence of neon, as formulated above,
are met.
The assumption that the conditions for line spreading will bo
fulfilled if a neon interpretation is the most efficient interpretation that can be given of a pattern has an important consequence.
Because, in such cases, differently colored background areas are
part of the primitive data, all interpretations of the patterns in
question have, in order to be adequate, to take into account those
background color differences. In other words, if a neon interpretation is most efficient, interpretations such as Interpretation 3a
in Figure 3 and Table III are simply no longer allowed, because they
do not represent all primitive data present in the pattern. On the
other hand, interpretations such as 3c and 3d (see Figure 3 and
Table III) do account for spreading effects, and therefore, they
can be considered adequate alternative interpretations in cases in
which the neon interpretation is the most efficient interpretation
possible.
Based on the above considerations, we can now predict neon prominency in more detail for cases in which a neon effect is supposed
to be present:
I(as) - I(n)
If

I(n) < I(nn), then P(n) =

> 0,

(2)

Kas)
in which:
I(as) = the amount of structural information of the most efficient
alternative interpretation of line spreading effects in a
pattern.
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Ια summary, we propose a two stage analysis of potentially neondisplaying patterns. First, it has to be established if a nonneon
interpretation is probably so efficient that a neon interpretation
of the color differences between the lines of a pattern would always
be equally or more complex. In such cases, it is predicted that neon
prominency will be zero or negative. Second, if no interpretation
more efficient than the neon interpretation can be given of a pattern,
it is predicted that neon will arise, and that the prominency of the
neon effect will be a function of the efficiency of the neon inter
pretation and the efficiency of an interpretation which organizes
the color differences between the line elements as well as the color
spreading effects, which are apparently present, in an alternative
way. See, for an illustration, Pattern 3 in Figure 3. The codes cor
responding to the different possible interpretations of that pattern
are given in Table III. Because the nonneon interpretation (see
Figure 3a) is more complex than the neon interpretation (see Figure
3b), a neon effect is predicted to occur. An estimate of its promi
nency is arrived at by relating the complexity of the neon interpre
tation to the complexity of the most efficient alternative spreading
interpretation (see Figure 3c). For this pattern, we find a predicted
neon prominency of .33.
It should be noticed that alternative spreading interpretations
are, by definition, special cases of nonneon interpretations. The
reason for the differentiation is that, in our opinion, not all nonneon interpretations, especially not those which imply the absence
of spreading, can be legitimately used in the determination of neon
prominency in cases in which the occurrence of spreading has to be
assumed.
The experiments to be described next were designed to test the
adequacy of the coding language based prominency measures proposed
above.
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EXPERIMENT I

Method

Sub.jeots:

The subjects were 36 undergraduate psychology students,

who took part In the experiment In partial fulfillment of a course
requirement.
Mzter-Ldle:

Stimuli consisted of 16 pairs of line patterns (see

Appendix A), drawn with black and colored drawing-pens on white cardboard. The patterns measured, on the average, 9 x 9

cm. Line width

was approximately .8 mm. Each pair was drawn on a separate piece of
cardboard, one pattern at the left, the other one at the right side,
with a distance of 2.5 cm between patterns. Within each pair, structural relationships between black and colored line elements were
varied, whereas metrical properties, such as line width, line separation, number of black and colored line elements, background luminance, line color, and line luminance, were held constant.
For each pattern of a pair, the amounts of structural information of its most efficient nonneon and neon interpretation were determined. If the nonneon interpretation was more efficient than the
neon interpretation, or equally efficient, the (non-positive) prominency of the neon effect was determined by means of Formula 1 (see
preceding section). If the neon interpretation was the more efficient
one, the amount of structural information of the most efficient alternative spreading interpretation was determined and then the prominency of the neon effect was calculated by means of Formula 2
(see preceding section). Predicted prominency values, P(n)a and
P(n)b, for the a and b members of each pair may be found in Table
IV. Representations of the two interpretations used to determine
each pattern's neon prominency can be found in Appendix A, together
with the codes of these interpretations.
Procedure:

The general method was to have subjects compare the
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strength of the neon effect in the paired displays. Each subject
was first familiarized with the neon phenomenon by some illustrative
examples. Next, the defining features of the effect were explained:
A neon-displaying pattern should raise the impression of a homogeneously colored lattice, partly discolored by a light beam projected
upon it. The structure of the group of discolored lattice lines
should be difficult to identify. Color differences should be observable between lines of the lattice and between parts of the background
behind those lines. The subject was then asked to use those features
in judging which member of each of the 16 pairs showed more neon
effect. Subjects went once through the series, each subject in a
different random order. The subjects responded by pointing to the
pattern which, in their opinion, showed the stronger neon effect.
The pattern with the theoretically stronger neon effect was half of
the time drawn at the left, half of the time at the right side of
each card. Cards were placed vertically in a card holder in front
of the subject, who sat at a distance of 1.5 m from the card holder.
Illumination was by normal fluorescent lamps. Presentation time was
unlimited, but subjects were urged to make their decisions as fast
as possible.

Results

and

Discussion

Frequencies of responses to each pattern of the 16 pairs are
given in Table IV. From this table, it can be seen that in all 13
cases in which a difference in strength of the neon effect between
the members of a pair was predicted, a majority of subjects responded
in accordance with those predictions. All differences in response
frequencies were significant at the .01 level, except for Pair 11
(p < .07), as tested by the binomial test. In cases where no differences were predicted (Pairs 14, 15 and 16), a majority of subjects
nevertheless judged one of the patterns as displaying a stronger
neon effect. In two cases (Pairs 14 and 16), differences were signi-

TABLE IV
Amount of Structural Information (I) of the Nonneon (nn) Interpretation, the Alternative Spreading (as) Interpretation, and the Neon (n) Interpretation, as Far as Necessary to Determine Each
Pattern's Predicted Prominency [P(n)], and Response Frequencies (f) to the Patterns of Each Pair.
Pattern
la
lb
2a
2b
3a
3b
4a
4b
5a
5b
6a
6b
7a
7b
8a
8b

Knn)
(9) a
10
(6)
6
(7)
7
(10)
10
(7)
7
(7)
10
(4)
5
(5)
6

I(as)
10
6
9
12
9
9
5
6
-

Kn)

P(n)

f

Pattern

Knn)

Kas)

Kn)

P(n)

f

6
14
4
8
5
8
8
12
5
7
5
10
3
5
4
6

.400
-.286
.333
-.250
.444
-.125
.333
-.167
.444
.000
.444
.000
.400
.000
.333
.000

28
8
29
7
28
8
29
7
29
7
31
5
28
8
27
9

9a
9b
10a
10b
11a
lib
12a
12b
13a
13b
14a
14b
15a
15b
16a
16b

(8)
7
(9)
7
(5)
4
(9)
(8)
(6)
(8)
(8)
(8)
(12)
(9)
6
6

9
10
5
10
9
6
7
10
10
9
9
-

7
7
8
7
4
4
7
7
4
5
6
6
5
5
6
6

.222
.000
.200
.000
.200
.000
.300
.222
.333
.286
.400
.400
.444
.444
.000
.000

25
11
30
6
23
13
28
8
28
8
31
5
22
14
12
24

Numbers in parentheses have not been used in the calculation of P(n), but only in the calculation of P(n)4 (see General Discussion).
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ficant (ρ < .01) or nearly significant (p < .07), as tested by the
binomial test (two sided).
As far as these results are in agreement with the predictions,
they present only a rather weak test of the proposed prominency
measures. The reason is that, for a majority of pairs, the pattern
with the higher prominency is at the same time the only one for
which a neon effect is predicted at all. Positive results, therefore,
are more in conformity with the more general hypothesis that the
occurrence of neon is governed by interpretational factors, than
with the more specific assertion that the magnitude of the effect
is determined by those factors too. In order to investigate how
accurate the magnitude of the neon effect can be predicted by means
of the prominency measures proposed above, a second experiment was
done in which the 16 pairs were rank ordered according to the degree
of difference in neon effect between the patterns of each pair. The
results of that experiment will also enable us to evaluate how serious
the inconsistencies on Pairs 14 and 16 are to be taken. Discussion of
those pairs will, therefore,

be postponed until then.

EXPERIMENT II

Nonstructural

factors, such as line width, line separation,

and the number of black and colored line elements in a pattern, pro
bably contribute to the magnitude of the neon effect, as they con
tribute to the Von Bezold spreading effect (Helson, 1963). Because
those factors were held constant only within pairs, it is not possi
ble to directly compare with each other all 32 patterns used in
Experiment I on the magnitude of the neon effect displayed by them.
For that reason, only within-pair comparisons were made in that ex
periment. If the contribution of nonstructural factors to the magni
tude of the neon effect is equal for both patterns within a pair,
the degree of the difference in neon effect between the members of
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a pair can be predicted by taking the difference of the prominency
values of the members of that pair. If we do so for every pair, we
can predict the order of those differences in neon effect strength
over pairs without knowing the actual contribution of nonstructural
factors to the effect within each pair.

Method
Subjects:

The subjects were 14 undergraduate psychology students, who

took part in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a course requirement. None of them had served as a subject in the preceding experiment.
Materials

and Procedure:

Stimuli were identical to those in Experi-

ment I. Prominency values for the patterns of each of the 16 pairs
can be found in Table IV. By taking the difference of the prominency
values of Patterns a and b of each pair, P(n)a - [P(n)b], the predicted prominency difference, P(n)d, was determined for each pair.
Each subject was familiarized with the neon effect in the same
way as was done in Experiment I. Next, the subject was led Lo one ond
of a large table, on which all 16 pairs had been laid down in a row,
in a different random order for each subject. The subject had to go
along the table once, looking carefully to the differences in neon
strength between the patterns of each pair (it had been emphasized
in the instructions that the subject should only be concerned with
differences; small differences between patterns that both showed a
rather strong neon effect, should be judged equal to small differences between patterns that both showed a rather weak neon effect).
Having seen all pairs once, the subject

went along the table a

second time in order to divide the 16 pairs into two groups, one
with large-difference pairs, the other one with small-difference
pairs. This procedure was repeated with each of the two groups, until
all 16 pairs had been ordered from large to small. The subjects were
allowed to rearrange pairs between groups, if such would, in their
opinion, result in a better ordering.

Исаи i ta ami

Diaaussion

Table V contains the rank orderings of the 16 pairs by 14 sub
jects. From the table It can be seen that there is high agreement
among subjects with regard to the question of which pairs display
large differences and which pairs display small differences in neon
strength. If we subdivide the total set of 16 pairs, on the basis
of their P(n)d values, into a subset of 8 pairs with large predicted
differences and a subset of 8 pairs with small predicted differences,
we see that the observed dichotomy corresponds rather well with the
predicted dichotomy. Of 112 pairs placed in the large difference
subset, 100

are pairs with large predicted differences in neon

strength (Chi-square = 69.143; ρ < .01). The only pairs which are
not classified by a significant majority of subjects (i.e., at least
11 out of 14 subjects) as belonging to one or the other of our arti
ficial subsets are Pairs 8 and 9. If there is a continuous variation
in difference prominency, as our

P(n)d values suggest, we should

indeed expect to find some patterns difficult to be classified un
ambiguously .because they lie close to the boundary between the two
subsets.
Overall agreement among subjects appeared to be highly signifi
cant, as tested by Kendall's coefficient of concordance (W = .75;
ρ < .01). By taking the median ranknumber of each pair as an index
of its overall observed prominency difference, the rank correlation
between predicted and observed difference in neon strength between
the patterns of the 16 pairs could be determined. The rank correla
tion coefficient found was as high as .99. Rank correlation coeffi
cients for individual subjects ranged from .72 to .98 (see Table V ) .
(For all rank correlation coefficients, ρ < .01.)
As far as individual subjects are concerned, the prominency
measure fairly accurately predicts which differences in neon strength
are judged large and which small.
small (n = 14) group

Summing the results of a rather

already results in very accurate predictions

TABLE V
Rank Orderings of the 16 Pairs According to the Magnitude of
the Difference of Neon Effect Between the Members of Each Pair

1

2

3

4

5

6

Pairs
7
8
P(n)d

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

subjects .686 .583 .569 .500 .444 .444 .400 .333 .222 .200 .200 .078 .047 .000 .000 .000

χ

r

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1
1
1
6
1
3
2
2
2
2
5
5
1
9

2
4
4
1
7
2
6
5
3
1
2
2
4
2

4
3
6
2
3
5
3
7
5
3
1
1
3
1

3
2
2
7
2
8
1
1
1
6
9
6
2
3

6
6
5
3
5
7
4
4
6
4
3
3
8
6

5
5
7
4
4
4
5
3
7
5
7
8
6
7

7
7
3
5
6
1
7
8
10
7
6
4
10
8

8
13
13
8
12
6
9
10
9
8
4
15
11
4

9
8
8
11
8
11
10
9
12
15
8
9
7
12

11
10
9
9
11
13
8
6
4
9
11
12
14
16

10
12
10
12
15
9
15
15
8
16
15
7
13
5

13
9
11
10
9
12
14
11
11
10
12
11
5
13

14
11
12
14
10
10
16
13
16
13
13
13
12
11

16
15
15
13
14
14
12
14
15
11
10
10
15
15

12
14
14
16
16
16
13
16
13
14
16
16
9
10

15
16
16
15
13
15
11
12
14
12
14
14
16
14

.98
.92
.90
.90
.86
.86
.85
.85
.85
.84
.82
.80
.79
.72

Median
rank

2

2.5

3

2.5

5

5

7

9

9

10.5

12

11

13

14

14

14

.99

Correlation between predicted and observed rank orders.
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for the total range of differences investigated. We therefore feel
justified in concluding that structural factors, as represented by
the alternative pattern interpretations in the prominency measure,
determine to a large extent the magnitude of the neon illusion.
Returning to the inconsistencies found in Experiment I, in
which the direction rather than the degree of the difference in neon
strength between the patterns of each pair was investigated, we see
that the pairs with inconsistent results have all been placed at the
small-difference end of the continuum now, which is in accordance
with the predicted zero differences of these pairs. We therefore
believe that the significant preferences found in Experiment I on
those pairs might better be explained by some

peculiarities of the

preferred patterns than by a real difference in neon strength between
the preferred patterns and their alternatives.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of the preceding experiments support our position
outlined in the introduction: Occurrence and strength of the neon
effect depend to a large extent on interpretatlonal factors. Quantification of those factors by means of Leeuwenberg's coding language
appears to be a fruitful approach for several reasons. In the first
place, theorizing about effects of organizational or interpretatlonal factors is raised above the level of noncommittal propositions,
because, for the first time, falsification of such propositions has
become possible. Secondly, we can, e.g. by systematically investigating the relative efficiency of various possible prominency measures,
further our insights into

the qualitative aspects of the processing

of visual information.
Table VI provides an illustration of the latter point. The table
contains coefficients for the rank correlation of each of four prominency measures with the overall prominency ratings obtained in
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Experiment II. Correlation coefficients have been determined for
the full range of 16 pairs, as well as for the 8 pairs judged to
show large differences and the 8 pairs judged to show small differences in neon strength. From the table it can be seen that the
highest correlation coefficients are obtained if the procedure of
prominency calculation proposed in this article is followed [see
Table VI, P(n)l]. If one takes, as an alternative prominency measure,
the absolute difference between the efficiency of the neon and the
alternative interpretation of a pattern, lower correlations are obtained [see Table VI, P(n)2] «especially for the subset of largedifference pairs. On the basis of such a result, the hypothesis
might be raised that the visual system measures efficiency in relative rather than in absolute terms.

TABLE VI

Correlation Between Four Different Prominency
Measures and Observed Prominency Ratings

P(n)

Total Range of
16 Pairs
Subset of Large
Difference Pairs
Subset of Small
Difference Pairs

.99

.98

.86

.97

.96

.89

-.13

.96

.96

.95

.96

.85

Lower correlations are also obtained, if we do not let prominency values become less than zero. Such a rule could be based upon the
argument that in the absence of neon it is of no use to determine
any prominency at all. From Table IV it can be seen that negative
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prominency values are obtained for the b Patterns of each of the
first four pairs. If those negative values are replaced by zeros,
the P(n)d values change substantially and the high correlation between predicted and observed prominency difference totally disappears
for the subset of large difference pairs [see Table VI, P(n)3] . By
this fact, the somewhat laborious procedure of calculating different
prominency measures, depending upon the difference in efficiency of
the neon and the nonneon interpretation of a pattern, is justified.
Negative prominency may be interpreted as the extra trouble which
the visual system would have to take in bringing about a neon interpretation

if a more efficient interpretation is available.

Inspection of the four patterns with negative neon prominency
(see Appendix A) reveals that in all four cases the colored line
elements are most efficiently interpreted as belonging to independent
colored figures. At the same time, it can be seen that there is
neither neon nor any color spreading at all in those patterns. The
hypothesis might be raised that spreading is a characteristic of
line elements which function as a background, whereas the potential
spreading around line elements which function as a figure probably
is inhibited. The fact that the neon effect disappears under fixation fits in with this kind of reasoning. The observation made here
may be used as a point of departure for the investigation of the
general conditions for the occurrence of spreading, which should
encompass the conditions for the occurrence of the neon effect.
As a third alternative, we have examined a prominency measure
which compares the efficiency of the neon interpretation with that
of the shortest of two other interpretations, viz., the nonneon interpretation and the alternative spreading interpretation. Amounts
of structural information of the interpretations used to calculate
P(n)4 can be found in Table IV. As can be seen from Table VI
[P(n)4], this prominency measure results in lower correlations too,
especially for the subset of small difference pairs.
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This finding suggests that, in cases in which the neon interpretation was the most efficient interpretation possible, we rightly
based the alternative interpretation on a set of primitive data which
included spreading, i.e., color differences between parts of the
background on which the pattern had been drawn. So, if the neon interpretation is the most efficient one possible, the most successful
neon prominency measure seems to be one which, in essence, compares
two alternative interpretations of spreading, viz., the neon interpretation and the alternative spreading interpretation. According
to the latter, color differences, resulting from spreading, are interpreted as properties of the background on which the colored lines
lie. This situation is reminiscent of the Von Bezold spreading phenomenon (Von Bezold, 1874).

REFERENCE NOTE
1) Buffart, H.F.J.M. A coding language fov patterns.
University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands, 1973.
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NOTE
1. The most well-known spreading effect is certainly Von Bezold's
color spreading effect, discovered more than a century ago by Von
Bezold (1874). In the Von Bezold pattern, a homogeneously colored
background is overlayed with tow line structures drawn adjacent to
each other, one in black, the other one in white. The color of the
background behind the black lines is perceived as darker and that
behind the white lines as lighter than a matching stimulus, which is
physically identical to the color behind both line structures. The
difference in impression raised by Von Bezold's and Van Tuijl's
patterns lies, first, in the fact that the former is not perceived as
one unitary line structure. On the contrary, black and white lines
make up two distinct groups of lines, each one with a clearly recog
nizable structure. In addition, the illusory color difference between
the two background areas behind the black and white lines in the Von
Bezold pattern is not perceived as the result of illumination by an
outside source. Rather, one has a genuine impression of two, differ
ently colored, background areas.
Apart from the necessary conditions for the occurrence of a neon
effect, which will be discussed in the present article, it has been
possible to formulate some preconditions for the neon effect in terms
of luminance relations between the two groups of line elements in
the pattern and the background on which they have been drawn (Van
Tuijl Ь De Weert, 1979).

APPENDIX A

Appendix A

can be found on the next five pages. Appendix A

shows the 16 pairs of patterns used as stimuli in Experiments I and
II. Next to each pattern, the subdivisions corresponding to its
alternative and neon interpretation are illustrated. The codes of
the neon and the alternative interpretation of each pattern can be
found below the corresponding subdivisions.
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Notes to Appendix A
differences in line elements' length only contribute to the amount
of information of an interpretation, if that interpretation implies
that all line elements are of
finite length. If line elements can in
principle be Interpreted as of
indefinite length, e.g., as conti
nuations which are at some place stopped by some external event,
their length can no longer be contrasted in a sensible way with that
of line elements of
finite length. Therefore, line elements such as
m in the interpretation under consideration, do not contribute to the
interpretation's amount of structural information.
Contrary to other examples, this time the number of X'S.TT, is in
formative ,_because π provides more than only scale information; the
number of A's directly influences the structure of the pattern. This
appears from the fact that the alternative interpretations as given
in 10a and 10b are impossible, if π ? 3.
white crosses in pattern 14b are not embodied in the codes of
either interpretation, because structural relationships between the
black and colored line elements in the pattern are not affected by
them. In other words, according to the most efficient code, the
crosses are to be interpreted as independent from the remainder of
the pattern.

Perception (1979, in press)
III

SENSORY CONDITIONS FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF THE NEON SPREADING
ILLUSION
H.F.J.M. van Tuijl

ana Ch.M.M. de Weert

Abstract
The neon effect, i.e., an illusion of light projected onto a
homogeneous lattice, may occur in line patterns made up of elements
of different color or brightness. Particular luminance relations
between the different groups of line elements in the pattern and
between these line elements and their background appear to be criti
cal for the occurrence of the effect.
Van Tuijl (1975) has described a striking spreading effect which
may occur if in a uniformly colored line drawing certain line elements
are replaced by elements of a different color or brightness. The color
(or brightness) of the inserted line elements seems to exceed the
borders of these line elements and one has the impression that the
line drawing is partly covered by a colored haze in front of it. The
whole is reminiscent of a neon light; therefore, the effect has been
named neon effect. An example of the brightness version of the illu
sion is given in Figure 1. Illustrations in color can be found in
the original publication (Van Tuijl, 1975). The neon effect can be
characterized in detail by the following features. The observer has
the impression of a unitary, uniformly colored lattice of lines, onto
χ

The first author's contribution to this article was made possible
by a grant from the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of
Pure Research (Z.W.O.). The authors are grateful to Herbert van de
Sluis of the Audiovisuele Dienst A-Faculteiten K.U. Nijmegen for
skilfully preparing the photographic materials.
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which a differently colored light (or shadow) is cast by an independent outside source. The lines of the lattice covered by the light
from that source are perceived as more vague than the other lines,
and the structure of the differently colored line elements does not
show up spontaneously, probably because they are apprehended as integral parts of the lines of the lattice.
In a later paper, Van Tuijl and Leeuwenberg (1979) have demonstrated that the occurrence of the neon effect as well as its strength
depend critically on the structural organization of the pattern. It
appears from their work that the neon effect will only show up if the
structural relationships between the different line elements in the
pattern are such that a neon interpretation is the most efficient
interpretation that can be given of the pattern. A neon interpretation is an interpretation according to which the pattern consists of
a unitary lattice superimposed with a colored figure. The neon effect
will not arise, however, if the pattern can be more efficiently interpreted otherwise, as is illustrated by the pattern in Figure 2. The
pattern is Figure 2 is identical to that in Figure 1, except for the
fact that the elements deviating in brightness are displaced with
regard to the remainder of the lattice. Now, the group of different
line elements is seen as a separate pattern standing out from and
covering parts of the lattice behind it. No one of the defining
features of the neon effect described above turns up. The reason is
that the brightness differences,in this pattern,can be more efficiently interpreted otherwise than by means of an illusory neon light. To
add a neon figure to the most efficient interpretation of the pattern
(i.e., two separate structures of different brightness) would be
superfluous, because all pattern elements have already been adequately accounted for by that interpretation. Other examples of the effect
of organizational factors, which we will call central factors hereafter, may be found elsewhere (Van Tuijl and Leeuwenberg, 1979). This
research note will be concerned with effects on the neon illusion of
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factors that are supposedly preliminary to the central ones and
that will be called, therefore, sensory factors. The sensory factors
to be dealt with concern the luminance relatione between the two
groups of line elements in the drawing and the luminance relations
between each of them and the background on which they have been
drawn. Some conditions necessary for the occurrence of the neon
effect will be specified in terms of those sensory factors and a
rationale for these conditions will be developed.
Method
The experimental equipment is graphically illustrated in Figure
3. Three Pradovit 250 Color Projectors, P.., P„, and P_, were used
to superpose, via two beam splitters, BS

and BS , three different

slides onto a screen, S. P.. contained a slide, F, with the subgroup
of lines which deviated in luminance from the other lines of the
lattice. Ρ

contained a slide, L, with those remaining lattice lines.

P„ contained a slide, B, with the background minus F- and L-liaes.
A system of polaroids (P = polarizer; A = analyzer) was used to vary
in a continuous way the luminance of one of the beams, while varia
tions in the luminance of the other two was brought about by means
of neutral density filters, N.. and N .
Two subjects judged the presence of neon in each of the six
conditions indicated schematically in Figure 4. Those conditions were
obtained by combining the positions which the luminances of F- and Llines (Figure 3) can take with regard to the luminance of the back
ground, B, with the possible positions of the luminances of F- and Llines with regard to each other. The six conditions were arrived at
in each one of three different ways by varying the luminance of
either F, L or B, while holding the luminances of the other two con
stant. Judgements were based on the presence or absence of each of
the following neon features: (1) a unitary lattice that continues
underneath a superimposed figure (versus distinct, adjacent lattice
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structures); (2) embeddedness of the structure of the F-lines (versus salient F structure); (3) vagueness of the F-lines compared with
the L-lines (versus equal sharpness of F- and L-lines).

Results

and

Disaussion

Regardless

of the way in which the six conditions were realized,

the same results were unambiguously found. The neon effect was only
judged present in Conditions III and IV (see Figure 4 ) . The other
four conditions did result in spreading, however without showing at
the same time any one of the defining features of the neon effect.
An illustrative example of a pattern from each of the six conditions
is given in Figure 5.
From the results we infer the following sensory conditions necessary for the occurrence of the neon effect in our experimental pattern: (1) Luminances of F- and L-lines have both to be above or below the luminance of the background, B, in order for a neon effect
to become possible. (2a) If F- and L-lines are both decrements in
luminance with respect to the background, i.e. if both are dark
lines, then the luminance of the F-lines must be higher than the
luminance of the L-lines, i.e. F has to be a decrement

in darkness

with respect to L. (2b) In the other case, if both F- and L-lines
are increments in luminance with respect to the background, i.e. if
both are light lines, then the luminance of the F-lines must be lower
than the luminance of the L-lines, i.e. F has to be a decrement

in

brightness with respect to L.
We will now develop a rationale for the sensory conditions described above. Regarding Sensory Condition

1, we hypothesize that

lines with a luminance above that of the background and lines with
a luminance below that of the background are treated by different
systems, the Brightness system and the Darkness system (Jung, 1973).
Hence they remain separated,and

therefore, can no longer be inter-

preted as belonging to one and the same lattice. However, a unitary

lattice of lines is an essential aspect of the neon interpretation.
So, because dark and light lines are incompatible with a neon interpretation, no neon effect occurs. Instead, a Von Bezold spreading
effect (Von Bezold, 1874) can be seen (Patterns 5 and 6 in Figure 5 ) .
What about Sensory Condition 2? Sensory Condition 2 states that,
if there is a neon effect to occur around certain lines of a lai Lice,
those

lines have to be decrements compared with the other lattice

lines. Because lines which are decrements in brightness are at the
same time increments in darkness and lines which are decrements in
darkness are also increments in brightness, the above requirement
is somewhat ambiguous. To clear this point, we will assume that, if
both groups of lines in a display are, e.g., lighter than the background, the Brightness system is dominant and relationships between
the two groups are expressed in terms of that system. Now

we can

say that, according to our observations, a neon effect occurs only
around lines which are decrements in terms of the dominant system.
However, the reverse is not true. If lines are decrements a neon
effect will not necessarily show up (L-lines in Patterns 1 and 2
in Figure 5 ) . On the other hand, if lines are increments in terms
of the dominant system, there never occurs a neon effect around
those lines (F-lines in Patterns 1 and 2, L-lines in Patterns 3 and
4 in Figure 5). A possible reason is that lines which are increments
in terms of the dominant system are interpreted prior to lines which
are decrements. This would imply that the F-lines in Patterns 1 and
2 in Figure 5, being increments in terms of the dominant system,
would be interpreted first, as steplike structures, after which the
L-lines would be interpreted as lattices of lines behind those stepstructures. To add to that interpretation still a neon light would
be superfluous, because all pattern elements have already been adequately accounted for. In cases of Patterns 3 and 4 in Figure 5,
the L-lines would, according to the priority of increment processing
idea, be interpreted first. The most efficient interpretation of
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those L-lines would be a lattice Interrupted by some object. Next,
the F-lines would be most efficiently interpreted by embodying them
into the already organized lattice, whereas the luminance difference
between F- and L-lines would best be interpreted as a property of the
object (a superimposed neon figure) causing the interruption. So, if
increments are processed with priority, a neon interpretation is
hampered in Conditions I and II, whereas in Conditions III and IV,
nothing counteracts a neon interpretation.
In summary, the occurrence of the neon effect is dependent on
the efficiency of the neon interpretation (Van Tuijl and Leeuwenberg,
1979). However, the present observations suggest that a neon inter
pretation can become impossible or rather inefficient if particular
luminance relations are realized in a pattern.
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IV

PERIPHERAL AND CENTRAL DETERMINANTS OF SUBJECTIVE
CONTOUR STRENGTH

H.F.J.M. van Tuijl

and E.L.J. Leeuwenberg

Abstract
The phenomenon of subjective contours (Schumann, 1900) has been
approached from two different sides. First, from a rather cognitive
stand, it has been argued that subjective contours will arise if an
organization of the pattern with subjective contours is the most
simple one that can be arrived at. Secondly, from a more peripheral
position, it has been said that subjective contours are first of all
the result of contrast mechanisms like lateral inhibition. In this
paper, it is demonstrated that neither one of those approaches alone
can explain all the facts known today about subjective contours. It
is argued that (a) local brightness effects caused by lateral inhibition are Indeed necessary for the occurrence of subjective contours and that (b) the relative simplicity of the illusory interpretation of the pattern determines, ceteris paribus, the strength with
which the phenomenon occurs. To quantify the complexity of pattern
organizations or interpretations, Leeuwenberg's (1971) coding language
for visual patterns is used.

During the past decade, the phenomenon of subjective contours
has been the subject of Increasing interest. Subjective contours
have been described for the first time by Schumann in 1900 in the
Zeitschrift

für

Psychologie.

The phenomenon discovered by Schumann

can best be illustrated by means of a pattern

designed later by

Kanizsa (1955) (see Figure la). Looking at this pattern the observer

The first author's share in the preparation of this article has
been made possible by a grant from the Netherlands Organization for
the Advancement of Pure Research (Z.W.O.).

has the impression of a white triangle superimposed on three black
disks. Although no physical brightness steps are actually present
along the sides of this triangle (with the exception of the apices),
its contours nevertheless are very prominent and the triangle as a
whole looks brighter than the surrounding background. In addition,
the white triangle seems to lie in front of the three black disks.
Subjective contours and subjective brightness differences can also
occur in patterns consisting of lines instead of surfaces, as was
demonstrated by Ehrenstein in 1941 (see Figure lb).

Major Theoretical Positions

With regard to the origins of subjective contours two rather
distinct suggestions have been made up till now. First, it has been
argued from a rather cognitive point of view that subjective contours
will arise if such Implies a more simple and stable organization of
the pattern. This approach, which is consonant with the Gestalt Law
of Prägnanz (Koffka, 1935), is basically followed by Coren (1972),
Gregory (1972), and Kanizsa (1976), each one giving it his own flavour.
Coren (1972) emphasizes the importance of the presence of depth
cues in the subjective contour pattern. In his opinion, depth cues
suggest the presence of an occluding object in front of the rest of
the pattern. However, depth cues will only result in the presence
of subjective contours, according to Coren, if such a percept is
the most simple one that can be arrived at.
Gregory (1972) argues that subjective contours are to be interpreted as the contours of illusory masking objects postulated by the
perceiver as perceptual hypotheses to account for missing elements
in the display. According to Gregory there must be a high probability of an overlying object causing gaps by masking if subjective contours are to show up. If there is little evidence in favour of the
hypothesis of a masking object, subjective contours will become lees
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Figure 1. Examples of patterns showing subjective contours: (a)
Kanizsa's (1955) pattern, (b) Ehrensteln's (1941) pattern, (c)
Brightness enhancement is strongest in the central square area, al
though the outer four white squares are surrounded by more black
than the central white square, (d) A subjective vertical white bar
is easily seen in Pattern a. Its disappearance in Pattern b is in
conformity with an explanation of the phenomenon of subjective con
tours in terms of brightness contrast generated by lateral inhibi
tion. Its reappearance in Pattern с cannot be explained on that ba
sis, however, (e) A pattern designed by Kennedy (1978). Although
this pattern does not ask for any completion nor for the addition
of a subjective surface to mask missing pattern elements, subjective
contours nevertheless appear, (f) From a cognitive position, subject
ive contours are predicted to occur both in Pattern a and in Pattern
b. Probably because of the fact that local brightness effects are
only generated by sharp angles, subjective contours only show up in
Pattern b.
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clearly visible or disappear. In other words, there will be growing
evidence in favour of an alternative organization of the pattern
elements, i.e. an organization without subjective contours. If one
is willing to equate the amount of evidence in favour of a perceptual hypothesis and the efficiency or simplicity of a perceptual
organization, both Coren's and Gregory's formulations come close to
the same principle.
Kanizsa (1976) concludes that a common feature of all patterns
with subjective contours is the presence of incomplete elements:

"the subjective
surface ... is generated by the tendency of the visual
system to complete certain figurai elements". Kanizsa further states
that this completion tendency obeys the more fundamental simplicity
principle: If there is no need for completion in order to arrive at
a more simple and stable organization,subjective contours will not
arise.
The second main stream to be distinguished in the literature on
subjective contours, emphasizes the importance of the presence of
peripherally generated brightness effects for the occurrence of
subjective contours. Representatives of this position are Brigner
and Gallagher (1974), Frisby and Clatworthy (1975), and Kennedy and
Lee (1976).
Brigner and Gallagher (1974) argue that the role of depth cues
and perceptual simplification in generating subjective contours is
suspect, because as they demonstrate in their study, the strength
of subjective contours varies systematically with the amount of
simultaneous brightness contrast in the pattern when depth cues and
configuration are held constant.
Frisby and Clatworthy (1975) also take the stand that the mechanism of lateral inhibition plays an important role in the generation
of subjective contours. In the Kanizsa pattern (see Figure la), the
black sectors are supposed to enhance the brightness of the triangular
area in between them in the same way as would happen if this trian-
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guiar area would have been entirely surrounded by a black border.
To explain the occurrence of subjective contours and brightness
differences in the Ehrenstein pattern (see Figure lb), Frisby and
Clatworth (1975, p. 351) postulate an inhibitory mechanism causing
enhanced brightness at line ends. It is acknowledged by Frisby and
Clatworthy that brightness enhancement by lateral inhibition cannot
on its own explain the large areas over which subjective brightness
differences are perceived in the patterns considered. Some higher
order mechanism, like the one operating in the Cornsweet illusion,
is supposed to be responsible for the filling-in of brightness between borders triggered by lateral inhibition. In their reasoning,
lateral inhibition plays a primary and major role, however.
Kennedy and Lee (1976) take a position similar to that of Frisby
and Clatworthy. In their opinion too, local brightness effects are
the prime cause of at least all monocular subjective brightness
effects and subjective contours. In addition to the brightness enhancement at line ends suggested by Frisby and Clatworthy (1975),
Kennedy and Lee (1976) claim that brightness enhancement also occurs
at places where lines abruptly change direction. In our opinion, the
latter brightness effects could be caused by the same mechanism
proposed by Frisby and Clatworthy to explain brightness enhancement
at line ends. However, Kennedy and Lee do not go into that possibility. Next, a process of grouping and averaging local brightness effects
is thought to be responsible for the ultimate brightness effects,
extending over rather large areas, and for the form which the subjective contours take.
As a major criticism of the cognitivists' position the second
group of authors raises the point that the potentially crucial role
of relatively peripheral factors in the generation of subjective contours is neglected by the cognitivists and that cognitive or central
factors are prematurely brought into play. Because the battle is typically fought with examples and counterexamples as arms, we will now
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review some of those pictorial arguments and add some of our own
in order to see if we can reconcile the approaches outlined above.
In their response to Brigner and Gallagher (1974), Coren and
Theodor (1975) argue that, on the basis of simultaneous brightness
contrast alone, it can never be explained why sometimes more bright
ness enhancement is found at places where, according to the laws
governing brightness contrast, less contrast should be present. The
pattern in Figure 1c,freely designed after an example of Coren and
Theodor, shows most brightness enhancement within the central sub
jective square, notwithstanding the fact that the areas within the
four black squares are surrounded by a larger amount of black and
should, therefore, show more brightness contrast. We believe that
the argument can be extended to the occurrence and strength of sub
jective contours, as our pattern in Figure Id

demonstrates. The de

crease in strength of subjective contours that can be perceived if
one goes from Pattern a to Pattern b in Figure Id is in conformity
with the increasing amounts of black of the subpatterns in each
column. This increase of black leads to more brightness contrast
in the areas between the black subpatterns in each column, and
therefore, to a decrease of the difference in amount of brightness
contrast between within- and between-column white areas. A still
further increase of the amount of black, as brought about in Pattern
с in Figure Id, should certainly not result in the reappearance of
subjective contours according to a brightness contrast explanation
of the phenomenon. However, the occurrence of subjective contours
in Pattern с is in conformity with predictions derived from the
cognitivists' position. Coren and Theodor (1975) conclude from their
example that it is not possible to predict the occurrence of subjec
tive contours solely on the basis of simultaneous brightness contrast.
Let us now see which arguments have been raised against the ex
clusively cognitive position defended by Coren (1972), Gregory (1972),
and Kanizsa (1976). Obviously, two very strong examples against their
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postition would be, on the one hand, a pattern in which subjective
contours occur without any structural or organizational reason, and
on the other hand, a pattern without subjective contours that, on
the basis of the simplicity principle, should have shown some. Now,
a problem with simplicity or good Gestalt arguments always is that
an external criterion for the simplicity of an organization is lacking, and therefore, both authors and readership have to rely on their
own subjective

ideas about simplicity, which may very well depend on

their theoretical stand. To avoid this problem we will, in the next
section, present a tool with which the complexity of pattern organizations or interpretations can be quantified in an objective and
psychologically relevant way. The examples to be presented next, in
order to finish our argument, are consistent with the simplicity
criterion to be outlined later.
Kennedy (1978) was the first to present a clear example of the
presence of subjective contours in the absence of any structural or
organizational reason. The pattern designed by him is shown in Figure
le. Inside the zigzag structure of the pattern in Figure le, weak
but nevertheless very convincing subjective contours can be seen. However, the pattern neither asks for any completion nor for the addition of a bright subjective surface, because the most simple organization of the pattern elements is the particular alternation of
angles and line elements which gives rise to the impression of a
zigzag sunlike structure. Pattern a in Figure If provides the second
argument needed to undermine an exclusively cognitive position wich
regard to the phenomenon of subjective contours. The most officient
interpretation of this pattern reads as follows: "A unitary regular
lattice superimposed with an opaque white circular object concealing
parts of the lattice". This interpretation is most certainly more
efficient than the one most observers are inclined to give, viz.:
"Two regular lattices of the same structure, a small one and a larger
one, the small one surrounded by the larger one, and parts of the back-
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ground visible in between the two structures". The absence of subjective contours in the pattern is beyond doubt, which is troublesome for any theory claiming a purely cognitive origin for subjective contours. Pattern b in Figure If demonstrates that subjective
contours can be seen in a pattern designed according to the same
general prescriptions as Pattern a in Figure If. Both interpretations
given above for Pattern a are equally applicable to Pattern b if one
only replaces "opaque white circular object" by "opaque white triangular object". In the latter case, the perceptual experience of
most observers

seems to obey

the simplicity principle, however,

and subjective contours, although faint ones, are indeed observed.
In our opinion, the sharp angles in Pattern b cause local brightness
effects which are used to generate the subjective triangle. In Pattern
a, the obtuse angles do not generate any local brightness effects,
and therefore, no subjective circle can arise.
Which conclusions can be drawn from the above demonstrations?
First, we can safely say that the relative simplicity of a subjective contour interpretation per se is insufficient to evoke the phenomenon. Secondly, although local brightness effects resulting from
lateral inhibition or a mechanism as proposed by Frisby and Clatworthy (1975) seem to be Involved in all instances of subjective
contours which we have met up till now, lateral inhibition alone
apparently cannot explain all variations in the strength of the
phenomenon. Now, if neither of them alone can explain the phenomenon
of subjective contours, the approaches might be combined in the following way.
First, let us assume that local brightness enhancement can be
evoked, by means of lateral inhibition or mechanisms that function
similarly, not only at the borders of areas of different brightness
but also at line ends and sharp angles, as is suggested by Frisby
and Clatworthy (1975) and Kennedy and Lee (1976). As a second assumption, let us suppose that higher order interpretative processes
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operate on data of a more primitive level, among which lines, angles,
surfaces and the local brightness effects mentioned above in order
to arrive at a maximally efficient interpretation given the prevailing data. In this reasoning, the occurrence of subjective contours
is limited to those cases in which local brightness effects are
present, because no subjective contours will arise if there are no
primitive data which correspond to them (see Pattern a in Figure If).
The strength of subjective contours, however, will depend on the
relative efficiency of the subjective contour interpretation. That
is to say, on the basis of the primitive data at hand several interpretations might be raised, among which some implying subjective
contours: "Continuing surfaces or lines, superimposed with opaque,
occluding objects of a brightness distinct from that of the background". Alternative interpretations of the same primitive data could
be tried out too, such as e.g.: "More or less irregular surfaces or
lines of well defined length, surrounding an area of a brightness
different from the rest of the background". Notice that in the latter
interpretation all parts of the pattern are seen as juxtapositioned
and equivalent. However, in the interpretation normally given by the
cognitivists of patterns showing subjective contours, there is a hierarchical relationship between the parts of the pattern: A, mostly
white, object is supposed to lie in front of and covering parts of
other objects that function as a background for the white object
standing out as a figure. Now in our opinion, part of the claim of
the cognitivists that subjective contours are central in origin,
is justified by the circumstance that the central object by its
figurai features becomes more bright and gets more pronounced contours than would have been the case otherwise. Evidence for the
occurrence of brightness enhancement on behalf of figurai characteristics is provided by Coren (1969) for the case of simultaneous
brightness contrast.
In summary, our suggestions are: (a) Subjective contours and
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subjective brightness differences will only arise if local brightness effects are present, because interpretations implying subjective
contours are highly unlikely, or perhaps even impossible, in the absence of such local brightness effects; in such cases, there is simply no evidence on which the hypothesis of a brighter overlying
object could be based, (b) Subjective contours and subjective brightness differences can occur, but probably only weakly, if local
brightness effects are present at places which have no figurai quality according to the most efficient interpretation of the pattern.
(c) Subjective contours and subjective brightness differences will
occur if local brightness effects are present, and if the area in
which they occur can best be interpreted as a figure standing out
from other background-objects that continue behind it. (d) Subjective
contours and subjective brightness differences will be more prominent
to the extent that a brightness illusion interpretation of the primitive data, including local brightness effects, as mentioned under
(c) is relatively more efficient than an alternative interpretation
of these primitive data as mentioned under (b).
Our position implies that factors of at least two levels, i.e.
the level of primitive data and the level of the interpretation of
those primitive data, play an independent role in the generation of
subjective contours. So, both should be independently manipulable.
Investigations in which organizational factors were held constant
and more peripheral ones were successfully varied have already
appeared in the literature (Brigner and Gallagher, 1974; Dumais and
Bradley, 1976). In the experiment to be reported below, it will be
demonstrated that subjective contour strength can also be manipulated
by varying structural relationships between pattern elements: i.e.
by varying the relative efficiency of the brightness illusion interpretation (c) and holding more peripheral factors constant. However,
to demonstrate the viability of our position, we first of all need
a measure for the efficiency of pattern interpretations. To that

end, we will introduce the Leeuwenberg coding language for visual
patterns (Leeuwenberg, 1968, 1971). This coding language will be
used to quantify the efficiency of the brightness illusion interpretation (c) and the alternative interpretation (b) of patterns presumably evoking local brightness effects. From a different area of research we know already that the strength of visual phenomena

may

depend on organizational factors in a way as proposed here (Van Tiijl
& Leeuwenberg, 1979).

The Leeuwenberg Coding Language

By means of the Leeuwenberg coding language (Leeuwenberg, 1968,
1971) interpretations of line patterns can be represented in a pattern
code. The general procedure runs as follows. A pattern is first split
up into line elements and angles. Next, the set encompassing all
these pattern elements is represented by a sequence of symbols. This
sequence is called a primitive code of the pattern. Each element of
this primitive code corresponds to an element of the pattern. Next,
the primitive code is reduced as far as possible by applying onto it
a number of coding rules. By means of these coding rules all redundant information is eliminated from the primitive code so that, after
this reduction process, the pattern is represented by a code that
contains only information about the essential pattern elements and
their interrelationships. The latter code is called a final code of
the pattern. Because line patterns can be partioned into different
groups of elements, and because coding rules can be applied onto
those sets of elements in different ways (e.g. by choosing different
starting points, or by applying the coding rules in different orders),
different final codes representing different pattern interpretations
can be arrived at. Now, the interpretation corresponding to the
shortest final code is supposed to be the perceptually most preferred
interpretation of the pattern. The shortest final code is the final
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code with the least amount of structural Information. Which code
elements are supposed to convey structural Information will become
clear from the examples to be given below.

Coding of Subjective

Contour

Patterns

The foregoing will be Illustrated by some examples. However,
before going Into the details of these examples, a few general re
marks about the application of the coding language to line pattern
interpretations have to be made. First, primitive codes of line
patterns are considered to consist of sequences of line elements and
angles. In the examples to be given below, angles will be represented
by the first 10 letters of the Greek alphabet (α, ...,κ), line ele
ments and numbers by the second 10 letters of the Greek alphabet (λ,
...,υ). The remaining letters (φ, ...,ω) will be used for additional
specifications, which sometimes have to be appended to line elements.
Second, several aspects of line patterns will not be explicitly coded,
and others, though coded, will not be considered to contribute to the
amount of structural information of the interpretation coded. In the
latter case, the elements in question are represented by letters from
the Roman alphabet (a, ... ,k for angles; 1, ... ,u for line elements
and numbers; v, ... ,z for additional specifications). If Roman
letters are used in a code, those letters are to be conceived of as
representing free parameters. That is to say, whichever value is sub
stituted for them, the Interpretation coded will remain the same.
Among the aspects of line patterns not embodied in the codes of
these patterns are the spatial position and orientation of the pat
tern, the width and color of pattern elements, and the color of the
background on which the pattern has been drawn. The latter aspects
are considered uninformative as long as they do not change within
one and the same pattern. More detailed information can be found in
Van Tuijl (1979). The coding and information calculation procedures
outlined there for complex line patterns will be followed in this
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article too. The reason Is that the alternative interpretations
which play a role in the determination of subjective contour strength
are based on primitive codes of different complexity. It has been
shown (Van Tuijl, 1979) that, in such cases, the preference for an
interpretation is dependent on the complexity of both its primitive
and its final code.
The coding procedures for line patterns will first be illustrat
ed by means of some simple examples. To that end, a number of line
patterns is illustrated in Figure 2 and the primitive and final codes
corresponding to the most efficient interpretations of those patterns
are given in Table 1.
The first pattern in Figure 2 represents an object of length m
and width φ. If lines are representing objects,as in this example,
instead of contours of objects, the width of those objects is al
ways represented by φ; such objects are called wire-objects (Van
Tuijl, 1979). The primitive code of Pattern 1 in Figure 2 can in no
way be reduced by applying a coding rule. So the final code of the
pattern is identical to its primitive code. The amount of informa
tion of the primitive code (I ) equals 2, because the primitive code
contains two elements. The amount of information of the final code
(I ) equals 1, because at the level of the central code the first
length, specifying code element is taken to be informationless. The
reason is that the structure of a pattern is supposed not to be in
fluenced by a random choice of the first size, specifying element (Van
Tuijl, 1979).
The second pattern in Figure 2 shows a square surface. The primi
tive code of this pattern consists of a sequence of symbols represent
ing the sides and angles which make up the contours of the square.
The surface within those contours is defined by those contours and
needs, therefore, no further specification. If line elements repre
sent the contours of objects those objects are called surface-objects
(Van Tuijl, 1979). It can be seen that the primitive code of Pattern
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Figure 2. Some examples of line patterns for which codes can be
found in Table I.
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2 consiste of a repetition of a group of two olomonts, viz. η and
a. By applying a particular type of repetition rule, viz. the conti
nuation rule, indicated in the code by < > before and after the con
tinuing unit, the primitive code can be reduced to a great extent.
The continuation rule can be applied if by repeating a group of code
elements the resulting pattern, represented by those code elements,
automatically returns to its starting point and thereby stops Itself.
Pattern 3 in Figure 2 shows four squares arranged squarely. To
represent distances in a code, the same elements are used that usual
ly represent object sides. However, a bar is drawn above them to in
dicate the difference. The codes shown in Table I, Example 3, contain
the elements of a conceptual square of distances. To each angle of
this conceptual square a square surface object is attached. The hier
archical relationship between the conceptual square as a superstruc
ture and the surface squares as substructures is indicated in the
code by brackets of the type [] enclosing the substructure, which
is to be attached to the superstructure at the point represented by
the elements immediately preceding those brackets. Both the first
contour-length specifying code element and the first distance-speci
fying code element are taken to be idformatlonless (Van Tuijl, 1979).
Of course, Pattern 3 In Figure 2 can also be interpreted as consist
ing of four Independent squares. In that case its code would consist
of four times the code of one square (see Pattern 2 ) , and the amount
of information of this code would equal 32 at the primitive level
and 4 at the central level. Compared with the interpretation given
before,the latter one would be relatively inefficient (see Formula
1 below).
The circle (Pattern 4) in Figure 2 can be seen as consisting of
two elements: A contour consisting of a number of grain elements of
a particular length,and a force acting upon each grain element

and

thereby bending the contour into a circular form. Because only par
ticular combinations of bending forces (i.e. angles) and grain ele-
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ment lengths are suited to construct a circle, neither the code ele
ment representing grain element length, o, nor the code element re
presenting the bending force, ε, can still be chosen freely once the
size of the circle, p, has been established. Therefore, both are
considered to provide information. In the final code in Example 4 In
Table I, the brackets < > and < > Indicate that after each one of
the ρ grain elements o,an

angle ε, representing the bending force,

is to be inserted.
In Example 5 in Figure 2 a symmetrical sequence is illustrated.
In

cases of symmetrical sequences

the second half simply repeats

the elements of the first half in reversed order. The Roman capital
R represents the coding rule by means of which a symmetriual sequence
can be reduced to its first half and the reversal operation.
In Example 6 in Figure 2

to each corner of a conceptual square

two wire-objects are attached, each one with a particular relation
ship to the square. The symbol •*-*• indicates that the group of ele
ments to which it is applied is repeated once, but from a counter
clockwise position compared with its first occurrence. That is to
say, if the conceptual square has first been traced clockwise and
the group of elements βη. has been attached to each corner relative
to the clockwise tracing, the group is next attached to each corner
another time, but now relative to a reversed tracing of the concepttual square. Notice that by tracing the conceptual square counter
clockwise β is replaced by α and α by ß; in other words, changes of
direction which depart from an ongoing direction to the left are replaced by changes (of the same size) to the right and vice versa.
Notice too that the interpretation given here for Pattern 6 is not
the most efficient one possible. We only gave it to illustrate the
operation of «-»•.
After these introductory examples, we now come to the coding of
the alternative pattern interpretations which, according to our position outlined in the first section of this article, supposedly deter-
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mine subjective contour strength in as far as it is dependent on
cognitive factors.
The seventh example in Figure 2 shows a pattern which is known
to display subjective contours. In 7a a subdivision of the pattern
is given which corresponds to the brightness illusion interpretation
of the pattern, i.e. the interpretation according to which the pattern
is to be seen as consisting of two bars continuing behind a white
opaque disk which hides parts of the bars from view, or which, in
other words, acts as a figure in front of the background of the bars.
In 7b, a subdivision is illustrated which corresponds to an alterna
tive interpretation of the pattern elements and the brightness dif
ferences generated by them. According to this alternative interpre
tation, the pattern is to be seen as representing four bars inter
connected by a conceptual square, and a white disk. In this interpre
tation the white disk has no special function by which it could be
distinguished from the other objects, and which would warrant any
further brightness enhancement. Notice that the white disk is a
necessary part of the alternative interpretation. This is because
local brightness effects presumably occur in Pattern 7, and each
interpretation has to account for all primitive data

provided by a

pattern.
If we now fill in the values of I and I. of the interpretations
Ρ
f
represented by Patterns 7a and 7b in Figure 6 in Formula 1, which
has been proposed by Van Tuijl (1979) as a general measure for the
efficiency of one pattern interpretation relative to another, we find
that the efficiency of the brightness illusion interpretation relative
to the alternative interpretation of Pattern 7 in Figure 6 equals .93.
I (a) - I (i)
ρ
ρ
(1)

E(i/a) =

I (a) - I-(i)
f
f
+

max[I (a),! (i)l

max [I (a) , I (i)]
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in which:
E(i/a) = the general efficiency of the brightness illusion interpre
tation (i) relative to the alternative interpretation (a)
of a pattern which can be assumed to display local bright
ness effects;
I (a)
Ρ

= the amount of information (I) of the primitive code (p) of
the alternative interpretation (a);

I (i)
Ρ

= the amount of information (I) of th<
the primitive code (p) of
the brightness illusion interpretation (i);

I (a)

= the amount of information (I) o:
of the final code (f) of the
alternative interpretation (a) ;

I.(i)

= the amount of information (I) o:
of the final code (f) of the
brightness illusion interpretation (i)

As can be seen from (1), the general efficiency measure combines
the relative efficiency of a pattern interpretation at the level of
its primitive code and the relative efficiency of that interpreta
tion at the level of its final code. Preferred interpretations of
complex line patterns have been correctly predicted by means of this
measure (Van Tuijl, 1979). In the experiment to be described next,
the relative efficiency of the brightness illusion interpretation
[E(i/a)] of patterns showing subjective contours was varied in order
to test the possible contribution of cognitive factors to the strength
of the illusion, when peripheral factors are held constant.

Method
Subjects:

Subjects were 64 undergraduate psychology students, who

took part in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a course re
quirement.
Materials:

Four series of six experimental patterns were developed.

Three series were made up of variants of the Ehrenstein figure (see
Appendix A, Series 1, 2, and 3 ) . One series consisted of variants
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of the Kanizsa figure (see Appendix A, Series 4 ) . Within each series
structural characteristics of the patterns varied, whereas pattern
aspects probably resulting in local brightness effects were held as
constant as possible. In three of the four series, the peripheral
factor held constant was the number of line ends abutting on the
subjective surface. In one series, the amount of black area directly
adjoining the subjective surface was held constant. In some cases
variations could not be made without violating the principle of hold
ing peripheral factors constant. For each pattern of a series

codes

were made for the two pattern interpretations by which the strength
of subjective contours is supposedly determined. The subdivisions
which represent these interpretations and the final codes belonging
to them are given in Appendix A. Amounts of information of the primi
tive and final codes of both interpretations of each pattern can be
found in Table II, together with the relative efficiency value of the
brightness illusion interpretation of each pattern.
Having been painted in black on white paper, patterns were dupli
cated by print to get identical copies. Patterns were surmounted on
cards of 21 к 15 cm. The center of the patterns, where subjective
contours were to be seen, measured on the average 3.75 χ 3.75 cm.
The total area covered by the patterns measured on the average 8.25
χ 8.25 cm.

Design and Procedure
The six patterns of each series were pairwise combined, which
resulted in 15 pairs for each series. Subjects were first acquainted
with the phenomenon of subjective contours and next the 60 pairs were
presented to them individually. The task of the subject was to indi
cate in which member of each pair subjective contours were stronger.
The order of presentation of the four series was counterbalanced
between subjects. Within each series, the order of presentation of
the 15 pairs was pseudo-random in that each random order was corrected
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in such a way that no pattern occurred twice in two successive com
parisons. Over all 60 trials the correct alternative, i.e. the pat
tern with the theoretically stronger subjective contours, was equal
ly often presented as the left as well as as the right member of a
pair. Over all subjects each pattern was equally often presented
at the left as at the right. During presentation, patterns were
fixed in a card holder in front of the subject, who was sitting at
a distance of 1.5 m in front of the card holder. Presentation time
was unlimited, but subjects were urged to make their decisions as
quickly as possible. Illumination was by normal fluorescent lamps.

Results

and

Discussion

For each pair of patterns 64 judgments were obtained. The number
of judgments in favour of the alternative with the theoretically
stronger subjective contours is given for each pair in Table III. It
can be seen from the Table that in most cases the pattern with the
theoretically stronger subjective contours was preferred by a signi
ficant majority of subjects as tested by chi-square (p < .05 at 40,
ρ < .01 at 43 judgments in favour of a particular pattern). In six
cases chi-square failed to reach significance. Because in all but one
of these cases comparisons concern patterns which should, according
to the predictions, be closer to one another than to any other pattern
of their series, we believe that the generally positive outcome of the
experiment is not questioned

by these cases.Only in one case. Pair

3.4 in Series 4, were predictions clearly disconfirmed by a signifi
cant preference for the theoretically less prominent pattern.
If we sum for each pattern all responses in its favour over the
five pairs in which it occurred, we arrive at a sum score which can
be considered as a measure for the observed strength of the subject
ive contours of that pattern relative to the other patterns of its
series. Those sum scores can be found in Table IV for each pattern
of each of the four series. Also tabulated are the values of each
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TABLE II
Aaounta of Information of Primitive and Final Codes of Each
Pattern's Brightness Illusion Interpretation (1) and Alter
native Interpretation (a).
If<l)

E(i/a)

5
6
12
6
3
6

4
4
10
6
7
β

.93
.73
.28
.00
-.22
-.42

10
18
10
42
50
18

5
10
2
5
4
1

6
10
6
6
3

.60
.00
-.08
-.17
-.65
-.78

44
48
40
68
44
32

26
12
24
40
28
20

7
6
5
8
7
4

3
5
3
6
5
6

.98
.82
.80
.66
.65
.04

34
30
30
33
42
24

23
21
21
24
33
24

8
6
6
7
7
6

6
5
5
6
6
6

.57
.47
.47
.42
.36
.00

Pattern

I (a)
Ρ

V1»

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

22
10
20
10
58
10

6
6
18
10
54
12

2.1
. 2.2
2.3
2.6

42
18
24
42
34
16

3.1
3.2
Э.З
3.4
3.5
3.6
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

a.4
i. S

β

Response Frequencies to the Alternative vlth the
Theoretically Strongest Subjective Contours
S sries
Pair

1

2

3

4

1-2
1-Э
1-4
1-5
1-6
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
3-4
3-5
3-6
4-5
4-6
S-6

36
43
52
60
63
49
53
53
59
32
49
54
41
58
59

59
63
60
64
63
54
55
55
58
41
31
52
41
49
51

35
47
52
59
58
36
49
53
56
51
44
52
31
49
48

55
81
61
62
64
64
53
63
64
15
42
59
58
58
46

Note: Within each pair . the alternative vlth the
saal1er number always 18 the one with the theoretlcally strongest subjective contours. The total
number of responses to each )air is 64

TABLE IV
Comparison of Predicted and Observed Subjective Contour Strength

Pattern
1

Series

2

3

4

5

6

N

1

predicted
observed

.93
254

.73 (2)
242 (2)

.28 (3)
171 (3)

.00
154

-.22 (5)
112 (5)

-.42 (6)
27 <6)

960

2

predicted
observed

.60
309

.00 (2)
227 (2)

-.08 (3)
135 (3)

-.17
126

-.65 (5)
116 (5)

-.78 (6)
47 (6)

960

3

predicted
observed

.98
251

.92 (2)
223 (2)

.80 (3)
192 (3)

.66
120

.65 (5)
117 (5)

.04 (6)
57 (6) 960

4

predicted
observed

.57
303

.47(2.5)
253 (2)

.47(2.5)
119 (4)

.42 (4)
179 (3)

.36 (5)
77 (5)

.00 (6)
29 (6)

960

Note: Predicted subjective contour strength values correspond to the E(i/a) values given
in Table II. Observed subjective contour strength values were obtained by aumming all res
ponses in favour of a particular pattern over pairs and over subjects. Nuabers in paren
theses are rank nuabers for the values in each row.
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pattern's theoretical contour strength, I.e. each pattern's E(l/a)
value. A comparison of the theoretical and observed rank orders for
subjective contour strength reveals that there is an optimal correspondence between the two for three of the four series. In Series 4,
one Inconsistency is found in that Patterns 3 and 4 are ordered in
a way which does not fit the predictions. It will be noticed that
Pair 3-4 of Series 4 also was the only pair on which we found clearly inconsistent outcomes when we considered all pairs separately.
Looking at the patterns of this pair (see Appendix A ) , one sees that
one pattern is a line pattern, whereas the other one is a pattern with
large black areas in it. Because these patterns most probably differ
with regard to the amount of local brightness effects generated by
them, we conclude that the two line patterns of Series 4 were indeed
unjustly added to this series. If those two line patterns are removed
it appears that also for the fourth series observed contour strength
is a monotonous positive function of predicted contour strength.
Therefore, we are inclined to believe that the relative efficiency
of the brightness Illusion interpretation has a definite effect on
subjective contour strength. Although more peripheral conditions
have indeed to be fulfilled to make the occurrence of subjective contours possible, the central conditions formulated in more or less
the same terms by all cognitiviste probably contribute greatly to the
impressive features of the phenomenon. Only if those central conditions are met, a white opaque object is seen in front of background
elements that are perceived as continuing behind the white object.
As the alternative interpretation becomes more efficient than the
brightness illusion interpretation, the phenomenon loses a lot of
its quality. Subjective contours can still be seen and brightness
differences do appear, but the observer now has an impression of
black bars attached to a white object, which differs only faintly
in brightness from the background (see e.g. Patterns 4, 5 and 6 of
Series 1 ) . A comparable loss of quality is found in experiments in

Ill
which the brightness illusion interpretation is made impossible by
introducing in stereoscopic displays a disparity incompatible with
the brightness illusion interpretation (Gregory and Harris, 1974).
Both the peripheral condition of local brightness effects and
the central condition of the relative simplicity of the brightness
illusion interpretation seem to be necessary conditions in order for
the phenomenon of subjective contours to occur in full strength.
Neither of those conditions alone can be considered a sufficient
condition.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A can be found on the next four pages. It contains
the four series of patterns used as stimuli in the experiment de
scribed above. Next to each pattern, one can find the subdivisions
corresponding to the brightness illusion interpretation (i) and
the alternative interpretation (a) of that pattern. The codes of
these interpretations are given below the corresponding subdivi
sions. The amounts of structural information of the two interpre
tations of each pattern can be found above, in Table II.
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Subdivision a
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V

PERCEPTUAL INTERPRETATION OF COMPLEX LINE PATTERNS

H.F.J.M. van Tuijl

Abstract
Leeuwenberg's (1971) coding language for the representation of
line pattern interpretations is tentatively applied to the interpretation of complex line patterns, i.e. line patterns with intersecting lines. Perceptually preferred interpretations of complex line
patterns can only be predicted correctly if two requirements are
met: (a) The codes of line patterns should contain information about
the objects represented by the line patterns, not about the line patterns as drawings; (b) Effects of the Gestalt law of good continuation have to be taken into account.

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the possibility of predicting the perceptually preferred interpretations of complex line patterns by means of Leeuwenberg's (1968, 1971) coding
language. Leeuwenberg's coding language provides a tool to represent
pattern interpretations by pattern codes and to quantify the efficiency of pattern interpretations in terms of the length or amount
of structural information of those codes. According to a principle
firstly formulated by Gestalt psychology as the law of Prägnanz
(Koffka, 1935, p. 110), perceptually preferred interpretations always
are the most efficient interpretations possible. Leeuwenberg (1968)
ж
The research reported in this article has been supported by a
grant from the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure
Research (Z.W.O.). The author is indebted to F. Restie for his com
ments on a first draft.
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has conjoined hls coding language to the law

of Prägnanz and pre-

dicted that the preferred Interpretation of a pattern will be the
one having the most efficient code. It has been shown (Leeuwenberg,
1968) that the preferred Interpretations of simple line patterns,
I.e. line patterns without Intersections, can be adequately predicted by means of Leeuwenberg's coding language. This paper examines the
applicability of the coding language to perceptual interpretations
of aomplex

line patterns, defined as line patterns with

intersect-

ing lines.
It will be demonstrated in this study that in predicting simple
line pattern interpretations certain aspects of those patterns,
invariant over the range of patterns considered, have been neglected
hitherto. Successful application of the coding language to complex
line patterns is possible only if those neglected aspects are taken
into account. Before developing our argument we will first introduce the coding language as far as necessary to understand its application to the patterns studied in this article. More extensive treatises may be found elsewhere (Leeuwenberg, 1971; Van Tuijl & Leeuwenberg, 1979).

The Leeuwenberg Coding Language

In order to make a pattern code the following steps are to be
taken. A pattern is first written as a sequence of symbols, a primitive code representing all pattern elements. The primitive code is
next reduced as far as possible by means of a number of coding rules.
These coding rules reduce primitive codes by eliminating identical
elements from them, so that only truly informative aspects are left
in the resulting code. When maximally reduced the resulting code is
called a final code of the pattern. Because the various coding rules
that will be described hereafter can be applied in different orders
or

on different subsets of primitive elements, different final
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codes representing different interpretations of the pattern coded
can be produced by means of the language. According to the efficiency
principle mentioned above, the perceptually preferred interpretation
of the pattern will be that with the most efficient or shortest
final code,that is, the one with the minimal number of informative
aspects or units of structural information.

Some Coding rules

and Their

Notation

We will now introduce the coding rules that will be used later
on in the coding of complex line patterns. In Table I some examples
of primitive codes are given together with the shortest final code
that can be made of each one of them. In the right-most column, the
amount of structural information of each final code is given.
The final code of the first example in Table I represents a continuation of elements a. The code contains no specification of a
possible end of the sequence. In general, there is no need to specify the end of a sequence if that end is arrived at automatically,
e.g. because a sequence by continuing itself returns to its starting
point. Continuation is indicated in the final code by brackets of
the type < > before and after the continuing unit. If a sequence has
a particular length this will be indicated in the final code of the
sequence, as can be seen in the remaining examples in Table I. In
Examples 2 and 3 in Table I, the end of the sequence is specified
explicitly by indicating the number of times a particular unit is repeated. In the other examples, the end is implied by the number of
elements in a subsequence of the final code. The accolades in the
third example indicate that the group of elements embraced is conceived of as an independent unit or chunk. The angular brackets in
the fourth example represent a special type of repetition of an identical element, viz., alternation. Reversal, i.e. the repetition of
a group of elements in reversed order, is indicated by the Roman
capital R, as can be seen in the fifth and sixth example.
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TABLE I

Examples of Reduction of Prlnitive Codes to Final Codes

Primitive
Code

Structural
Information

F i n a l Code

1.

αααααα...

<α>·

1

2.

αααα

4 . (α)

2

3.

αβαβαΒ

?· { ?? }

4.

αβαγαδ

<(ιι ) > < ( Β ) ( γ ) ι(«»

5.

αβγγβα

6.

α8γ0α

3
, 4

Μαβγ}

4

Η{α^(γ)}

4

Note: A vertical bar below a code element indicates that
the element contributes to the amount of structural infor
mation of the code.

TABEL II

Primitive Codes and Final Codes of Line Patterns Illustrated in
Figure 1

Primitive
Code

F i n a l Code

Structural
Information

<αη>

1

«αϊ»] >

1

1.

СШСШСШСШ. . .

2.

α [m] α [m] α [в] а[ • ] . . ·

3.

Втулвяут...

« ( ß ) M > « m ) »

2

4.

ßmeuemßvßmev.

«(ß)><<m)<\>)»

2

5.

a [am] η [am]

<(a)(ñ)> <([am])>

1

6.

ηγυβναυβμγη

Η{ηγμβν(α)}

6

7.

ηγμγοοο...

Ba

αηαηαηαη...

•«αη>

<(η)(μ» <<γ»

αηαηαηαη...

<αη>

αηαηαηαη...

«an*

αηαηαηαη...

<αη>

·<ο>

2

4

8b

a [ » l e a [χ] ma (χ] M l [ x ] ï . . .

<a[<na>lm>

9a

ηβμβοοο...

<(η)(μ)> <(β)> < ο >

ηβμβοοο...

< ( η ) ( μ ) > <(β)><< ο >

ηβπγηβπγ...

<«(п)(тг)> < ( β )

(γ)»

ηβπγηβπγ...

·<<(η)(π)> < ( β )

(γ)»

2

χ - ηαηαηαηα.

9b

4

в
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Figure 1. Some examples of simple and complex line patterns. Codes
of these patterns can be found in Table П.
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Coding of Line Pattern

Interpretations

Line patterns can be represented by sequences of line elements
and angles, Primitive codes of line patterns are considered to con
sist of such sequences. In the examples to be given below, angles
will be represented by the first 10 letters of the Greek alphabet
(a,

к ) , line elements and numbers by the second 10 letters

of the Greek alphabet (λ

, υ ) . The remaining letters (φ

ω) will be used for additional specifications that sometimes have to
be appended to line elements.
Several aspects of line patterns will not be explicitly coded,
and

others, though coded, will not be considered as contributing

to the amount of structural information of the interpretation coded.
In the latter case, the elements in question are represented by let
ters from the Roman alphabet (a,
for line elements and numbers; ν

k for angles; 1,

u

, ζ for additional specifi

cations). If Roman letters are used in a code those letters are to
be conceived of as representing free parameters. That is to say,
whichever value is substituted for them, the interpretation will
remain the same. Most of the time, Roman letters refer to a pat
tern's size or orientation. Among the aspects of line patterns not
embodied in the codes of those patterns are the spatial position
of the pattern, the width and color of pattern elements, and the
color of the background on which the pattern has been drawn. The
latter aspects are considered uninformative as long as they do not
change within one and the same pattern.
Some examples of the coding of line pattern interpretations are
illustrated in Figure 1. Table II contains the primitive codes of
those patterns, i.e. the sequences of the elements making up those
patterns, together with their final codes and the amount of structu
ral information of those final codes.
The first example in Figure 1 shows a square made up of angles
α and line elements m. The sequence of angles and line elements, if
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repeated indefinitely, would return to th.e starting point. Therefore,
its final code (see Example 1 in Table 11) can make use of the con
tinuation rule. The sides of the square are represented by a Roman
letter because they provide first of all scale information.
The primitive code of the cross in Figure 1 (see Example 2) con
sists of a sequence of angles to each one of which a line element
is attached. Contrary to the preceding example, each angle is now
connected with the preceding angle, not with the preceding line ele
ment. To indicate that the line elements are hierarchically subordi
nated to the angles, the symbols representing the angles are follow
ed by brackets of the type [ ] , which embrace the symbols represent
ing the elements to be subordinated to the angles.
Examples 3, 4 and 5 in Table II show applications of the alterna
tion rule (see Example 4 in Table I). In the third example, two dif
ferent angles are alternated by a line element of constant length.
In the fourth example, an angle of constant size is alternately
followed by a line element of length m and a line element of length
v. Because one line element's length can be chosen freely, only the
difference in length between the two line elements contributes to
the amount of structural information of the code.
In the fifth example, _a represents an arbitrary direction and η
a distance of size η positioned into the direction of ji. Distances
are represented by the same symbols as line elements; however, a bar
is drawn above them to indicate that no line actually appears in the
figure.
The sixth example in Table II provides an illustration of the
reversal rule.
In the seventh example, о represents a very small line element,
that is continued until stopped by line element η with which the
code starts. Because the end of the continuation is implied by n,
<o>

does not contribute to the amount of structural information of

the code.
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The eighth example demonstrates that different interpretations
can be given of the same pattern. According to Interpretation 8a
(see Figure 1 and Table II), the pattern consists of four independent squares. Each square is coded in the same way as the square in
the first example given above. Therefore, this interpretation adds
up to four units of structural information. According to an alternative interpretation (8b in Figure 1 and Table II), the pattern consists of four squares arranged squarely. In this case, a large conceptual square of distances m functions as a superstructure to which
four little squares are attached. The code of this interpretation
is very efficient because the identity of the four little squares
is taken into account now. Being the most efficient interpretation,
Interpretation 8b is predicted to be the perceptually most preferred
one.
The ninth example in Figure 1 and Table II also provides an illustration of two alternative interpretations of the same pattern.
Pattern 9 can be seen as consisting of two triangles or as made up
of two parallelograms; various other segmentations are possible of
course. The code of the triangle interpretation (9a) contains four
units of information, whereas that of the parallelogram interpretation (9b) contains six. On the basis of the law of Prägnanz it is
predicted that subjects will prefer the interpretation with the most
simple code, i.e., the triangle-interpretation. Experiment II is
intended to test the law of Prägnanz and the coding language, by
testing a large number of such predictions.

EXPERIMENT I

Method

Subjects

: Subjects were 16 undergraduate psychology students, who

took part in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a course re-
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qui rement.
Materials:

Stimuli consisted of 20 patterns. For each pattern two

subdivisions into subpattems were devised. One of those subdivisions
always corresponded to themost efficient interpretation of the pattern,
the other one to an equally or less efficient interpretation. Appen
dix A shows the 20 patterns together with their alternative subdivi
sions and the codes belonging to each subdivision. In Table III, the
amounts of structural information of the codes of the alternative in
terpretations are given.
Patterns were drawn with Indian ink (line width .5 mm) on white
card board. Extensions of the patterns were on the average 5 χ 5 cm.
The two subdivisions of each pattern were drawn on a separate piece
of card board, one next to the other with an interspace of approxi
mately 10 cm.
Proaedure:

Subjects were run individually. Each trial consisted of

the presentation of one of the 20 patterns for 5 seconds. During
this presentation interval, the subject looked at the pattern that
lay before him on a table at normal viewing distance and decided
for himself which possible subdivision of the pattern into subpat
t e m s appeared most likely to him. Next, the pattern was withdrawn
and the subject was presented with a card on which the two alterna
tive subdivisions of the pattern presented before had been drawn.
Now the subject's task was to choose from those subdivisions the
one that looked most like the subdivision he had made for himself
before. Subjects were urged to make their decisions as quickly as
possible, but there were no time limitations. Subjects responded
by pointing to their preferred subdivision. Immediately after their
choice the next trial was started. Half of the subjects went through
the series in an order which was established by randomizing the 20
patterns; the other half got the reverse of that order.
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Results
Frequencies oí response to each pattern οι the 20 pairs are
given in Table III. From Table III it can be seen that in 13 of the
14 cases (Patterns 1-14) in which one of the subdivisions was pre
dicted to be more efficient the predicted subdivision was indeed
preferred by a majority of subjects. In two cases (Patterns 3 and
4), only the direction of the difference was in conformity with the
predictions. In the other cases, differences were in the direction
predicted and significant as tested by chi-square (p < . 0 5 ) . However,
in one instance (Pattern 14), predictions were disconfirmed by the
preference of a significant majority of subjects for the theoretical
ly less efficient subdivision. In six cases (Patterns 15-20), no
difference in preference for one of the alternative subdivisions had
been predicted. Nevertheless, in four of those (Patterns 17-20) a
significant preference for one of the alternatives was found. So we
are left with five examples of complex line patterns that are inter
preted otherwise than predicted on the basis of Leeuwenberg's coding
language. In the next section, these five exceptions will be studied
in detail.

Coding of Complex Line Pattern Interpretations

The Object

Principle

In order to explain the inconsistencies found in Experiment I,
we have to return to our starting point and to investigate what we
were actually doing when we devised the pattern codes used in that
experiment. In summary: First, we considered the information of a
line pattern to be contained in the sequence of angles and line ele
ments making up the pattern. Next, that sequence was reduced as far
as possible by applying the coding rules illustrated in Table 1,
thereby eliminating all redundancy from the sequence. Because all
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TABLE III
Structural Information (I) of Alternative Subdivisions of
Patterns Used in Experiment I (see Appendix A) and Frequency (f) of Responses to Each Subdivision

Subdivision
a

Subdivision
a

1b

Pattern

I

f

I

f

1

2

15

4

1

2

3

14

4

3

4

4

Pattern

b

I

f

I

f

11

3

15

5

1

2

12

2

14

4

2

10

5 6

13

2

14

4

2

3

11

6

5

14

3

2

5

2

13

6

3

15

3

10

3

6

6

2

12

4

4

16

6

10

6

6

7

2

13

5

3

17

3

16

3

0

8

4

14

6

2

18

3

13

3

3

9

4

14

5 2

19

5

16

5

0

10

2

14

3

2

20

2

16

2

0

4 14
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possible checks were made on the correctness of the codes and the
calculation of their information content, we can,in order to explain
the inconsistencies found in Experiment I, only go back one step further and ask ourselves what those sequences of angles and line elements were representing. Did they stand for line patterns or for
something else? Most two-dimensional retinal representations stand
for objects, not for drawings. Our visual system is used to handle
real objects, not scenery, for the reason that it should help us to
survive in a three-dimensional world, not in a picture gallery. So,
it seems likely that one must interpret our sequences of angles and
line elements as representations of three-dimensional objects. We
will discuss the consequences of this object-principle hereafter.
If line patterns are conceived of as representations of objects,
lines can either represent the contours of objects (i.e., the object
is actually represented by the area in between the lines) or the objects

themselves (i.e., the object is represented by the surface

of the lines). The alternative subdivisions that were made for Pattern 18 (see Figure 2 and Appendix A) illustrate this distinction
very well. Subdivision a represents an interpretation according to
which the pattern consists of four triangles. In this case, the
lines of the pattern stand for the contours of the triangles. Subdivision b represents a hook-interpretation of the pattern. In this
case, the lines represent the hooks themselves. That is to say, each
line element stands for an object, e.g. a piece of wire, not for the
contour of an object. Now, if the codes of the two interpretations
of the pattern are to be comparable, both codes should represent objects by their contours. However, if we take a look at the subdivisions of Pattern 18 (see Figure 2) and their codes (see Appendix A ) ,
we see that the code elements of the triangle-interpretation represent triangle contours, whereas the code elements of the hook-interpretation represent the hooks themselves. Therefore, these codes
are incompatible and their incompatibility stems from the fact that by
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equating line elements and code elements different subdivisions of
a line drawing have been coded, whereas different segmentations of
a real object should have been coded. The latter can be arrived at,
if, in both cases, the contours of the objects represented by each
subdivision are coded. The code of the triangle-interpretation al
ready meets this requirement. The code of the hook-interpretation
needs some adaptation,however.
Taken as a contour code the code of the hook as given in Appen
dix A (Pattern 18) represents only one half of the contours of the
hook, viz. only those elements indicated by 1, β, and V (see Figure
3). In order to represent the whole object a new code was devised
representing all contours of the hook by taking into account that
each point of the contours 1 and

V has a contour point in parallel

at a certain distance which corresponds to the width of the hook.
The code of a hook now reads < (Ιβν) > < (φ) > (see Figure 2) and
this code contains one information more than the hook-code used in
Experiment I.1 By this adaptation the hook-code becomes less effi
cient than the triangle-code and this fits in with the preference
of subjects for the triangle-interpretation. If line elements are
interpreted as the contours of objects, those objects will be called
surface-objects hereafter. If the line elements themselves are in
terpreted as objects, those objects will be called wire-objects here
after.
Another consequence of the object-principle, which says that
codes are to represent objects, not drawings, is that codes contain
ing prescriptions which lead to impossible constructs in reality
are simply not allowed. Examples of such inadmissable codes can be
found in Appendix A (Subdivisions 14a and 17b). The codes of Subdi
visions 14a and 17b are more or less the same. Each code starts with
a conceptual square that relates four triangles. However, in both
cases the codes imply that the four triangles lie in the same plane
and overlap each other. Those two requirements are incompatible and,
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< P (i[<(m)(p)> <(е)> < о > | >

-< ρα|<(18ν)> <(φ)>]>

Figure 2. Pattern 18 from Experiment I and its subdivisions. The
codes given here are in agreement with the object-principle.

Figure 3. One of the hooks of Subdivision 18b from Experiment I.
The dotted areas representing the width of the hook were not account
ed for in the original code of the hook.
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Figure 4. Patterns 14 and 17 from Experiment I and their subdivisions.
The codes of the subdivisions are in agreement with the object-prin
ciple. The amount of structural information of each code is given in
parentheses.
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again, this incompatibility stems from the fact that the codes have
been based on line drawings instead of on the objects represented
by the line drawings. In other words, it is perfectly possible to
draw four overlapping triangles in the same plane, i.e. the surface
of the paper, but it is perfectly impossible to construct four over
lapping triangular objects in the same plane. Because the trianglecodes of Pattern? 14 and 17 imply impossible constructions, they
cannot be allowed. Instead of coding the four triangles as hierar
chically dependent on a square superstructure, the triangles should
be coded as independent from one another, so that they can be inter
preted as lying in different planes. Codes representing four indepen
dent triangles can be found in Figure 4. Some triangles are coded as
surface-objects, the other as wire-objects for the following reason.
If Patters 14 and 17 are to be interpreted as triangles placed on top
of one another,then the fact that the contours of every triangle can
be traced in their entirety,is incompatibel with that interpretation,
because parts of some triangles should be hidden by the other trian
gles. A pattern compatible with an interpretation according to which
all four triangles are surface-objects would, e.g. in case of Pattern
14, look like the one in Figure 5. In case of Subdivision 17b, at
most two triangles can be interpreted as surface-objects, the other
two are to be interpreted as wire-objects. The code corresponding to
this interpretation can be found in Figure 4. In case of Subdivision
14a, only one triangle can be interpreted as a surface-object, the
other three are to be interpreted as wire-objects. The corresponding
code can be found in Figure 4.
As a last step, the codes of Subdivisions 14b and 17a have to be
revised. In both Subdivisions 14b and 17a parallel lines occur. Ana
logous to the example given above (the hook-code of Pattern 18), the
codes of those parallel lines have to be supplemented with φ, which
stands for the information provided by the width of the objects re
presented by the lines. This results in a code of five units of in-
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formation for Subdivision 17a

and a code of eight units of infor-

mation for Subdivision 14b (see Figure 4 ) . If we now compare the
newly found efficiency value? of the subdivisions of Patterns 14 and
17 with the preference data from Experiment 1, it can be seen that
the inconsistencies found originally on those patterns have been
eliminated by a straightforward application of the object-principle.
However, we are still left with the inconsistencies found on Patterns
19 and 20. In those cases, the object-principle is of little help.
Indeed, things are even made worse in case of Pattern 19, if the object-principle is applied. The next section deals with the problem
posed by Patterns 19 and 20.

Primitive

Code Efficiency

(Good

Continuation)

Figure 6 displays Patterns 19 and 20 from Experiment I. Contrary
to the predictions, Subdivision a of each of these patterns was preferred by a significant majority of subjects. Application of the object-principle to the alternative subdivisions of these patterns
results in an increase of the amount of structural information of
Subdivision 19a by one unit of information, because either the cross
or the square has to be interpreted as a wire-object. By this adaptation, the code of the preferred subdivision, 19a, becomes even less
efficient than the code of the non-preferred subdivision, 19b. By
applying the object-principle to Pattern 20, the codes of both subdivisions increase by one unit of information, because crosses are
to be interpreted as wire-objects. So, the object-principle does not
contribute to the solution of the problem posed by Patterns 19 and
20.
In both examples the preferred subdivision is the one which would
be predicted on the basis of the Gestalt law of good continuation
"... a straight line will continue as a straight line ..." (Koffka,
1935, p. 153). Both Subdivisions a in Figure 6 preserve maximally
the straight lines which can be found in patterns 19 and 20. If good
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Figure 5. Four opaque triangles, one placed on top of the others.
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Figure 6. Patterns 19 and 20 from Experiment I and their subdivisions.
Codes are in agreement with the object-principle. The amounts of in
formation of each subdivision's final and primitive code are given
underneath each code.
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Figure 7. On the basis of the Gestalt law of good continuation, the
subdivision at the right is predicted to be the perceptually most
prominent one. According to the general efficiency measure proposed
in this article, the subdivision at the left will be preferred by
most observers.
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continuation is indeed the cause of our failing predictions on Patterns 19 and 20, the law of good continuation is evidently not accounted for by Leeuwenberg's coding language. Question is, how it
can be incorporated.
A consequence of the law of good continuation is that a pattern
is segmented in such a way that the resulting organization contains
a minimal number of line elements. So, the law operates at the level
of the primitive sequence of pattern elements, not at the level of
the structural relationships between those elements, which is the
prime concern of the coding language. Because of those different
levels, the effect of the law of good continuation on pattern organization will be dealt with separately from the effect of the relative efficiency of the final codes of alternative subdivisions. Now,
a general efficiency formula will be proposed which comprises the
effects of both factors.
To quantify the effect of the law of good continuation, we simply count the number of elements in the primitive codes of the alternative subdivisions. The total number of primitive code elements
provides a measure for the efficiency of a subdivision at the primitive level, which measure is expressed in the same units as the
measure for the efficiency of a subdivision at the level of its final
code. This is because each element of a primitive code can be considered to convey one unit of information, since at the level of the
primitive code no reduction operations have taken place yet. To give
some examples, the cross in Subdivision 19a (see Figure 6 ) , containing 12 angles and 12 contour elements, has an amount of information
of 24 at the level of the primitive code. The square in the same subdivision, being a wire object with 4 angles and 4 wire-sides, has an
amount of information of 12, because each wire-side provides two information units, one length and one width information. Summing together, Subdivision 19a has 36 information units at the primitive
level, whereas Subdivision 19b has 64 information units at this
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level (eight times the eight elements of a surface-square).
So, Subdivision 19a is clearly the most efficient one at the
primitive code level, whereas Subdivision 19b has the most efficient
final code. Therefore, we can still not decide in favour of one or
the other subdivision. To solve this problem, we could take the
difference [I (b) - I (a)] as a measure for the efficiency of
Ρ
Ρ
Subdivision a over Subdivision Ь at the primitive level, and
[I

(b) - I

(a)] as a measure for its efficiency at final code le

vel. The sign of the sum total of these two measures would then in
dicate whether Subdivision a (+) or Subdivision b (-) would be most
efficient. However, from a different area of research (Van Tuijl &
Leeuwenberg, 1979) we know that relative measures describe data
from experiments on line pattern interpretation better than do absolute
measures. In addition, for the type of patterns dealt with here, the
insufficiency of absolute measures can be easily demonstrated (see
Figure 7 ) . Therefore, we choose for relative efficiency measures and
express the efficiency of alternative subdivisions at the primitive
level as :

I (b)
Ρ
e p (a/b)

-

I (a)
Ρ

=

,

(1)

max [I (a), I (b)]
Ρ
Ρ
in which:
e (a/b) = the relative efficiency of Subdivision a compared with
Subdivision b of a complex line pattern at the level of
primitive code length (p);
I (a)

= the number of information units (I) in the primitive code
(p) of Subdivision a of a complex line pattern;

I (b)

= the number of information units (I) in the primitive code
(p) of Subdivision b of a complex line pattern.
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In the same way, the efficiency of alternative subdivisione at the
level of final code length is expressed by:

I f (b)
e f (a/b)

-

I f (a)

=

,

(2)

max [r f (ab If(b)]
in which:
e (a/b)

= the relative efficiency of Subdivision a compared with
Subdivision b of a complex line pattern at the level of
final code length (f);

I (a)

= the number of information units (I) in the final code
(f) of Subdivision a of a complex line pattern;
the number of information units (I) in the fina:
(f) of Subdivision b of a complex line pattern.

The ultimate efficiency (E) of Subdivision a compared with Subdivi
sion b of a complex line pattern is given by the sum of (1) and (2):

E(a/b)

=

e (a/b) + e-(a/b).
Ρ
f

(3)

Filling in the values of the primitive code lengths and the final
code lengths of Subdivisions 19a and 19b (see Figure 6) in (1) and (2),
we find that the relative efficiency of Subdivision 19a at the primi
tive level (+.43) outweighs its relative inefficiency at the final
level (-.17). So the balance turns in favour of Subdivision a
[E(a/b) = +.26]. In the same way, it is found that Subdivision 20a
is ultimately more efficient than Subdivision 20b (E = +.58).
An important aspect of (3) is that it assîmes that the law of
good continuation and the efficiency of the final code independently contribute to the ultimate efficiency of a subdivision. As a consequence, it must be possible to overrule the law of good continua-
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tion by a very efficient final code of a subdivision which would not
be predicted to be the perceptually most prominent one on the basis
of the law of good continuation alone. The latter is demonstrated to
be the case for the pattern in Figure 7. The subdivision at the right
(see Figure 7) which, on the basis of the law of good continuation,
is predicted to be the perceptually most probable one, has a relative
ly inefficient final code. This is supposed to be the reason for the
fact that it is perceptually less prominent than the subdivision at
the left, of which the final code is so efficient that it successful
ly overrules the counteracting forces of the law of good continua
tion.
A first requirement for the tenability of the object-principle
and the efficiency measure, which eliminate the inconsistencies found
in Experiment I, is that they must not reverse predictions confirmed
ι

before. Table IV contains the I and I values of the revised codes
Ρ
f
of each of the subdivisions of the

20 patterns used in Experiment

I. Based on these values the ultimate relative efficiency of Subdivi
sion a of each pattern is calculated using (1), (2), and (3). By
comparing Table IV and Table III, it can be seen that there are no
clear disconfirmations of the revised predictions.
The reader might wonder why the importance of the object-princi
ple and the primitive code efficiency has not turned up at an earlier
time. The answer to that question probably lies in the fact that up
till now most pattern codes have been devised for open and closed
line patterns without intersections. As a consequence, all alterna
tive interpretations of such patterns were either surface-object or
wire-object interpretations, so that comparisons between a surfaceobject interpretation on the one hand and a wire-object interpreta
tion on the other hand rarely if ever occurred. The absence of inter
sections also greatly limited the total number of primitive codes
that could possibly be made of a pattern. In fact, the only freedom
in making primitive codes was the choice of the starting point of
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TABLE IV
Structural Information and Relative Efficiency of Revised
Codes of Subdivisions Used in Experiment I (see Appendix A)

Subdivision
a
Pattern

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

I (a)
Ρ
24
36
48
24
15
20
8
13
12
16
12
8
8
29
28
48
16
20
36
20

Subdivision

b

a
I (b) e (a/b)
Ρ
Ρ
36
36
48
20
20
36
32
20
29
20
51
32
40
16
28
48
26
20
64
48

+ .33
.00
.00
-.17
+ .25
+ .13
+ .75
+ .35
+ .58
+ .20
+ .76
+ .75
+ .80
-.45
.00
.00
+ .38
.00
+ .43
+ .58

I.(a)
f
4
4
6
3
3
4
4
5
5
2
6
4
4
11
4
8
5
3
6
3

b
I (b) e,(a/b) E(a/b)
f
f
6
5
7
7
7
6
6
7
7
3
7
5
5
8
4
8
10
4
5
3

+ .33
+ .20
+ .14
+ .57
+ .57
+ .33
+ .33
+ .29
+ .29
+ .33
+ .14
+ .20
+ .20
-.27
.00
.00
-.50
+ .25
-.17
.00

+ .66
+ .20
+ .14
+ .40
+ .82
+ .46
+1.08
+ .64
+ .87
+ .53
+ .90
+ .95
+1.00
- .72
.00
.00
+ .88
+ .25
+ .26
+ .58

Note: It should be noticed that the E(a/b) values are only re
levant to the alternative subdivisions of the patterns to which
they belong. They convey no information whatever about the re
lative efficiency of the 20 a-subdivisions with respect to one
another.
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the code. The set of elements making up the code always remained
identical, unless one would have been willing to divide line elements into an arbitrary number of line segments, all lined up in the
same direction. Therefore, the law of good continuation could not
differentiate between alternative pattern interpretations and so
its potential relevance did not turn up.
Of course, a second experiment, in which data are gathered on
a set of new stimulus material, is needed in order to demonstrate
convincingly the validity of the object principle and the efficiency
measure proposed above. The experiment to be described below serves
that function.

EXPERIMENT II

The hypothesis tested in Experiment II was that observers will
always organize complex line patterns as efficiently as possible in
terms of our E-formula. Therefore, subpatterns which belong to the
most efficient subdivision of a complex line pattern should be more
easily detected than subpatterns which are part of a less efficient
subdivision. The reason is that the most efficient organization is
supposed to be the one that becomes conscious first.
Because the coding system is a descriptive model and no processing model, the hypothesis advanced here should not be considered a
derivative of the coding system. In fact, our hypothesis stems from
two arguments outside coding theory. First, according to Hahnemann
(1973), one of the earliest stages in the processing of visual patterns is concerned with 'unit formation', i.e. the segmentation of
the visual field into independent parts. This segmentation process
is supposed to be governed by the Gestalt laws. Now, our efficiency
measure should enable us to select this organization, because the
most efficient organization in terms of the E-formila should be the
one predicted on the basis of the Gestalt laws. Second, it has by
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now become a well-established fact that the constituents of a pattern are more easily detected within the context of that pattern
than in isolation (Williams & Weisstein, 1978). This could very well
mean that higher order organizations are accessible prior to the
features or parts on which they are supposedly based. Notice that
this would be in agreement with the Gestalt position too: "The whole
precedes the parts". Combining the two above points leads us to the
hypothesis that the most efficient organization becomes conscious,
i.e. accessible, first.
If a certain subpattem, which one is

looking for, cannot be

found in the most efficient subdivision, that subdivision will have
to be replaced by a less efficient one, which does contain the required subpattem. Replacing one organization by another will take
time, whatever the conceptualization of this process may be. Therefore, we expect that reactions to theoretically easy subpatterns,
i.e. subpatterns which belong to most efficient subdivisions, will
take less time than reactions to theoretically difficult subpatterns,
i.e. subpatterns which belong to less efficient subdivisions.

Method

Subjects:

Twenty-four undergraduate psychology students took part

in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a course requirement.
No one of them had served as a subject in the preceding experiment.
Material:

A series of 20 complex line patterns was constructed. Each

pattern's most efficient subdivision was determined and from that
subdivision a subpattem was chosen to serve as a target in the experiment. In addition, a different subpattem, belonging to a different, less efficient subdivision was chosen. In this way, a set
of 20 easy and 20 difficult subpatterns was arrived at. The subpatterns taken from each pattern were more or less of equal complexity
in terms of the amount of structural information of their final
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codes. So the possibility was eliminated that longer reaction times
could be obtained for difficult subpatterns merely because of their
greater complexity. The patterns used in the experiment are illus
trated in Appendix B, together with each one's easy and difficult
target subpattem, the subdivisions to which these target

subpat

terns belong and the final codes of these subdivisions. In Table V
values of I and I. are given for each pattern's easy and difficult
ρ
f
subdivision. The ultimate efficiency values of the a-subdivisions
relative to the b-subdivisions are also given.

Design and Procedure
The 20 patterns were arranged in a random sequence that was to
be presented twice. Easy and difficult subpatterns were randomly
assigned to the first or second presentation of the pattern to which
they belonged. This experimental series was next interspersed with
catch items. On catch trials, which formed one half of the total num
ber of trials, subpatterns could in no way be considered part of the
complete patterns presented together with them. The sequence so con
structed was presented in four different orders according to an in
complete counterbalanced design. Patterns were presented tachistoscopically. Each trial consisted of the following events. First, a
subpattern was presented for a period of 3 seconds. Next, a complete
pattern appeared at the left of the subpattern and at the same time
two counters started running. The subject pressed the right one of
two buttons to stop one of the counters if the subpattern presented
was part of the complete pattern, and the left one if the subpattern
could not be detected in the complete pattern. Complete pattern and
subpattern remained visible until the reaction time had been record
ed (in milliseconds), and disappeared when the next trial was start
ed by the experimenter. Subjects were instructed to react as fast
as possible, but to be first of all sure of the correctness of their
responses. Subjects were run individually and each experimental ses
sion took about half an hour.
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TABLE V

Structural Information and Relative Efíiciency of the Codes
of the Subdivisions Used in Experiment II (see Appendix B)

Subdivision

a
Pattern
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

I (a)

Subdivision

b

a
I (b)

Ρ

Ρ

44
16
20
36
26
26
28
16
12
32
20
20
18
24
15
8
20
20
36
32

48
28
30
64
30
27
44
20
20
40
48
28
30
30
36
20
28
28
40
36

e (a/b)

I (a)

Ρ
+ .08
+ .43
+ .33
+ .44
+ .13
+ .04
+ .36
+ .20
+ .40
+ .20
+ .58
+ .29
+ .40
+ .20
+ .58
+ .60
+ .29
+ .29
+ .10
+ .11

b
I.ib)
f

5
5
6
15
4
7
4
5
5
4
3
3
3
5
3
4
4
3
4
3

6
7
7
11
6
9
4
7
7
5
3
5
6
13
2
6
6
4
7
6

e.(a/b)
f

E(a/b)

f
+ .17
+ .29
+ .14
-.27
+ .33
+ .22
.00
+ .29
+ .29
+ .20
.00
+ .40
+ .50
+ .62
-.33
+ .33
+ .33
+ .25
+ .43
+ .50

+ .25
+ .72
+ .47
+ .17
+ .46
+ .26
+ .36
+ .49
+ .69
+ .40
+ .58
+ .69
+ .90
+ .82
+ .25
+ .93
+ .62
+ .54
+ .53
+ .61
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Results
The mean reaction time for correct responses to easy subpatterns
was 1.342 sec and for correct responses to difficult subpatterns
2.225 sec. These mean reaction times differed significantly as test
ed by a t-test for dependent observations (p < .01). In Table VI,
mean reaction times and standard deviations can be found for the
easy and difficult subpatterns of each of the 20 patterns. It can
be seen from the table

that the differences between these reaction

times were always in the direction predicted and only in two cases
failed to reach significance. The total number of errors, i.e. false
negatives,that was made when easy subpatterns were presented, was
3, i.e., less than 1% of all reactions to easy subpatterns. Diffi
cult subpatterns were incorrectly rejected in 43 cases, i.e., in
almost 9% of all responses to difficult subpatterns. In two cases,
viz. Patterns 5 and 6 (see Appendix Β ) , differences in reaction
time to the easy and difficult target subpatterns did not reach sig
nificance. Inspection of Patterns 5 and 6 reveals that in these pat
terns the a-subdivisions were mistakenly classified as the most ef
ficient subdivisions. The most efficient subdivision of Pattern 5
consists of six equilateral triangles connected by a hierarchically
superordinated conceptual hexagon. So, although the two equilateral
triangles that make up Target 5a are part of the most efficient sub
division of Pattern 5, their particular combination is no part of
that subdivision. In the case of Pattern 6, the large standard de
viation of Target a already indicates that this subpattern does pro
bably not belong to the most efficient subdivision of the pattern.
The value of the standard deviation of Target 6a is more typical
of Target b standard deviations, as can be seen from Table VI. Scru
tinizing Pattern 6 reveals that by replacing the zig-zag structure
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TABLE VI
Means and Standard Deviations of Reaction Times to Easy and Diffi
cult Subpatterns (see Appendix B) and Values of t For Dependent Ob
servations .

Subpattern
Easy (a)
Pattern

Mean
Reaction
Timea

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1.301
1.350
1.023
1.762
1.680
2.031
.964
1.432
1.412
.886
1.021
.944
1.650
1.893
1.245
1.260
1.206
1.221
1.345
1.221

Difficult (b)

Mean
Standard
Reaction
Deviation*
Timea
.383
.997
.516
.695
.907
1.931
.451
.617
.331
.252
.399
.332
.609
.922
.514
.625
.519
.531
.691
.536

2.099
2.676
2.124
2.817
2.394
2.674
1.566
2.118
2.161
1.998
2.350
1.909
3.279
2.630
1.522
2.042
2.534
1.696
2.288
1.627

Standard
Deviation
1.144
1.048
1.072
1.541
2.240
1.227
.733
.761
.744
1.186
1.347
1.335
1.869
1.320
.567
1.673
1.227
.751
.970
.625

^

η

η η Ж Ж

-3·22**
-3.58
Wir

-3.60**
-1.48
- 1 · 6 2 *»
-3.19
-3.63
5 o

--C
-4.38
- 34 - o7 С
- 2- 8C
--С

-2.68**
-2.46*
-1·Μ»
-5·27**
- з3 · 82 2 * *

--С

-2.66**

Note: Easy and difficult subpatterns correspond to Targe t a and
Target b in Appendix В.
a

In seconds

*: ρ < .05

**: ρ < .01
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of Subdivision a by three equilaberal triangles, a subdivision is
arrived at that takes one information less than the subdivision
shown in Appendix B.

Discussion
From the results it is concluded that the preferred interpreta
tions of complex line patterns can be correctly predicted on the
basis of Leeuwenberg's coding system under the following restrictions.
(a) Line patterns are to be conceived of as representations of ob
jects, and therefore, pattern codes should contain information about
objects, not about drawings, (b) Effects of the Gestalt law of good
continuation should be incorporated into the efficiency measure for
line pattern interpretations proposed by Leeuwenberg. So, the impor
tance of the object-principle and the primitive code length princi
ples goes beyond the limits of the set of line patterns from which
they were derived. In other words, if in Experiment II predictions
would have been based on codes made according to the procedures
originally

followed in Experiment I, a number of these predictions

would have been disconfirmed. For instance, if the object-principle
would not have been applied, Subdivision b of Pattern 3 would have
had a more efficient code than Subdivision a. This is because both
hexagons in Subdivision b can be coded very efficiently if one can
make use of the symmetry in the pattern. However, one can only do
so if the hexagons are allowed both to lie in the same plane and to
overlap one another. Now, this requirement can only be met in draw
ing Pattern 3, not in constructing the objects represented by it.
The importance of the primitive code principle for Experiment II can
be illustrated by means of Patterns 7 and 15. In these cases, reac
tion time differences could not have been predicted correctly if pri
mitive code length would not have been taken into account. However,
the data of Experiment II could have been predicted correctly, if
the symbol φ, which represents the width of wire-objects, would have
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been omitted from all codes. Because, in our opinion, the coding
of wire-object width follows directly and logically from the objectprinciple, it should not be given up. The fact that the necessity
of coding wire-object width has, up till now, only demonstrated con
vincingly in one case (see Experiment I), does not imply that it is
of minor importance. Our argument goes the other way around: If pre
dictions are disconfirmed in only one case,

everything is unsettled,

because we strive after generally valid descriptive principles. More
over, each pattern is to be conceived of as a representative of a
whole category of patterns. Therefore, every disconfirmation Implies
more disconfirmations if a different set of experimental patterns
is chosen.
Table V reveals that our predictions could have been based with
equal success on the efficiency of only the primitive codes [e (a/b)] ,
Ρ
instead of on the combined efficiency values of primitive and final
codes [E(a/b)]. So the question arises if we can decide in favor of
e (a/b) or E(a/b) as the decisive predictive factor. Of course, to
settle this question properly, an experiment should be done in which
both factors are varied independently. But, let us assume for a mo
ment that e (a/b) is crucial. This would imply that responses in a
Ρ
reaction time task are determined by the most efficient primitive
organization of a pattern, and that no further processing is await
ed that could result into a more optimal final organization, based,
however, on a less optimal primitive organization.
An answer to the above question could perhaps be found by corre
lating the various efficiency measures provided in Table V and the
reaction times given in Table VI. We have several objections to
such an approach at forehand, however, First, the set of experimental
patterns used can in no way be considered a random sample from a welldefined population. So, correlations will be difficult to interpret,
anyway. A second and more important objection is that the coding sys
tem used in our study is a descriptive system, not a processing model.
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In addition, no relationships between the descriptive model and any
processing model are specified as yet, and therefore, it is premature
to predict correlations between, at the one hand, purely descriptive
measures such as our efficiency

measures, and, at the other hand, res

ponse measures that are directly related to the processing of the sti
muli described. For reasons outlined above, we felt Justified to use
a reaction time paradigm in order to establish a dichotomy between
most efficient and less efficient organizations, but,since we did not
know either by means of which operations a most efficient organization
is arrived at or by which processes it is replaced by a less efficient
one, we did not extend our predictions to between-pattern comparisons.
However, if we would assume for a moment that the rules of the coding
system correspond in a one-to-one fashion with the processes executed
by the human pattern interpreter, we would, e.g.,predict positive cor
relations between the ratio of reaction times to b- and a-targets
(RTb/RTa) and the relative efficiency of a- versus b-targets {e (a/b),
Ρ
e (a/b), and E(a/b)]. These correlations are predicted to be positive
because the larger the efficiency measures, the more '¿^efficient bsubdivisions are compared with a-subdivisions. None of the above correlations were significant, however. So, the relative inefficiency of
b-subdivisions versus a-subdivisions as expressed by our descriptive
measures has no relationship with the duration of the processes by
means of which a-subdivisions are replaced by b-subdivisions.
What about the question of whether speeded reactions are possibly
based on primitive organizations only? Also with regard to this question, we can make the assumption of one-to-one realtionships between
descriptive rules and processing steps. So, if we assume that the
number and duration of processing steps involved in the production
of a primitive code is reflected by the length of that code, we should
expect to find a positive correlation between the complexity of the
primitive codes of a-subdivisions and the reaction time to a-targets.
However, we found only a very low and insignificant correlation
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(г = .07) between the two variables mentioned.

A significant

positive correlation (r = .46; ρ < .05) was found between the comple
xity of the final codes of a-subdivisions [lf(a)] and the reaction
time to a-targets. This suggests that final codes are more important
than one would be inclined to believe from the column of plus-signs
below the heading e (a/b) in Table V.
Ρ
There was only one other correlation that appeared to be signi
ficant too, viz., the correlation between the complexity of the final
codes of b-subdivisions

[I.(b)] and the reaction time to b-targets

(r = .58; ρ < .01). This finding was quite unexpected. It could im
ply that the difficulty of finding a b-target is not so much depen
dent on the relative inefficiency as well as on the absolute ineffi
ciency of the b-target at final code level. One might be inclined,
on the basis of both significant correlations mentioned, to give up
the distinction between a- en b-subdivisions altogether, and to ar
gue that the complexity of a subdivision is the only factor that
determines the reaction time to a target from that subdivision,
whether the subdivision is an a- or a b-subdivislon. This is not true,
however, If one compares reaction times to targets from a- and b-sub
divisions of equal complexity (these comparisons can be made for sub
divisions of 3, 4, 5 and 6 units of information, because we have both
a- and b-subdivisions in each of these categories), it appears that
the mean reaction times to all but one of the b-targets are larger
than the reaction times to the a-targets. This could imply that the
detection of b-targets requires a reorganization process which takes
a certain amount of time, after which the building-up of the b-subdivision asked for requires an additional amount of time dependent
on the complexity of the b-subdivision asked for. It remains puzz
ling, however, that only final code complexity shows a relationship
with reaction time, whereas both primitive and final code complexity
seem to be important factors in the descriptive measures proposed in
this article. Apparently, descriptively equivalent measures can be
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differently related to the processing of the patterns described.
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NOTE
1) The code elements of 1 and v, which represent contour lengths,
are short forms of l.(o) and v.(o): 1 times a grain length о and
V times a grain length o. To represent the width of an object, to
each grain о and element π is attached, under an arbitrary angle, a:
< (l.(o)) > <(атг)>. Because only one of the code elements referring
to object width is informative, viz., π, object width can be indicat
ed in short form by adding a subscript, φ, to each code element re
presenting the contour of a wire object: Ιφβνψ, which can be rewrit
ten as: <(<(!)(V)> <(φ)>)> <(β)>. Because the coding of object width
apparently takes only one information (represented by φ ) , the latter
code can be written in short form as <(13v)> <(φ)>. By this code,
the total area of a hook is represented. The area within the con
tours of a triangle in the triangle interpretation of Pattern 18
is implicitly coded, because, in that case, the code represents all
triangle-contours which together fully enclose the area within
those contours. In other words, each contour is apprehended as one
border of an ever extending area, which is only stopped by the occur
rence of another border. In case of the hook interpretation in which
only one border is coded, the limits of the area extending from this
border are indicated by φ.
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APPENDICES A AND В

Appendices A and В can be found on the next eight pages. In Ap
pendix A, the patterns used in Experiment I are illustrated, together
with their subdivisions and the codes belonging to these subdivisions.
Notice that the codes given here are unrevised codes. That is to say,
the object-principle and primitive-code-efficiency principle have
not been taken into account yet.
Appendix В shows the patterns used in Experiment II. Next to each
pattern, one can find the two subdivisions from which subpattems
were chosen to serve as targets in the detection task. The targets
and the codes of the subdivisions from which the targets stem are
illustrated too.
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APPENDIX A

Pattam

Subdivisión а

О

О
< ai\\>

< om >•

Subdivision b

^ +
·< mul βνΐ >

< al pi >

+

O
< < ( B ) ( γ ) > <(m)> >

« mo( •< mB »•] >

"^L

< ap >

< a[ pi >

< am >

+

yL o
•< a( pBpap] >

•< am •

« ma|< ( β ) ( γ ) > < ( π ) 4 >
< a(p]>

,

s\

·*:(β)(γ)><(η)(υ)>^
< ma[ Bmy <o > ] >

« ( β ) ( γ ) > <(η)(μ)>»·

·*:<θ)(γ)> < ( η ) < μ ) » ·
< 6ш >

< Sm >
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APPENDIX A

Pattarn

Subdivision

a

+
< of 1] ш •

·< a | P ] >

<(a)(n)><([all)>
<(a) (ïï)> <([ olj )>

Subdivision b

Л^ о
< am >
< οΙρβμ)*

•
W
*:<(α)(Β)> <ϊ<ίγ)(Ι «] »

< ( w ) > ] » <(η)>»·

W Ζ7

XX

*:(η)(υ)><(β)(γ)>*·
<(πι)(ρ)><(Β)><ο >
<(ιιι) ( ρ ) > < ( 6 ) > < 0 >

« ( η ) (μ)> < ( β ) ( γ ) » ·

< ( m ) ( p ) > < ( ß ) > - < o >·
<(ιη)(ρ)><(β)>·<0 >

10

<>•
•< al >

< am •

Rínal β η ] η ( γ ) }

< alm)>

4>
< оІ<( И )(р)> < ( в ) > < ) >]1 >
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Subdlvlalon b

Subdivision a

PatUrn

11

«

< ( a ) (n)> <([ αϊ] )>
< ( a ) (ñ)> <([ a l ] ) >

< rm >
·< cm >

< ( а ) (ñ)> <([ a l ] )>

< Щ<

(γ) ( [ « ] ) > < ( 1 ) » ·

12

ζ:α:

_
< ( а ) (η)> <([ am] ) >

ι
ι

LD
Li

< ( а ) (n)> <([ am) ) >
< ( а ) (ïï)> <([ am] ) >

I

13

J

< pal<(ß) ([ γ] )> <(λ)>]>·

<([am])>

i

<(a)(ñ)>

< ρα(<(Β)([γ])><(<0 »>]>·
< la >

14

. У

Χι
^ч

χ

S. .

χ

χ/

<(а)(іі)> < ( [ a l ] ) >
<(a)(n)> <([al])>
< pal<(m) (p)> < ( e ) > <> >·]>

<("> (ñ)> <([ a l ] ) >

<(a) (ïï)> <a al] )>

15

< am >
< <4P]>

< a l >•

< am >
< al >

< a( p]>
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Patt·™

SubdlvKlon

·

+

1β

Subdivision

Ж О
< an >

·< a ( P l >
•<α( Βνγυ] m >

17

b

< а[ ρ6νγμ]>

А К

4F

•< αϊ >

< ( а ) ( n ) > < ( [ ar) )>

< Τ α Ι < ( ι ι ι ) ( ρ ) > < ( β ) > · < 0 •]>

< ( а ) (ñ)> <([ ar] )>

18

V

Щ >z<

f ^

·< a | < ( m ) ( p ) > <(B)> < ) >· ρ >

< al I M ρ >

W

·< a l >•
•«(β) (a)> < ( в ) > βν >

20

< al m) •

••С 2· {αΒ[<»ι» }β> < ( ñ ) ^ ·

D

Φ

< am >

< a(ñl<a[n]>]>
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APPENDIX В

Pattam

Subdivision a

Targai a

Subdivision Ь

Targai b

α ζ) D

DJ
< Ι.α >
Φ
< Wa[*:(m)(\))> <(г)У>]>

•«(<(ο) (Β)> <(ηγπα·< ο > ) > ) > <(η)>»·

·<α[ρ.]>·
<(а) (η)> <([ am J ) >

< πια >

< ma >

<(a)'(ïï)><([ шііф] ) >

ШОО

<(а) ( η ) > < ( 1 am.] ) >
Φ
<(a) (ïï)> <([ am.] )>
Φ

000
•«(α) (γ)><(η)>»>

о

·*:(α)(β)(β)><(η)>»-

••;(а)> < ( т ) < )>В *·

^

Φ

А/

D

Χ

< pa >·
11<«η)(μ)><(γ)>νό·< t^aTCe) ]

** P^l «"{ρβ^Υ" (о) )1 >

R {<(<(n) (и)> < ( γ ) > ν ό < ο>α7(ε) ) > <(((ι)>}

< ρβ *
·< pfl >

< pe »·

<т о >

*í(a)(e)><(p)>*
•*:(а)(в)><(р)>*·
"Φ

< op >·

^
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Pattern

• VW\

Target a

Subdivision a

АЛЛ

ΛΛΛ

\

Subdivision

X

ιιιαν<(β)><(λ) (< < » >
< ρβ •

>
< al η \>
Φ

0
< am >

Πλ

« ( γ ) (δ)><(η) Ы:*·

•«(γ) ( « ) > < ( n ) ( w ) »

<

Target b

4 ¿Ιλ
Δ Δ

\

< 3- {oß}> < ( р ф ) >

b

< PS >

ι
ι

D
·< а 1 ж •

< ma( < ! ( > ] * ·

Φ

< al >

V

Ζ
.
.
< ma >

<(a) («)><([ a l . l ) >
Φ
< ( a ) Ы > <([ a l J )>
Φ

< ma •

7

Ζ ^

Ρ<(8)> < ( λ ) « < » >
Ρ<(β)><(λ)« ( » >
< ( a ) (ïï)> <([ a l J ) >
Φ

ZI
ρ<(Β)> < ( ν ) « ο » >

• « ( α ) > < ( 1 pBu<r< о >] ) ([ ργιια« о >) ) »

ρ<(Β)> < Μ ( · < ο » >

Ю

О ОЕЗ

J L
Ί Γ
·< пи >

•*;(а)(в)(в)><(р)>^

< mal βη .'<απ>] >
Φ
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Pal tarn

Subdivision a

Targai a

>

< >
< πη •

Target b

Оо

11

<

Subdivision b

^ m.a >

О

•«<(β)<γ)><(ρ):*·
·< äq >

12

D
< oí η. ] >

D —DD G
< on >

< aln.]>
Φ

< an >

·*:(α)><(η)(μ)»>

13

Ον

Ο Οον ο
•Κ(α)> < ( ρ ) ( ρ ) » ·

·*ί(α)><(ρ)(ρ)»>

< Sr >

« ( ο » <(nrw)»

14

οαο

αοα
Η{ηαυβν(γ)}

•«C(o)> <^)(π)>βπ>
< ηρ >
15

<(К{подВ (т)})><(Ф)>

Δ
Λ
^
'χ ν ^
ν

Λ

Δ νν ¿
< ma >

·< ma >

ο

\

Λ

ν

Λ

·<?β1<ρθ]>·

Δ
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Pattern

Subdivision a

Target a

Subdivision b

Targai b

16

<(a)(n)>

<(|сш.])>

< ( а ) (n)> <([ om.] )>

< ( a ) (ïï)> < ( | απιφ) )>

< ( а ) (η)> <(Ι ош Ι )>

φ

°0

17

< on •

·<οΙη1>
•

DOO
< on >·

Ο

•«(ο) (ο) ( 0 ) > <(ρ)>»·

•*:(B)W>«y:*'
•*:(β)(γ)><(1)>*·

<0> Χ ο Ο Χ ο

18

< α( η, ] >·

< an >

f R 4 C ( a ) ( e ) ( a ) > <(ρ):*·] }

< αρ >

< an >

< al η ,1 >
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EPILOGUE

As mentioned in the Introduction, Leeuwenberg's coding system is
a descriptive system, not a processing model. Accordingly, the
primary aim of this thesis was to investigate the relevance of this
system for the description of a number of visual phenomena. If the
perceptual intuitions subjects have with regard to these phenomena
can be adequately described, a second step may involve the study of
possible relationships between aspects of these descriptions and
characteristics of the processes underlying the phenomena described.
Because our primary aim was to describe, starting from one comprehensive principle, a number of perceptual phenomena, we will first
evaluate to what extent this attempt has been successful.
In Chapter 2, we found that the size of the neon illusion could
be expressed very well as a function of the relative efficiency of
the neon interpretation (possible implications of the effectiveness
of this descriptive measure will be dealt with below). To determine
the relative efficiency of the neon interpretation, only the final
codes of alternative interpretations were needed. This was in conformity with earlier work by Leeuwenberg, who found final codes to
be adequate structural descriptions in a number of cases. In the remaining chapters, final codes alone appeared to be insufficient for
the description of the phenomena dealt with. We will enumerate the
descriptive factors found to be relevant too, hereafter. The framework provided by Figure 1 from the Introduction will be used as a
guide.
First of all, it appeared from our study in Chapter 5 on complex
line patterns that a semantic component should be added to the primitive and the central component already present in our schematic
representation of coding procedures in the Introduction.This seman-
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tic component specifies at least one condition that is to be met
by a final code in order to make it an acceptable code: Final codes
must represent objects. All codes containing prescriptions that can
only be realized in a drawing and that cannot be met by an actual
object, are inadmissible. The semantic component can be interpreted
as a kind of filter which only passes object-codes. It remains to be
established where the semantic component is to be placed in the de
scriptive system: between the primitive and the central component as
is suggested in Figure 1, or after the central component. We will re
turn to this question below.

Pattern

t
IIHU

Primitive Component

Primitive Codes

ItMH

Semantic Component

IT»
Ш ••*•

Central Component

Final Codes

Figure 1: Schematic representation of
coding procedures.

Merely by making a selection of admissible codes, the results
of the experiments described in Chapter 5 could still not be adequate
ly described, however. The output of the primitive component, in par
ticular the efficiency of the primitive codes generated by it, appeared
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to affect the perceptually preferred pattern Interpretations. In
other words, adequate predictions on the basis of the law of Prägnanz were only possible if the efficiency of a pattern interpretation was considered to consist of two parts, a primitive one and a
final one. Primitive code efficiency was interpreted as accounting
for the effects of the Gestalt law of good continuation. This ralees
the question of which Gestalt laws are covered by the descriptive
system. The starting point of our study was the law of Prägnanz,
which is, at the same time, the core of the coding system. This law
can be considered as a general formulation of the common basis of
all other, more specific, Gestalt principles which have been shown
to govern perceptual organization. Apart from the law of good continuation, various other principles were demonstrated by Gestalt
psychology. These principles sometimes show complex interactions,
which makes it difficult to use them as predictors in quantitative
research. The Leeuwenberg coding system should provide pattern descriptions that take account of all principles formulated by Gestalt
psychology. At the outset, it was believed that the efficiency of
final codes alone could be used to quantify pattern goodness. Our
study demonstrates convincingly that at least one Gestalt principle
exerts its influence at a different

descriptive level than is re-

presented by the central component in Figure 1. Therefore, it would
be worthwhile to study the effects of other Gestalt principles, independently, in order to find out whether, and in which way, they
are accounted for by the coding system.
A third inadequacy of the coding system as applied originally
was demonstrated in Chapter 3. There, we found the occurrence of the
neon effect dependent on factors not accounted for either by the
primitive or by the final code of the patterns studied. In the experiment described in Chapter 3, we varied the luminance relations between the various elements of a pattern normally showing a neon effect. It appeared that the neon effect only remained visible if par-
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ticular luminance relations were realized. Up till now, only luminance differences were taken into account by the coding system.
Neither the direction of these differences nor the relationship between line luminance and background luminance was explicitly coded,
because these aspects never turned out to differentiate between different pattern interpretations. Our study reveals that these aspects
have to be coded, be it only to insure that each code represents only
one pattern uniquely. However, the precise coding of luminance relations does not solve the problem, because the addition of all these
aspects to the codes of alternative pattern interpretations does
not change the rank order of complexity values of these interpretations. The neon interpretation remains the most efficient interpretation of the pattern studied in Chapter 3, whatever the luminance
relations realized in the pattern. Nevertheless, only two luminance
conditions result in a neon effect. We solved this problem, for two
conditions, by defining a rule according to which increments in
brightness or darkness are processed prior to decrements in brightness or darkness. However, what kind of a descriptive rule could
correspond to the processing rule suggested in Chapter 3? Looking
at our scheme of coding procedures in Figure 1, we would suggest a
selection mechanism operating right after the primitive component.
All kinds of qualitative aspects of the codes generated by the primitive component might be evaluated by this system of rules. For instance, it can be checked by it if codes are in agreement with the
object-principle. Codes not in agreement with the object-principle
are simply not further processed (in a descriptive sense). In the
same way, it can be established by the selection mechanism whether
primitive codes start with elements representing increments or decrements. If further processing of the latter codes is suppressed,
the neon interpretation of patterns in which F-lines are increments
(see Figures 5.1 and 5.2 in Chapter 3) will not be made at all, and
so it will never become apparent that the neon interpretation is,
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actually, the most efficient Interpretation that can be given of
the pattern. The results of Chapter 3 strongly suggest that the
selection mechanism proposed operates before the final codes are
made by the central component. Otherwise, the neon interpretation
of patterns showing definitely no neon at all would be a strong competitor of the interpretation actually brought about. This should
at least result in an alternation of the neon and the nonneon interpretation instead of in a very stable perception of the nonneon interpretation, which actually occurs. That the elements with which
interpretative processes start can have a definite effect on the interpretation arrived at, is convincingly demonstrated by Chastain
& Burnham (1975) for ambiguous figures.
The examples of the effect of semantic rules, i.e. object-principle and increment-primacy, demonstrate that the function of these
rules is not to provide different structural descriptions, compared
with those made by the coding system, but only to restrict the set
of codes from which the most efficient one is finally chosen.
A final problem, which cannot be solved by extending the descriptive system, is raised by the findings reported in Chapter 4. In
Chapter 4, the phenomenon of subjective contours is studied. It was
found that subjective contours can only occur if peripherally generated brightness effects are present in a pattern. In other words,
it is not sufficient that the brightness illusion interpretation of
a pattern is the most efficient interpretation possible; actual
brightness effects have to be present. This brings a fundamental
point to our attention: The choice of primitive elements is first of
all determined by our perceptual experience. That is to say, we do
not start our description with a pattern, but with a perceived pattern, i.e. in terms of the coding system, with a final code. From
that final code the description proceeds by inferring primitive elements, and next, a number of alternative interpretations are generated based on the inferred primitive elements, or on qualitatively
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equivalent primitive elements. In other words, the subjective contour
study demonstrates that, apart from lines and angles, some brightness effects are to be subsumed among the primitive elements of patterns showing subjective contours. Subjective contours are not created out of nothing, they must have a base in actual brightness data.
However, the fact that we have no direct access to these brightness
data illustrates that we have no direct access to any primitive data
at all. We can only try to infer them, which again emphasizes the
purely descriptive character of the coding system. In addition, it
demonstrates that the establishment of the rules of the primitive
component has been no mean achievement compared with the establishment of central coding rules. In fact, years of fruitless research into physical form parameters demonstrate that the choice of primitive
elements is not self-evident, although this impression might be raised at first sight.
Many of the points mentioned above raise the question of the relationship between the coding system as a descriptive model and possible models for the processes resulting into the phenomena described.
We will now discuss the results of our experiments with regard to
this question. Referring to the analogy with psycholinguistics made
in the Introduction, it is emphasized here, again, that conclusions
with regard to perceptual processes can only be drawn from experiments
which directly measure perceptual responses. If subjects' responses
can be based on evaluations of their perceptual experiences, there is
no reason why these evaluations must exclusively reflect aspects of
the processes preceding the perceptual experiences. In Chapters 2 and
4, abundant evidence was found in favor of a descriptive measure
which compares the efficiency of two alternative interpretations of
the same pattern in order to establish the prominency of one of them.
Variations in size of both the neon effect and subjective contours
could be adequately described by means of this measure. Because in
both experiments subjects had ample time to respond, we probably meas-
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ured the results of judgmental rather than exclusively perceptual
processes. Therefore, It would be premature to conclude from the
results that the perception of the phenomena mentioned Implies a
direct comparison of the alternative interpretations involved in the
prominency measure. On the other hand, subjects' judgments of illusion strength might very well be determined by the results of attempts to interpret the patterns in question in a way different from
that implied by the most efficient code. That is to say, the more
difficult or inefficient alternative interpretations turn out to be,
the more convinced the subject will be of the correctness and stability of his first impression and the higher his score of the strength
of that impression.
The only implication for the perceptual processes resulting into
the first impression of a pattern is that these processes somehow
must turn up the most efficient interpretation that can possibly be
given of the pattern. However, on the basis of the results of the
experiments in Chapters 2 and 4, it cannot be decided whether these
processes themselves have anything in common with the coding procedures followed by the descriptive system.
There is at least one alternative to the processes suggested by
the coding system: The most efficient interpretation can be

arrived

at by starting, in parallel, the generation of alternative interpretations; this process is then to be stopped as soon as a final interpretation, void of redundancy, is found. Now, this model implies that
the most efficient interpretation is also the one generated fastest.
Some evidence in favor of the latter point is given in Chapter 5.
However, the fact that one can respond faster to the most efficient
interpretation of a pattern than to a less efficient one is not incompatible with the parallel availability of alternative interpretations. In

the latter case, the most efficient interpretation will

probably be the most salient one, too. One argument against the parallel availability of alternative interpretations is that it im-
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plies that one can easily shift attention from one interpretation
to the other. However, this appears to be possible only for alterna
tive interpretations of more or less equal complexity. In fact,
Chapter 5 shows that replacing one interpretation by another is more
often than not a rather difficult and time consuming task. One way
to save the parallel availability of alternatives hypothesis is to
assume, after Pomerantz (1978), that the processes leading to the
primary segmentation of

the visual field are, in fact, inaccessible,

because they take place in a 'sealed channel'. Although not a very
fruitful hypothesis, it is at least in agreement with the recently
discovered object-superiority effect (Vfeisstein Ь Harris, 1974),
which can be considered a confirmation of Gestalt psychology's claim
that the whole precedes the parts. In summary, it seems to be too
early to draw any definite conclusions with regard to the question
whether the parallel availability of alternative interpretations, as
suggested by the coding system, has any relevance for processing mo
dels.
The present experiments do seem to have three implications for
a processing model for the perception of line patterns. First,

as

mentioned above, any relevant processing model has to turn up the
most efficient interpretation that can be made of a pattern. In addi
tion, the structural characteristics of the output of the processing
model should correspond to the structural characteristics of the de
scription of this output by the coding system. This can be concluded
from the fact that parts of patterns which form descriptively more
or less independent units can be responded to faster than parts which
cannot be identified with units of the most efficient pattern descrip
tion. Second,

the complexity of the final code of the most efficient

interpretation should have an effect on the time needed to bring
about this interpretation. This can be concluded from the positive
correlation, found in Chapter 5, between the complexity of the most
efficient final code of a pattern and the reaction time to the orga-
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nization represented by this most efficient final code. This finding
implies that a one-to-one correspondence between coding rules and
processing steps cannot be excluded yet, although such a correspondence is certainly not a necessary implication of the correlation
found. It still remains possible that the coding rules only represent one or more processing operations that have, in fact, no actual
resemblance with these coding rules. Moreover, although significant,
the correlation found was rather low, so that other factors probably play a role too. Third,

the above points can only be maintained

if at least one condition is fulfilled: the interpretation generated
as the perceptually most probable one must be an object interpretation. This implies that, somewhere in any processing model, a selective mechanism has to be assumed applying semantic criteria in evaluating the output of preceding process operations. The sensory conditions for the neon effect, formulated in Chapter 3, could perhaps
be handled by such a mechanism too.
The above points provide only fragmentary indications as to the
type of processing models which may be psychologically relevant.
However, it is our belief that the list of these points can be made
much longer by precise descriptive research into the conditions of
occurrence of a larger range of phenomena than could be studied within the scope of this thesis.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis a number of articles is brought together, which
all bear on visual pattern interpretation. The approach followed in
all articles is basically the same. The Gestalt law of Prägnanz,
which states that psychological organization will always be as good
(read: simple or efficient) as the prevailing conditions allow, is
taken as a leading principle. Starting from this principle, a number
of visual perceptual phenomena is analyzed. In order to distinguish
between better and worse pattern organizations or interpretations,
Leeuwenberg's coding system is introduced. The efficiency of pattern
interpretations can be determined by means of this coding system.
The first chapter presents a visual phenomenon, not known before,
which is analyzed in greater detail in Chapters 2 and 3. The phenomenon, called neon effect, can be described as a neonlike spreading
of color around the colored lines of an otherwise uncolored lattice
of lines. Next, the chapter provides information on a number of related though clearly different phenomena, and in addition, some arguments in favor of a central rather than a peripheral explanation
of the neon effect are presented.
Chapter 2 starts with some demonstrations which argue more specifically against explanations of the neon effect in terms of peripheral mechanisms or the presence of easily definable stimulus features. Next, the basic hypothesis of this thesis is formulated with
regard to the neon effect. According to that hypothesis, a neon effect will only occur in a pattern if a neon interpretation is the
most efficient interpretation that can be given of it. In addition,
it is hypothesized that the neon effect will be stronger to the extent that the neon interpretation of the color differences in the
pattern is more efficient than an alternative interpretation of
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these color differences. Evidence in favor of both hypotheses was
obtained in two experiments in which the relative efficiency of the
neon interpretation was varied through manipulation of the structural relationships between black and colored lines in a number of displays. The theoretical prominency or strength of the neon effect was
predicted by means of two prominency measures, one for cases in
which a neon effect was predicted to occur, and one, always resulting in a non-positive value, for cases in which no neon effect was
expected. The theoretical prominency measures appeared to predict
observed neon strength quite well.
Chapter 2 also contains an introduction into the Leeuwenberg
coding system. This coding system was used to prepare codes for the
various interpretations of each of the experimental patterns. Code
length being inversely proportional to the efficiency of the interpretation coded, these codes could be used in determining the relative efficiency of the neon interpretation of each pattern.
Chapter 3 deals with effects of sensory factors on the neon illusion. The sensory factors discussed in this chapter concern the luminance relations between the two different groups of lines in the
neon display and the luminance relations of each one of these groups
with the background. In the experiment discussed, only one pattern
was used, so that structural factors did not vary. An experimental
set-up was arranged by which the luminances of both groups of lattice
lines as well as the luminance of the background could be varied independently from one another. Only in two of the six conditions that
can be realized by independently varying the luminances of lattice
lines and background, a neon effect was observed. A tentative explanation of this result is given in terms of two different systems,
the Brightness system and the Darkness system, which together play
a role in the processing of luminance information. Apart from this
explanation, the observations made in this chapter are valuable in
their own right, because they demonstrate that a neon effect can be
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absent, although, according to the predictions based on the law
of Prägnanz and the Leeuwenberg coding system, It should be present.
Apparently, other conditions than those discussed in Chapter 2 have
to be met in order for a neon effect to show up.
In Chapter 4, another visual phenomenon, known as 'subjective
contours', is studied. Subjective contours can be defined as brightness gradients in the absence of luminance gradients. The chapter
first presents a review of the relevant literature on subjective contours. It appears that, with regard to this phenomenon, two main positions have been defended in the literature. First, the occurrence
of subjective contours has been attributed to the operation of cognitive, interpretational processes. This position is consonant with
our own point of departure outlined above. So it does not need any
further elaboration here. A second group of investigators claims
that the occurrence of subjective contours is dependent on the presence of peripherally generated brightness effects. That is to say,
in order to evoke subjective contours, patterns must contain parts
which, through mechanisms like lateral inhibition, cause local
brightness differences. On the basis of some new demonstrations, we
try to combine both positions and propose that (a) local brightness
effects are indeed a necessary part of the primitive data of any
subjective contour interpretation, and that (b) the strength of
subjective contours will be dependent on the relative efficiency of
the subjective contour interpretation of those primitive data. According to a subjective contour interpretation, local brightness
effects are to be interpreted as resulting from an overlying object
which is brighter than the background. This object seems to hide
parts of the pattern from vision. Next, Chapter 4 reports on an experiment in which the strength of subjective contours was manipulated
by varying the structural relationships between parts of patterns
which are known to evoke subjective contours. Observed contour
strength could be predicted very accurately, on the basis of the
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relative efficiency of the subjective contour Interpretation. Chapter 4 also contains a short Introduction into the Leeuwenberg coding
system.
Chapter 5 deals with some peculiarities which are inherent to
complex line patterns. Complex line patterns are defined as line patterns with intersecting lines. Because of this property, the different
interpretations which can be given to these patterns may be based on
entirely different sets of primitive elements (i.e. the line elements
and angles which together make up the pattern). From the study described in Chapter 5, it appeared that there is a definite effect of
the size of the set of primitive elements on the preferred interpretation of a complex line pattern. Preferred interpretations of complex line patterns could be successfully predicted on the basis of
the combined efficiency values of primitive and final codes of various alternative interpretations of these patterns. However, In order
to make correct predictions, one other point had to be taken into
account. Patterns had to be conceived of as representations of visible objects, not as drawings. In other words, a pattern code should
non contain information on the most efficient way to relate the elements of a drawing to one another, but on the most efficient way to
relate the elements of the object represented by the drawing to one
another. Various consequences of this object-principle are elaborated in Chapter 5.
Finally, in Chapter 6, the epilogue, a short evaluation is given
of the results of the preceding chapters. It is first discussed how
Leeuwenberg's descriptive system should be extended if it is to account for the results of, more in particular, Chapters 3 and 5. Next,
it is examined which implications our study has for models dealing
with the processes resulting into the phenomena described by us.

SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift is een aantal artikelen

gebundeld, die alle

betrekking hebben op visuele patrooninterpretatie. De in de verschillende artikelen gevolgde benadering is op hoofdpunten identiek. Als
leidraad geldt steeds de uit de Gestaltpsychologie bekende pregnantiewet. Deze stelt dat een psychologische organisatie altijd zo goed
(lees: eenvoudig of efficient) is als de gegeven omstandigheden toelaten. Met dit principe als uitgangspunt wordt een aantal fenomenen
op het gebied van de visuele patroonwaarneming geanalyseerd. Om een
onderscheid te kunnen maken tussen goede en minder goede patroonorganisaties, c.q. patrooninterpretaties, wordt het kodeersysteem van
Leeuwenberg geïntroduceerd. Met behulp van dit kodeersysteem kan de
eenvoud van patrooninterpretaties worden berekend.
Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijft een tot dan toe onbekend visueel verschijnsel,

dat in de Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 nader wordt geanalyseerd. Het ver-

schijnsel, neon-effekt genoemd, kan worden omschreven als een neonachtige kleurspreiding rond de gekleurde lijnen van een voor het overige zwart raster. In dit hoofdstuk wordt verder een aantal aan het
neon-effekt verwante doch duidelijk ervan verschillende verschijnselen
behandeld. Bovendien worden enige argumenten aangevoerd die eerder
pleiten voor een verklaring van het neon-effekt op centraal dan op perifeer niveau.
Hoofdstuk 2 begint met enige demonstraties die meer specifiek
gericht zijn tegen een verklaring van het neon-effekt

in termen van

perifere mechanismen of gemakkelijk aanwijsbare stimuluskenmerken.
Vervolgens wordt de centrale hypothese van dit proefschrift geformuleerd met betrekking tot het neon-effekt. Volgens die hypothese zal
een neon-effekt alleen dan optreden wanneer een neon-interpretatie
de meest eenvoudige interpretatie is die aan het betreffende patroon
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gegeven kan worden. In aansluiting hierop wordt de hypothese geopperd dat het neon-effekt sterker zal zijn naarmate de neon-interpretatie van de kleurverschillen in het betreffende patroon eenvoudiger
is dan een alternatieve interpretatie van die kleurverschillen. Evidentie voor beide hypotheses werd verkregen in twee experimenten
waarin de relatieve eenvoud van de neon-interpretatle werd gevarieerd via het wijzigen van de strukturele relaties tussen zwarte en
gekleurde lijnen in een aantal patronen. De theoretische prominentie,
of sterkte, van het neon-effekt werd voorspeld middels twee prominentiematen: één voor die gevallen waarin een neon-effekt verondersteld
werd op te zullen treden en één, altijd resulterend in een niet-positieve waarde, voor gevallen waarin geen neon werd voorspeld. Het
bleek dat de theoretische prominentiematen goede prediktoren zijn
voor de geobserveerde sterkte van het neon-effekt.
Hoofdstuk 2 bevat tevens een inleiding in het kodeersysteem van
Leeuwenberg. Dit kodeersysteem werd gebruikt voor het vervaardigen
van kodes voor de verschillende interpretaties van elk der experimentele patronen. Omdat de lengte van een kode omgekeerd evenredig is
aan de eenvoud van de gekodeerde interpretatie, konden deze kodes
worden gebruikt bij het bepalen van de relatieve eenvoud van de neoninterpretatie van elk patroon.
Hoofdstuk 3 bespreekt effekten van sensorische faktoren op de
neon-illusie. De sensorische faktoren die in dit hoofdstuk aan de
orde komen hebben betrekking op de luminantierelaties tussen de twee
groepen lijnen in het neonpatroon en op de luminantierelaties tussen
elk van deze groepen en de achtergrond. In het betreffende experiment
werd steeds gebruik gemaakt van hetzelfde patroon, zodat strukturele
faktoren niet varieerden. De experimentele opstelling was zodanig
dat de luminanties van beide groepen rasterlijnen en de luminantie
van de achtergrond van deze lijnen onafhankelijk van elkaar konden
worden gevarieerd. Slechts in twee van de zes condities die verkregen
kunnen worden door onafhankelijke variatie van de luminanties van ras-
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terlijnen en achtergrond trad een neoneffekt op. Voor dit resultaat
wordt een voorlopige verklaring gegeven in termen van twee systemen,
het Brightness-systeem en het Darkness-systeem, die beide betrokken
zijn bij de verwerking van luminantie-informatie. Los van deze verklaring zijn de observaties die in dit hoofdstuk worden besproken
op zichzelf waardevol, omdat zij aantonen dat een neon-effekt afwezig kan zijn,

terwijl het volgens de predikties, gebaseerd op de

pregnantiewet en het kodeersysteem van Leeuwenberg, aanwezig zou
moeten zijn. Kennelijk moet nog aan andere voorwaarden dan die welke besproken zijn in Hoofdstuk 2 voldaan zijn, wil het neon-effekt
kunnen optreden.
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt een ander visueel verschijnsel, bekend als
'subjectieve contouren', besproken. Subjectieve contouren kunnen
worden gedefinieerd als helderheidsgradiënten die optreden bij afwezigheid van luminantiegradienten. Het hoofdstuk geeft eerst een
overzicht van de relevante literatuur met betrekking tot subjectieve
contouren. Het blijkt dat met betrekking tot dit fenomeen twee standpunten zijn verdedigd in de literatuur. Op de eerste plaats is het
optreden van subjectieve contouren toegeschreven aan cognitieve
processen met betrekking tot patrooninterpretatie. Dit standpunt
staat op één lijn met ons eigen uitgangspunt en behoeft hier zodoende geen verdere uitleg. Door een tweede groep onderzoekers wordt gesteld dat het optreden van subjectieve contouren afhankelijk is van
de aanwezigheid van perifeer gegenereerde helderheidseffekten. Dat
wil zeggen, om subjectieve contouren te kunnen oproepen moeten patronen onderdelen bevatten

die, via mechanismen als laterale inhibi-

tie, lokale helderheidsverschillen bewerkstelligen. Op basis van een
aantal nieuwe demonstraties doen wij een poging beide standpunten te
kombineren door te stellen dat (a) lokale helderheidsverschillen inderdaad een noodzakelijk onderdeel vormen van de primitieve gegevens
van iedere subjectieve-contouren-interpretatie, en dat (b) de sterkte van subjectieve contouren afhankelijk is van de relatieve eenvoud
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van de subjectieve-contouren-interpretatie die van die primitieve
gegevens wordt gemaakt. Een subjectieve-contouren-interpretatie vat
lokale helderheidsverschillen op als veroorzaakt door een gesuperponeerd objekt met een grotere helderheid dan de achtergrond. De indruk ontstaat dat delen van het patroon door dit objekt aan het oog
worden onttrokken. In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt vervolgens verslag gedaan
van een experiment waarin de sterkte van subjectieve contouren werd
gemanipuleerd door de strukturele relaties te variëren van onderdelen van patronen waarvan bekend is dat ze subjectieve contouren oproepen. Op basis van de relatieve eenvoud van de subjectieve-contouren-interpretatie kon de geobserveerde sterkte van subjectieve contouren zeer nauwkeurig worden geprediceerd. Hoofdstuk 4 bevat tevens
een korte inleiding in de kodeertaal van Leeuwenberg.
Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt een aantal bijzonderheden die eigen zijn
aan complexe lijnpatronen. Complexe lijnpatronen worden gedefinieerd
als lijnpatronen met snijdende lijnen. Op grond van deze eigenschap
kunnen de verschillende interpretaties die aan deze patronen gegeven
kunnen worden gebaseerd zijn op geheel verschillende sets primitieve
elementen (dat zijn de lijnstukken en hoeken waaruit het patroon is
samengesteld). Uit het in Hoofdstuk 5 beschreven onderzoek is gebleken dat de omvang van de set primitieve elementen een duidelijk effekt heeft op de geprefereerde interpretatie van een complex lijnpatroon. Geprefereerde interpretaties van complexe lijnpatronen konden
met succes worden voorspeld op basis van een kombinatie van maten
voor de eenvoud van de primitieve kode en die van de eindkode van
verschillende alternatieve interpretaties van die patronen. Om tot
deze juiste predikties te geraken moest echter nog een ander punt
in acht worden genomen. Het bleek dat patrooninterpretaties patronen
van meet af aan moeten opvatten als representaties van zichtbare Objekten, niet als tekeningen. Met andere woorden, een patroonkode moet
niet de meest eenvoudige wijze weergeven waarop de elementen van een
patroon met elkaar in verband kunnen worden gebracht, maar de meest
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eenvoudige wijze waarop de elementen van het door het patroon gerepresenteerde objekt aan elkaar kunnen worden gerelateerd. Verschillende konsekwenties van dit objekt-principe worden in Hoofdstuk 5
nader uitgewerkt.
Tenslotte worden in Hoofdstuk 6, de epiloog, de resultaten van
de voorafgaande hoofdstukken geëvalueerd. Allereerst wordt besproken
hoe Leeuwenberg's kodeersysteem zou moeten worden uitgebreid om er
met name de in de Hoofdstukken

3 en 5 gevonden resultaten adekwaat

mee te kunnen beschrijven. Vervolgens wordt kort ingegaan op enige
implikaties van ons onderzoek voor modellen voor de processen die
leiden tot de door ons beschreven verschijnselen.
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De schrijver van dit proefschrift werd geboren op 6 oktober 1948
te Eindhoven. Na het behalen van het gymnasium-d diploma studeerde
hij psychologie in Nijmegen. Het doctoraalexamen met als hoofdrichting psychologische functieleer legde hij af in 1973. Sedertdien ie
hij werkzaam geweest binnen de Sectie Perceptie van de Vakgroep
Psychologische Functieleer van het Psychologisch Laboratorium te
Nijmegen, laatstelijk als wetenschappelijk medewerker ten behoeve
van een door de Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk
Onderzoek gesubsidieerd onderzoekprojekt.

Het door Leeuwenberg ontwikkelde codeersysteem bestaat uit een
aantal herschrijvingsregels met behulp waarvan reeksen alfanumerieke symbolen in verkorte vorm kunnen worden gerepresenteerd.
Toepassing van dit systeem in een psychologische context als
patroonwaameming vereist zowel een verzameling regels waarmee
patronen kunnen worden omgezet in reeksen symbolen, als een verzameling regels die aangeven welke specifieke patroonaspecten
relevant zijn voor de onderzochte waamemingstaak. Beide regelsystemen maken geen deel uit van het codeersysteem in strikte
zin en zullen per toepassingsgebied steeds opnieuw moeten worden
bepaald. (Dit proefschrift)

Codes van lijnpatronen zijn alleen dan psychologisch relevant wanneer ze de door de lijnpatronen gerepresenteerde objecten en
niet uitsluitend de lijnpatronen zelf weergeven. (Dit proefschrift)

Het effect van patroonrotatie op vormwaameming kan niet worden
toegeschreven aan het coderen als 'boven', 'onder', 'links' of
'rechts' van patroononderdelen, zoals beweerd door Rock (1973).
Een meer aannemelijke verklaring is dat onder rotatie de complexiteit van patrooninterpretaties en daarmee hun preferentieordering verandert doordat de informativiteit van hoeken varieert
naarmate deze meer of minder samenvallen met een horizontaal-vertikaal referentiekader. (Rock, I. Orientation and Form. New York:
Academie Press, 1973)

Uit hun experimenten concluderen Werner & Straus (1941) kwalitatieve verschillen tussen de organisatie van het visuele veld
door hersenbeschadigden en met-hersenbeschadigden. Behalve
deze nog steeds niet weersproken conclusie staan de resultaten
de alternatieve interpretatie toe dat perceptuele verwerkingsprocessen bij hersenbeschadigden tot dezelfde resultaten leiden
als bij niet-hersenbeschadigden, doch mogelijk trager verlopen.
Een reaktietijd-experiment waarin reakties op verschillende onderdelen van eenzelfde patroon worden vergeleken

kan in deze

uitsluitsel geven. (Werner,H. & Straus, A. The pathology of the
figure-background relation in the child. Journal of Abnormal
and Social Psychology, 1941, 36, 236-248)

5. Een niet-spraakklank leidt bij normaal-intelligente kinderen
en mentaal geretardeerden van gelijk ontwikkelingsniveau wél,
doch bij normaal-intelligente volwassenen niet tot het zogenaamde suffix-effect. Dit gegeven biedt intereseante perspectieven
voor functieontwikkellngspsychologisch onderzoek naar aandachtsmechanismen. (Van Tuijl, H

Stimulus suffix effect of a non-

speech sound: ignoring irrelevant information by retarded subjects
and children (Report 75FU06, KU Nijmegen)

6. Uit de heftige discussies naar aanleiding van voorgesteld onderzoek naar mogelijke biologische determinanten van delinkwent gedrag blijkt dat een ideologisch standpunt kan leiden tot het
verdacht maken van op zichzelf legitieme wetenschappelijke vragen.

7. Wat ook de waarde van het momenteel door instellingen voor wetenschappelijk onderwijs en onderzoek gevoerde junior-stafbeleid
moge zijn voor deze instellingen zelf, het voorziet de gemeenschap van een continue aanvoer van dure en zeer moeilijk herplaatsbare werklozen.

8. Echtscheidingsstatistieken wijzen uit dat het aloude 'Gaat en
vemenigvuldigt u' beter kan worden vervangen door 'Vermenigvuldigt u en gaat' .
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